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Swimming bacteria create hydrodynamic disturbances in the form of Stokesian
force-dipoles and in this thesis we study the transport of passive tracer parti-
cles and instabilities that feature unstable bacteria concentration fluctuations in
suspensions of swimming bacteria driven by those disturbances. We first cal-
culate the effective diffusion coefficient of a passive, Brownian tracer particle
in a uniform suspension of randomly swimming bacteria as a function of the
bacterial concentration, geometry, motility, and the tracer Brownian diffusivity
using theory and simulations based on binary interactions between bacteria and
tracer particles and also experiments on bacterial suspensions seeded with col-
loidal tracers. Particular attention has been paid to understand the effect of the
Brownian motion of the tracer and the tumbling of bacteria on the effective dif-
fusivity of the tracer. Next, we analyze the stability of a bacterial suspension
confined in a channel with an imposed cross-channel gradient of a chemical to
which bacteria chemotactically respond. In the stationary base state without any
fluid flow, the chemotaxis of bacteria leads to a net bacterial orientation along
the chemical gradient direction and the chemotactic and diffusive fluxes of bac-
teria balance to yield an exponentially varying base-state bacterial concentration
field across the channel. At the continuum level, the swimming induced force-
dipoles of bacteria lead to an exponentially varying normal stress field across
the channel and we show that such a base state is linearly unstable to fluctua-
tions in the bacterial concentration if the mean bacteria concentration exceeds a
critical value. This instability involves a coupling between the bacteria-stress-
driven fluid flow and the bacterial concentration field and it leads to cellular
convective patterns in the channel. Finally, we experimentally study the near-
contact-line dynamics of evaporating sessile drops of bacterial suspensions in
which the evaporation-induced fluid flow results in accumulation of bacteria
near the contact-line through the well-known “coffee ring” effect. Our exper-
iments reveal a collective behavior of bacteria near the contact-line appearing
in the form of periodic bacterial “jets” along the circumference of the drop. A
qualitative reasoning of the problem suggests the possibility of a concentration
instability driven by the active stress of swimming bacteria.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Recent experimental, numerical and theoretical investigations indicate that the
hydrodynamic disturbances created by swimming bacteria can give rise to en-
hanced mixing and large scale, organized motion termed as collective motion in
bacterial suspensions (see Koch & Subramanian (2011) and references therein).
Typical bacteria such as E. Coli are composed of a spheroidal cell-body pro-
pelled by means of a helical bundle of thin filaments called flagella behind the
cell-body. Individual flagellar filaments are rotated by motors inside the cell-
body and the helical bundle forms and propels the cell-body forward when all
the motors rotate in the counter clockwise direction when viewed from behind
the cell-body. When one or more motors reverse their direction of rotation, the
bacterium performs a “tumble” after which it picks a new swimming direc-
tion. Thus in a chemically neutral environment many bacteria such as E. Coli
perform an unbiased random walk comprised of intervals of persistent swim-
ming lasting about a second punctuated by short tumbling events after which
they pick a new swimming direction (Berg, 2003). Since the typical bacterial
length and swimming speed are of the order of 10 m and 20 m=s respec-
tively, the Reynolds number associated with their swimming is of the order of
10 4 and the swimming-induced hydrodynamic disturbances are Stokesian. A
swimming bacterium experiences neither a net force nor a net torque so that
the far-field nature of the bacterial fluid disturbance is that of a Stokesian force-
dipole which decays like 1=x2 where x is the distance from the bacterium (Lauga
& Powers, 2009). The present thesis addresses three important consequences of
the hydrodynamic disturbances produced by swimming bacteria. The first is
the transport of a passive, Brownian tracer particle in a bacterial suspension
1
and the remaining two are the hydrodynamic instabilities of bacterial suspen-
sions that lead to fluctuations in bacterial concentration in two different physical
settings, one being the case of bacterial suspensions confined in a channel and
imposed with a cross-channel gradient of a chemical that attracts bacteria and
the other being the case of evaporating sessile-drops of bacterial suspensions.
The importance of the first problem comes from the fact that the survival
of bacteria depends crucially on the dispersal of nutrients and other chemical
species such as signaling molecules and that recent experiments on suspensions
of swimming bacteria (Wu & Libchaber, 2000; Kim & Breuer, 2004; Min˜o et al.,
2011) and simulations of hydrodynamically interacting self-propelled particles
(Hernandez-Ortiz et al., 2005; Underhill et al., 2008; Hernandez-Ortiz et al., 2009)
have shown an enhanced diffusion of passive tracers such as colloidal beads
and macromolecules with increasing bacterial concentration. A tracer particle
experiencing hydrodynamic disturbances from randomly swimming bacteria
would perform a diffusive random walk at long times (Wu & Libchaber, 2000;
Hernandez-Ortiz et al., 2005, 2009). For a Brownian tracer particle, the effective
diffusivity is then the sum of the intrinsic Brownian diffusivity, the “hydrody-
namic” diffusivity contributed by bacterial fluid disturbances, and a contribu-
tion from possible excluded volume interactions with bacteria if the particle
size is comparable to that of the bacterium. Determination of the effective tracer
diffusion coefficient is a problem of significant practical interest and a crucial is-
sue here is that the hydrodynamic component of the effective diffusivity of the
tracer in general could be a function of its Brownian diffusivity in addition to
the parameters associated with bacteria such as their concentration, geometry,
and motility. This is due to the facts that the velocity disturbance of a bacterium
sampled by a tracer particle is a function of the position of the tracer relative to
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the bacterium and this relative position evolves through the Brownianmotion of
the tracer in addition to bacterial swimming and bacterial velocity disturbances.
A similar phenomenon occurs in the well-known Taylor-Aris dispersion (Tay-
lor, 1953; Aris, 1956) of a solute in a tube in which the Brownian motion of so-
lute particles enables them to sample the spatially varying Poiseuille flow field
in the tube resulting in longitudinal dispersion with a coefficient that depends
upon the molecular (Brownian) diffusivity of the solute in addition to the tube
geometry and flow velocity.
Thus in the tracer transport problem we calculate the aforementioned hy-
drodynamic component of the effective tracer diffusivity in a dilute bacterial
suspension as a function of the tracer Brownian diffusivity, bacterial concentra-
tion, geometry, swimming speed, and persistence time through a theory based
on binary interactions between bacteria and tracer particles. The theory yields
an explicit expression for the hydrodynamic diffusivity of the tracer particle
through a Fickian constitutive relationship between the average tracer flux and
the average tracer concentration gradient with the average being defined over
all possible bacterium-tracer pair-interactions. A slender-body model is used
for describing the hydrodynamic disturbances of swimming bacteria with the
magnitude of the bacterial disturbance velocity assumed to be small compared
to the bacterial swimming speed. The tracer particle is considered to be a point
object so that we neglect the excluded volume interactions between the tracer
particle and the bacterium. In order to investigate the effects of velocity distur-
bances with magnitudes comparable to the bacterial swimming speed as well
as the excluded volume interactions between bacteria and tracer particles, we
also calculate the tracer hydrodynamic diffusivity from explicit simulations of
pairwise bacterium-tracer interactions. We also perform complementary exper-
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iments in order to assess the accuracy of the theoretical predictions.
The primary motivation behind the investigation of concentration insta-
bilities in bacteria suspensions driven by the hydrodynamic disturbances of
the swimming bacteria is the experimental observation of large-scale flows in
dense bacteria suspensions (Mendelson et al., 1999; Wu& Libchaber, 2000; Dom-
browski et al., 2004; Sokolov et al., 2007, 2009; Ishikawa et al., 2011; Dunkel
et al., 2013) capable of strongly mixing the suspension (see Sokolov et al.
(2009)). Numerical studies on hydrodynamically interacting self-propelled par-
ticles (Hernandez-Ortiz et al., 2005; Saintillan & Shelley, 2007; Underhill et al.,
2008) strongly suggests that the bulk fluid flow originates from the bacteria-
swimming-induced fluid disturbances and in particular (Saintillan & Shelley,
2007; Underhill et al., 2008) indicate that large scale fluid motion arises from
hydrodynamic instabilities of the suspension driven by the fluid disturbances
associated with the swimming-induced force-dipoles on bacteria. At the con-
tinuum level, the effect of swimming induced force-dipoles on bacteria is to
provide an “active” stress field as a function of the local orientation and con-
centration fields of bacteria and continuum theories of suspensions swimming
bacteria (Subramanian & Koch, 2009) and other self-propelled particles (Simha
& Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Hohenegger & Shelley, 2010)
have shown the existence of hydrodynamic instabilities driven by the active
stress of swimmers. These instabilities however do not involve the convection
of bacteria by the fluid flow at the linear order and instead originate from the
coupling between the bacterial orientation field and the fluid flow owing to a
spatially uniform bacteria concentration field in the base state. We on the other
hand, focus on the possibility of instabilities driven by the coupling between the
fluid flow and the bacterial concentration field instead of the orientation field by
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having fluid convection of bacteria in the linearized stability equations which
requires an inhomogeneous bacterial concentration field in the base state. We
first show that such a non-uniform base state naturally emerges and results in a
concentration instability if the bacterial suspension is confined in a channel and
subjected to the gradient of a chemical that attracts bacteria (chemo-attractant)
across the channel. The case of bacterial suspensions with imposed chemical
gradients is fundamentally important since the purpose of bacterial motility is
to allow cells to respond to chemical cues in their environment and the response
is often critical to their survival.
In the presence of a chemo-attractant gradient, bacteria bias their random
walk by reducing the tumbling frequency when swimming up the chemical
gradient and leaving it unaltered when swimming down resulting in a net bac-
terial migration along the chemical gradient (Berg, 2003). We investigate the
effect of the aforementioned process termed as chemotaxis on the dynamics
of the bacterial suspension by analyzing the linear stability of a suspension of
chemotactic bacteria confined in a channel imposed with a cross-channel gradi-
ent of a chemo-attractant through continuum equations (Simha & Ramaswamy,
2002; Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009; Hohenegger &
Shelley, 2010). The biased tumbling of bacteria in the presence of the attractant
gradient results in a net bacterial orientation and migration velocity parallel to
the attractant gradient. At long length and time scales compared to those as-
sociated with the persistence of bacterial swimming, fluxes due to chemotaxis
and the random run-tumble motion of bacteria balance to yield an exponen-
tially varying bacteria concentration profile across the channel in the base state.
The associated bacterial stress field is also exponentially varying and is com-
posed of normal stresses due to the mean bacterial orientation parallel to the
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chemical gradient. This spatially non-uniform base state is then shown to be
unstable to fluctuations in the bacterial concentration field when the bacterial
concentration exceeds a critical value determined by the chemotactic migration
velocity, bacterial diffusivity, and the channel depth. The instability is the result
of the coupling between the bacteria stress driven fluid flow and the bacterial
concentration and manifests as rectangular convection patterns. Thus the im-
position of the chemo-attractant gradient provides a way to organize individ-
ual bacterial disturbances into a bulk flow capable of enhancing the dispersal
of nutrients and other chemical species vital for bacteria. We also address the
effect of fluid-shear-induced rotation of bacteria — the mechanism behind the
previously reported instabilities of homogeneous bacterial suspensions (Simha
& Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009;
Hohenegger & Shelley, 2010)— on the aforementioned chemotaxis driven insta-
bility by performing a linear stability analysis of continuum equations of sus-
pensions of swimming bacteria whose orientation respond to both the chemical
gradient and the fluid shear. We find that shear rotation of bacteria in general
has a destabilizing effect and below a critical suspension depth, the critical con-
centration is determined by the shear rotation instability mechanism. Above
this critical depth the present mechanism of instability starts to influence the
critical concentration and for large suspension depths the effect of shear rota-
tion is negligible.
It turns out that the non-uniform state of a bacterial suspension which can
potentially give rise to concentration instability can exist even without bacte-
rial chemotaxis but under a very different physical setting of the suspension —
an evaporating sessile drop. The evaporation of the drop drives a radially out-
ward fluid flow inside the drop owing to the pinning of the contact-line, a phe-
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Figure 1.1: Collective motion near the contact-line of an evaporating drop
containing wild-type E. Coli cells. The scale bar in the figure
indicates a distance of 100 m.
nomenon termed as the “coffee ring” effect (Deegan et al., 1997, 2000). This flow
concentrates bacteria near the contact-line due to the confinement provided by
the air-water interface of the drop thus allowing one to examine the effect of pas-
sively created inhomogeneity in the suspension instead of the inhomogeniety
resulting from active mechanisms such as chemotaxis as in the previous prob-
lem. The sessile drop geometry can also be important in the context of bacterial
swarming and biofilm formation which often involve bacteria confined within
thin liquid films (Bees et al., 2000; Joanny&Ramaswamy, 2012). To understand if
this setting gives rise to any instability, we study the near contact-line dynamics
of sessile drops of bacterial suspensions experimentally. Our experiments reveal
a collective behavior of the concentrated bacterial population near the contact-
line appearing in the form of periodic “jets” of bacteria along the circumference
of the drop. An image of the observed collective motion is shown in Fig. 1.1.
A qualitative reasoning of the problem from the point of view of linear stabil-
ity of the continuum equations for the conservation of bacteria and momentum
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in the suspension suggests the possibility of a concentration instability of the
suspension driven by the active stress of swimming bacteria.
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CHAPTER 2
HYDRODYNAMIC TRACER DIFFUSION IN SUSPENSIONS OF
SWIMMING BACTERIA
2.1 Abstract
We present theoretical predictions, simulations and experimental measure-
ments for the transport of passive, Brownian tracer particles in an isotropic, qui-
escent suspension of swimming bacteria performing run-tumble randomwalks.
Hydrodynamic disturbances created by randomly swimming bacteria result in
enhanced tracer transport which we estimate in this paper theoretically as a
function of the Brownian diffusivity of the tracer, bacterial concentration, swim-
ming speed, geometry and persistence in bacterial swimming. We consider in-
teractions between bacteria and tracer particles as binary and assume that the
magnitude of the fluid disturbance is small compared to the bacterial swim-
ming speed, an assumption that is valid in the slender body limit. The mass
conservation equation for the tracer is then ensemble averaged over the config-
uration space of bacteria-tracer pair interactions. The average tracer flux can
be related to the average tracer concentration gradient through a Fickian con-
stitutive equation with an effective diffusion coefficient, Deff = D + nL3UsLfDh
where fDh is a non-dimensional “hydrodynamic” diffusivity of the tracer aris-
ing from fluid disturbances created by bacteria, D is the Brownian diffusivity
of the tracer and n, L, and Us are the concentration, overall length, and the
swimming speed of bacteria respectively. Using a slender-body model for the
bacterium, we derive an explicit expression for fDh as a function of a Peclet num-
ber, Pe = UsL=D which measures the strength of convective transport of tracer
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particles relative to their diffusion and a non-dimensional bacterial persistence
length,   = Us=L with  being the inverse tumbling frequency of bacteria. It
is found that fDh increases monotonically with increasing   and asymptotes tofDh  2=(192M2) in the limits Pe ! 1 and   ! 1. Here,  is the ratio of
the length of the cell-body of the bacterium to the overall bacterial length in-
cluding the cell body and flagella bundle andM is the mobility of the cell body.
The dependence of fDh on Pe is non-monotonic with fDh  2pPe =(360M2)
for Pe  1 and with a peak when Pe = O(10) indicating that weak Brown-
ian motion of the tracer increases the efficacy of bacteria in transporting tracer
particles. We also calculate the bacterial contribution to tracer diffusivity from
explicit numerical simulations of bacteria-tracer interactions in the most phys-
ically relevant range of Pe  O(1) and   = O(1) to assess the accuracy of
the assumption of weak fluid disturbance by bacteria and also to understand
the effect of excluded volume interactions between bacteria and tracer parti-
cles. The simulation study shows that the theoretical treatment based on weak
bacterial disturbance is accurate and that the volume exclusion between bac-
teria and tracer particles reduces the bacterial contribution to tracer diffusivity
for smaller tracer particle sizes while increasing the same for large tracer parti-
cle sizes. Finally, we perform particle-tracking tracer diffusion experiments of
colloidal particles in suspensions of wild-type E. Coli cells, validating the theo-
retical and simulation predictions for the dependence of the tracer diffusion on
cell concentration.
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2.2 Introduction
Mass transport in bacterial suspensions is an important problem since the sur-
vival of bacteria depends crucially on the dispersal of nutrients and other chem-
ical species such as signaling molecules. Recent experiments on suspensions of
swimming bacteria (Wu & Libchaber, 2000; Kim & Breuer, 2004; Min˜o et al.,
2011) and simulations of hydrodynamically interacting self-propelled particles
(Hernandez-Ortiz et al., 2005; Underhill et al., 2008; Hernandez-Ortiz et al., 2009)
have shown an enhanced diffusion of passive tracers such as colloidal beads and
macromolecules with increasing bacterial concentration. While swimming, bac-
teria produce Stokesian hydrodynamic disturbances and a tracer particle expe-
riencing those disturbances from randomly swimming bacteria would perform
a diffusive randomwalk at long times (Wu & Libchaber, 2000; Hernandez-Ortiz
et al., 2005, 2009). Displacements of colloidal tracers could be influenced by the
finite size of the colloidal beads. For a Brownian tracer particle, the effective
diffusivity is then the sum of the intrinsic Brownian diffusivity, the “hydrody-
namic” diffusivity contributed by bacterial fluid disturbances, and a contribu-
tion from possible excluded volume interactions with bacteria. Determination
of the effective tracer diffusion coefficient is a problem of significant practical
interest and a crucial issue here is that the hydrodynamic component of the ef-
fective diffusivity of the tracer in general could be a function of its Brownian
diffusivity in addition to the parameters associated with bacteria such as their
concentration, geometry, and motility. This is due to the facts that the velocity
disturbance of a bacterium sampled by a tracer particle is a function of the po-
sition of the tracer relative to the bacterium and this relative position evolves
through the Brownian motion of the tracer in addition to bacterial swimming
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and bacterial velocity disturbances. A similar phenomenon occurs in the well
known Taylor-Aris dispersion (Taylor, 1953; Aris, 1956) of a solute in a tube
in which the Brownian motion of solute particles enables them to sample the
spatially varying Poiseuille flow field in the tube resulting in longitudinal dis-
persion with a coefficient that depends upon the molecular (Brownian) diffu-
sivity of the solute in addition to the tube geometry and flow velocity. In this
paper, we calculate the hydrodynamic component of the effective tracer diffu-
sivity in a dilute bacterial suspension as a function of the tracer Brownian dif-
fusivity, bacterial concentration, geometry, swimming speed, and persistence
time through a theory based on binary interactions between bacteria and tracer
particles. We validate the theoretical predictions and calculate the contribution
to tracer diffusivity from bacteria-tracer excluded volume interactions through
explicit simulations of pairwise bacterium-tracer interactions. We also perform
complementary experiments in order to assess the accuracy of the theoretical
predictions at moderate bacteria concentrations.
Typical bacteria such as E. Coli are comprised of a spheroidal cell-body pro-
pelled by a helical bundle of flagellar filaments. The flagellar filaments are
driven by motors within the cell-body and when all the motors rotate in the
counter-clockwise direction viewed from behind the cell-body, individual fila-
mentsmerge to form a helical bundle and propel the cell forward. This leads to a
swimming “run”, which persists for around a second. The runs are punctuated
by tumbles inducedwhen one ormoremotors change their direction of rotation.
Each tumble leads to a new direction for the next swimming run. The duration
of the run or the persistence time of bacteria is not a constant but follows a Pois-
sonian distribution and the run-tumble motion is unbiased in the absence of
any chemical gradients (Berg, 1975). While modes of locomotion other than the
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run-tumble motility have been discovered among bacteria (see Stocker (2011)),
run-tumble motion remains to be the most extensively characterized one and
hence this paper is focused on suspensions of run-tumble bacteria. Owing to
the balance of the propulsive force generated by the flagellar bundle and the
drag force on the cell-body, a bacterium as a whole is force-free and as a result
its hydrodynamic disturbance is that of a force dipole which decays like 1=r2 at
large distances r from the bacterium compared with its size (Hernandez-Ortiz
et al., 2005; Lauga & Powers, 2009).
The phenomenon of enhanced tracer diffusion due to swimming bacteria
was first observed by Wu & Libchaber (2000) in their experiment with micron-
sized particles suspended in a thin liquid film containing swimming E. Coli
cells. The motion of particles was found to be correlated at short times and
diffusive at long times with the measured diffusivity increasing linearly with
the bacteria concentration. While the colloidal particles in the experiment of
Wu & Libchaber (2000) were too large (4.5 m and 10 m) to have signifi-
cant Brownian motion, macromolecules with relatively large Brownian diffu-
sion also show enhanced diffusion in bacterial suspensions. For instance Kim &
Breuer (2004) observed an effective tracer diffusion coefficient of a high molec-
ular weight fluorescent dye dextran in bacterial suspensions flowing through
microfluidic channels that increased linearly increasing bacterial concentration.
While the aforementioned experiments are with liquid cultures, the enhanced
transport of passive particles by bacteria-driven fluid flows has been observed
in swarming bacterial colonies situated over agar surfaces (Wu et al., 2011)
and even in porous microfluidic devices containing swimming bacteria built
to study bacteria-mediated contaminant transport in groundwater (Singh & Ol-
son, 2011).
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From a recent experimental study on bacterial suspensions close to a solid
surface, Min˜o et al. (2011) have concluded that the enhancement in tracer dif-
fusivity scales with the product of the concentration and the average velocity
of actively swimming bacteria so that the effective tracer diffusivity should be
given by Deff = D + nUs where D is the Brownian diffusivity of the tracer,
n is the number of bacteria per unit volume of the suspension, Us is the bac-
terial swimming speed, and the factor  arises from averaging tracer displace-
ments from interactions with bacteria and should scale like the fourth power
of bacterial size based on dimensional considerations (Min˜o et al., 2011). The
linear dependence signifies single bacterium effects and might be expected to
hold only for dilute suspensions for which tracer interactions with more than
one bacterium are negligible. However, in experiments with three dimensional
suspensions (Kim & Breuer, 2004; Min˜o et al., 2011) the linear relation has been
observed to hold even at relatively large bacteria concentrations of 109 to 1010
bacteria per milliliter. For typical E. Coli cells with a cell-body length of 2m
(Berg & Turner, 1995) and flagella bundle length of 5m (DePamphilis & Adler,
1971a,b), the aforementioned concentration range corresponds to the range of
non-dimensional bacterial concentration nL3 = 0:3 3where n is the number of
cells per unit volume and L is the overall length of the bacterial cell and flagellar
bundle. A bacterial suspension is not truly dilute at these concentrations since
dilute regime corresponds to nL3  1. The linear variation of tracer diffusivity
with swimmer concentration has also been observed in simulations of hydrody-
namically interacting self-propelled particles mimicking bacteria (Hernandez-
Ortiz et al., 2005, 2009) and in particular Hernandez-Ortiz et al. (2009) reports
linear scaling even for moderately dense suspensions. Their simulations how-
ever do not account for bacterial tumbling and Brownian motion of tracer par-
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ticles. The importance of bacterial tumbling becomes readily apparent if one
thinks of the hydrodynamic tracer diffusivity as the time-integral of the autocor-
relation of the bacteria-induced fluid velocity disturbance sampled by the tracer
particle. Since the bacterial disturbance velocity field is determined by the bac-
terial swimming direction, tumbling of bacteria to a new random orientation
limits the time for which the disturbance velocity field remains correlated. Thus
one may in general expect a reduction in tracer hydrodynamic diffusion with
increasing bacterial tumbling frequency. Indeed, in the experiment of Kim &
Breuer (2004), the effective tracer diffusivity in suspensions containing tumbly
cells of E. Coli is significantly smaller than those containing wild-type cells.
Motivated by the aforementioned observations, we develop a theory for bi-
nary interactions between bacteria performing run-tumble random walks and
Brownian tracer particles based on averaging the tracer transport equation
over all possible pair-interactions for slowly varying tracer concentration fields
where a Fickian constitutive equation relates the average tracer flux to the av-
erage tracer concentration gradient. The theory yields an explicit expression for
the hydrodynamic diffusivity of the tracer particle. In the theoretical deriva-
tion the magnitude of the velocity disturbance of the bacterium is assumed to
be small compared to its swimming speed, an assumption that is valid for a
slender-body model of the bacterium whose cell body and flagellar tail exerts a
line distribution of Stokeslets along its axis. The tracer particle is considered to
be a point object so that we neglect the excluded volume interactions between
the tracer particle and the bacterium. In order to investigate the effects of veloc-
ity disturbances with magnitudes comparable to the bacterial swimming speed
as well as the excluded volume interactions between bacteria and tracer parti-
cles, we also calculate the tracer hydrodynamic diffusivity from explicit simu-
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lations of pairwise bacterium-tracer interactions. Finally we carry out our own
experiments on tracer diffusion to assess the accuracy of our theory since our
theory is for an unbounded, isotropic, and three-dimensional bacterial suspen-
sion while the previous experiments are either on quasi-two-dimensional bacte-
rial suspensions (Wu & Libchaber, 2000), bacterial suspensions lying close to a
solid surface (Min˜o et al., 2011), or strongly sheared bacterial suspensions (Kim
& Breuer, 2004). One may expect the tracer hydrodynamic diffusivity in these
situations to be different from that of a three-dimensional, isotropic, and un-
bounded suspension under consideration in this paper owing to the boundary
conditions imposed by the film or the wall or due to the shear-induced rotation
of bacteria. The latter makes the bacterial suspension anisotropic if the shear
rate is comparable to or larger than the bacterial tumbling frequency as was the
case in the experiment of Kim & Breuer (2004).
This paper is organized as follows: in x2.3 we present the theory for hydro-
dynamic tracer diffusion based on the averaged tracer transport equation. Next
in x2.4 we derive the hydrodynamic tracer diffusivity through pairwise simula-
tions of bacterium-tracer interactions and present the results. This is followed
by x2.5 in which we describe our tracer diffusion experiments and compare the
experimental data with the estimate of hydrodynamic diffusivity obtained from
theory and simulations. Finally, we close the paper with a concluding discus-
sion in x2.6.
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2.3 Theory for hydrodynamic diffusion
The method of ensemble averaged equations (Hinch, 1977) was originally de-
veloped to describe the effects of hydrodynamic particle interactions on Stokes
flow properties such as effective viscosity, sedimentation rate and permeabil-
ity of dilute suspensions and fixed beds. It was adapted by Koch & Brady
(1985) to analyze the macro - transport of chemical tracers in random porous
media on a length scale much larger than the typical grain size. Specifically,
one obtains a macroscopic convection-diffusion equation for the average tracer
concentration field in the porous medium with the convection being driven by
the bulk fluid velocity and diffusion constituted by the Brownian motion and
the hydrodynamic diffusion driven by fluid disturbances created by grains in
the porous medium. The average tracer concentration is defined by averaging
over the ensemble of all possible realizations of the porous medium with differ-
ent arrangements of the microstructural elements (Koch & Brady, 1985). In the
present study, we apply this method to a bacterial suspensionwith the ensemble
average consisting of different geometries of the bacterium-tracer interaction.
The formulation begins with the transport equation for the local tracer con-
centration c(x; t) (Koch & Brady, 1985)
@c
@t
+r  q = 0; (2.1)
in which the flux at any given position and time is
q(x; t) = u(x; t)c(x; t) Drc(x; t); (2.2)
where uc is the convective flux driven by the local fluid velocity u(x; t) that the
tracer experiences and Drc is the diffusive flux driven by the local tracer con-
centration gradient (Koch & Brady, 1985). The random medium under consid-
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eration in this paper is a suspension of wild-type bacteria executing run-tumble
random walk with a swimming speed of Us and a mean tumbling frequency of
 1. We assume that the suspension is unbounded, homogeneous, and isotropic
with no imposed fluid flow and that the bacteria swim along straight lines be-
tween tumbles with the persistence time T (inverse tumbling frequency) follow-
ing a Poisson distribution as (Berg, 1975)
P (T ) =
exp
  T



: (2.3)
It is also assumed that the swimming directions before and after a tumble are
uncorrelated.
We now express the local velocity and tracer concentration fields in the bac-
terial suspension under consideration as the sum of corresponding bulk quanti-
ties (with an ensemble average indicated by hi) and fluctuations due to bacteria
indicated by primed variables:
u = hui+ u0; c = hci+ c0: (2.4)
The bulk quantities in Eq. 2.4 are defined as averages over all possible realiza-
tions of the bacterial suspension with a particular realization being specified by
the trajectories of all bacteria in the suspension. However, in a dilute suspension
the tracer particle can be considered at any given time to be sampling the fluid
disturbance created by a single bacterium so that the tracer interacts with each
bacterium independently. In other words, all interactions between bacteria can
be neglected and u0 is the velocity disturbance created by an isolated bacterium.
A consequence of this assumption is that any bulk property of the suspension
can now be defined as an average over the ensemble of all possible realizations
of the trajectory of a single bacterium.
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Since the orientation p of a bacterium before and after a tumble are assumed
to be uncorrelated, the fluid velocity produced by the bacterium in successive
runs is also uncorrelated. As a result, one may define the operator hi as the
average over the portion of the trajectory that lies between tumbles. The latter
trajectory is
xb = xb;0 + Usp; (2.5)
where p is the swimming direction,  is the time variable that parametrizes the
trajectory, and xb;0 is the initial position of the center of the cell-body of the bac-
terium. The trajectory of the bacterium in Eq. 2.5 evolves until  = T with T
following the distribution in Eq. 2.3 and when  = T , the bacterium tumbles to
a random orientation. The averaging over the trajectory in Eq. 2.5 now requires
averaging over the time , persistence time T , starting point xb;0, and swimming
directions p. For a homogeneous, isotropic suspension the probability densities
of the latter two quantities are equal to the number of bacteria per unit volume
of the suspension n and 1=(4) respectively. This leads to the following expres-
sion as the definition of the average of any property A(x; t) of the suspension
hAi(x; t) = n
4
Z
dp
Z
dxb;0
Z 1
0
dTP (T )
Z T
0
dA: (2.6)
The above averaging process when applied to the tracer transport equation Eq.
2.1 yields the following evolution equation for hci
@hci
@t
+r  hqi = 0; (2.7)
where the average flux
hqi = hu0c0i  Drhci: (2.8)
This relationship makes use of the fact that there is no macroscopic fluid flow
(quiescent suspension) (hui = 0). When the average concentration gradient
varies on length scales larger than the bacterium length and time scales larger
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than the persistence time, the average flux in Eq. 2.8 can be related to the av-
erage concentration gradient through a Fickian diffusion relationship with an
effective diffusivity tensorDe
hqi =  De  rhci: (2.9)
The steady solution of Eq. 2.7 at long times in then
hci = c0 +G  x; (2.10)
where G = rhci is the average concentration gradient and c0 is an arbitrary
constant. Equations 2.8 and 2.9 lead to the following expression for the bacterial
contribution to the total flux:
hu0c0i =  (De  DI)  rhci =  Dh  rhci; (2.11)
whereDh is the hydrodynamic diffusivity tensor and I is the identity tensor.
The governing equation for the fluctuation in the tracer concentration field
due to bacteria obtained by subtracting Eq. 2.7 from Eq. 2.1 is
@c0
@t
+r  (u0c0   hu0c0i+ u0hci  Drc0) = 0; (2.12)
in which the contribution from r  hu0c0i vanishes owing to the relations in Eqs.
2.11 and 2.10. Since the velocity disturbance u0 is from an isolated bacterium
whose trajectory is described by Eq. 2.5, it is useful to rewrite Eq. 2.12 in a
frame fixed on the bacterium as
@c0
@
+rr  [(u0   Usp)c0  Drrc0] =  u0  rrhci; (2.13)
in which the symbol rr stands for the vector differentiation in the relative co-
ordinate r = x  xb;0   Up. Thus the source of the concentration fluctuation is
the convection of the mean tracer concentration field by the fluid disturbance of
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the bacteria and it evolves due to convection by the swimming of the bacterium
(the  Usp term) and the bacterial velocity disturbance (the u0c0 term), as well
as the Brownian diffusion. We now assume that the magnitude of the velocity
disturbance created by the bacterium is much smaller than the swimming ve-
locity (ju0j  U ) so that the u0c0 term in Eq. 2.13 can be neglected. With this
approximation and making use of Eq. 2.10, we obtain
@c0
@
  Usp  rrc0  Dr2rc0 =  u0 G: (2.14)
The assumption ju0j  U is valid for a slender-body model of a bacterium in
which it is assumed that the ratio of the length L of the cell and flagella is large
compared with the diameter d of the cell and the fluid velocity is smaller than
the swimming speed by a factor of the logarithm of the aspect ratio. In practice
wewill find this to be a useful approximation even for moderate aspect ratios by
comparing the theory with simulations that do not rely upon this approxima-
tion. The fluid velocity disturbance produced by a bacterium u0 can in general
have a complicated spatial dependence relative to the bacterium and hence it is
easier to solve Eq. 2.14 in Fourier space rather than in real space. The Fourier
transform of Eq. 2.14 with respect to the variable r is
@bc
@
+ (2k)2Dbc  2ik  pUsbc =  bu G; (2.15)
where k = jkj and bc(k; ) and bu(k) are the Fourier amplitudes of the concentra-
tion and velocity disturbances defined as
bc(k; ) = Z drc0(r; ) exp( 2ik  r); (2.16)
bu(k) = Z dru0(r) exp( 2ik  r): (2.17)
The solution of Eq. 2.15 satisfying the initial condition bc(k; 0) = 0 is
bc(k; ) = expf [(2k)2D   2ik  pUs]g   1
(2k)2D   2ik  pUs bu(k) G: (2.18)
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Wehave applied an initial condition corresponding to zero concentration distur-
bance at the beginning of a bacterium’s run because any concentration distur-
bance resulting from previous runs will be uncorrelated with the fluid velocity
disturbance due to the present run andwill result in no contribution to themean
flux of the tracer. Using the product theorem on Eq. 2.6, Eq. 2.11 takes the form
 Dh G = n
4
Z
dp
Z
dk
Z
dTP (T )
Z T
0
dbu(k)bc( k; ): (2.19)
Using Eq. 2.18 in Eq. 2.19 and performing the integration over  and T explicitly
yields an expression for the hydrodynamic diffusivity as
 Dh G =   n
4
Z
dp
Z
dk
bu(k)bu( k)
(2k)2D + 2ik  pUs + 1

G; (2.20)
where the integral in brackets is a second order tensor and is independent of k
and p. Since the bacteria suspension is isotropic and there is no bulk fluid flow,
the term in brackets must be a multiple of the second order identity tensor. This
leads to the following expression for the scalar hydrodynamic diffusivity Dh
defined byDh = DhI
Dh =
n
12
Z
dp
Z
dk
bu(k)  bu( k)
(2k)2D + 2ik  pUs + 1
: (2.21)
One may view Eq. 2.21 as the ensemble average of the integral of the distur-
bance velocity autocorrelation function of the tracer over the time variable .
We only need to perform the integral for the persistence time of the bacterium
since the bacterial velocity disturbance autocorrelation becomes zero once the
bacterium makes a tumble owing to the uncorrelated pre- and post-tumble bac-
terial orientations. Thus tumbling of bacteria has a strong influence on the hy-
drodynamic diffusivity since it limits the correlation time of tracer particles.
Physically, one may expect that increasing the mean tumbling frequency of the
bacterium  1 would reduce the hydrodynamic diffusivity of the tracer.
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To proceed further, we need to know the Fourier amplitude of the fluid ve-
locity disturbance produced by the bacterium bu(k) in Eq. 2.21. While the sim-
plest fluid-dynamical model of a bacterium is the force dipole, we shall show
later that this model cannot account for the dependence of the hydrodynamic
diffusivity on the bacterial tumbling frequency in the limit of D ! 0 owing to
the inappropriateness of the dipole model at distances from the bacterium of
the order of bacterial length and smaller. Since the bacterium is a rod-like object
of overall aspect ratio of the order of 10, one may use a slender-body model for
the bacterium instead of a force-dipole. Thus, we model the bacterium as a line
distribution of Stokeslets along its axis with the net strength of the Stokeslets
on the cell-body being equal to the viscous drag on the cell-body. The force per
unit length on the flagella bundle is then adjusted based on the relative lengths
of the cell-body and the flagella bundle to make the bacterium as a whole force-
free. We have used this model previously to calculate the two-bacteria velocity
correlations (Liao et al., 2007) and to analyze the linear stability of bacteria sus-
pensions (Subramanian & Koch, 2009). A similar slender body formulation was
used in the simulations of Saintillan & Shelley (2007). The slender-body model
leads to the forced Stokes’ equations
 rrp0 + r2ru0 =  fp
"Z L=2
 L=2
(r  sp)ds  
1  
Z  L=2
 (1 =2)L
(r  sp)ds
#
;
(2.22a)
rr  u0 = 0 (2.22b)
in which L is the overall length of the bacterium including the flagella bundle
and  is the ratio of the length of the cell-body to the overall length of the bac-
terium. In Eq. 2.22a the first integral on the right hand side is the forcing due to
the cell-body with a force per unit length of
f =
Us
M
(2.23)
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where
M = (8) 1f 22(2 1) 1+(23 )(2 1) 3=2 ln[(+
p
2   1)=( 
p
2   1)]g
(2.24)
is the mobility of the cell-body considering the latter as a prolate spheroid of
aspect ratio  (Happel & Brenner, 1973). The second integral on the right hand
side of Eq. 2.22a is the contribution from the force distribution of magnitude
f=(1   ) on the flagella bundle and is in the opposite direction to the cell-
body force distribution so that the net force on the bacterium is zero. For typical
E. Coli cells, the length and width of the cell-body are around 2 m and 1 m
respectively (Berg & Turner, 1995) with the flagella length being around 5 m
(DePamphilis & Adler, 1971a,b) which yield  = 2=7 and  = 2. The value
of the cell-body mobility for the aspect ratio  = 2 calculated from Eq. 2.24 is
M = 0:18. The solution of Eq. 2.22 is
u0(r) = fp 
"Z L=2
 L=2
J(r  sp)ds  
1  
Z  L=2
 (1 =2)L
J(r  sp)ds
#
: (2.25)
where J(r) is the Oseen’s tensor defined as
J(r) =
1
8

I
r
+
rr
r3

(2.26)
and r = jrj. For r  L the velocity field in Eq. 2.25 reduces to u0(r) =
 (fL2)=2[pp : rJ(r)]which corresponds to the disturbance caused by a force-
dipole of strength  (fL2)=2.
We now make a comparison between the slender-body velocity field in Eq.
2.25 and the experimental data of Drescher et al. (2011) in which the authors
have measured the disturbance velocity field around a bacterium using parti-
cle image velocimetry. We take the swimming speed Us = 22m=s in Eq. 2.23
which is the mean swimming speed measured in the experiment of Drescher
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et al. (2011). Since Drescher et al. (2011) do not provide any measurements of
the geometry of E. Coli cells used in the experiment, we use the typical values
of the geometrical parameters L = 7m,  = 2=7, and  = 2 in Eqs. 2.23 - 2.25.
Furthermore, since the velocity field has been spatially averaged over square
domains of size 0.63 m in the experimental data of Drescher et al. (2011), we
also average our calculated velocity field over the same length scale. The results
of the comparison are shown in Fig. 2.1 in non-dimensional form in which the
dimensionless bacterial disturbance velocity u0=Us depends only on the geom-
etry of the bacterium specified by the parameters  and  besides the spatial
dependence. We first observe in Fig. 2.1 that the slender-body velocity field is
in excellent agreement with the experimental data on the transverse axis of the
bacterium as well as ahead of the cell-body when r=L > 1. The agreement is
moderate for these cases when r=L is close to unity or below and for the ve-
locity profile along the flagella when r=L > 1. While the model significantly
overestimates the magnitude of the fluid disturbance on the flagella when r=L
is close to unity or below, the qualitative nature of the profile is faithfully repro-
duced. It has to be noted that the slender-body velocity field along the axis of the
bacterium is actually singular within the flagella bundle and it is the spatial av-
eraging that resulted in a non-singular velocity profile in Fig. 2.1. Nevertheless,
the overall agreement between the slender-body model and the experimental
data is reasonable considering that the geometrical parameters of the bacterium
are not known in the experiments of Drescher et al. (2011).
Solving Eq. 2.22 in Fourier space and using Eq. 2.23 yields
bu(k) = UsL3
Mk2

p  (k  p)k
k2

F (k  p) (2.27)
in which the wavenumber is non-dimensionalized by (2L) 1 and the quantity
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of the disturbance velocity profiles - the variation
of the magnitude of the disturbance velocity with the distance
from the center of the bacteria cell, obtained in the experiment
of Drescher et al. (2011) (symbols) and the slender-body calcu-
lation given in Eq. 2.25 (lines). As in Drescher et al. (2011),
velocity magnitudes at each point are averages over a square
domain of size 0:63m. Squares and the dashed line show the
velocity profiles on the axis of the bacterium and ahead of the
cell-body along the direction of swimming. Asterisks and the
dash-dotted line show the profiles on the axis along the flag-
ella bundle and directed opposite to the swimming direction of
bacterium. Finally, circles and the solid line represent the pro-
files along the transverse axis of the bacterium passing through
the center of its cell-body.
F (k  p) is defined as
F (k  p) =   1
ik  p

exp( ik  p=2)  1
1   exp(ik  p=2)
+

1   exp (i[1  =2]k  p)

: (2.28)
At long length scales compared to bacterial length for which k  1, bu(k) be-
comes asymptotically close to the Fourier amplitude of the velocity disturbance
of a force-dipole. Substituting Eq. 2.27 in Eq. 2.21 and non-dimensionalizing
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the mean run time  with the characteristic time scale L=Us gives an expression
for the hydrodynamic diffusivity as
Dh = nL
3UsLfDh; (2.29)
in which the non-dimensional hydrodynamic diffusivity fDh is given by
fDh = 1
964M2
Z
dp
Z
dk
[k2   (k  p)2]F (k  p)F ( k  p)
k6
 
1
 + ik  p+ k
2
Pe
 : (2.30)
In Eq. 2.30, Pe = UsL=Dmeasures the strength of convective sampling by bacte-
rial swimming relative to sampling by tracer diffusion and   = Us=Lmeasures
the length that a bacterium swims before it tumbles relative to the length of the
bacterium itself. Typical wild-type E. Coli has   = O(1) and the typical Pe that
one may encounter is primarily determined by the molecular diffusivity of the
tracer. For instance, while the colloidal tracer particles used in the experiment of
Wu & Libchaber (2000) are nearly non-Brownian with Pe = O(103) correspond-
ing to their thermal diffusivity (around 0.01 m2=s for 4:5m diameter particles
and around 0:005m2=s for 10m particles) typical bacterial length and speed
of L = 7m and Us = 15m=s respectively, the fluorescent dye used in the ex-
periment of Kim & Breuer (2004) has Pe  5 based on its molecular diffusivity
of 20m2=s (see Fig. 4 in Kim & Breuer (2004)). We also consider the asymp-
totic limit of    1 with Pe  1 which corresponds to a non-Brownian tracer
in a suspension of smooth-swimming bacteria such as the E. Coli strain RP9535
(Wu et al., 2006). We shall derive an analytical expression for the hydrodynamic
diffusivity in this limit. It turns out that the product F (k  p)F ( k  p) in Eq.
2.30 is both real and an even function of k  p. As a result, the imaginary part of
the integrand in Eq. 2.30 becomes an odd function of k  p and vanishes when
integrated over k and p space. While the integral in Eq. 2.30 can be evaluated
analytically using asymptotic techniques for the special cases of Pe  1 with
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Figure 2.2: fDh as a function of (a) Pe for various   (solid lines) and (b)
  for various Pe (symbols). The dashed lines in Pe < 1 re-
gion of figure (a) correspond to the asymptotic result fDh =
2
p
Pe =(360M2) for Pe  1 and    O(1). The dash-
dotted line in Pe  1 region of figure (a) corresponds to the
limit Pe!1. In figure (b) squares are for Pe = 1, up-triangles
are for Pe = 10, down-triangles are for Pe = 100, circles are for
Pe = 104, and asterisks as for Pe = 1. The dashed line corre-
sponds to the asymptotic result fDh = 2=(192M2) for the case
Pe!1 and   !1.
   O(1) and Pe  1 with    1, numerical integration is required for gen-
eral cases. Equation 2.30 can be reduced to a one dimensional integral by first
writing it as an integral over a cylindrical domain with axis along p for which
dk = 2k?dk?dkk where kk = k  p and k? = jk   (k  p)pj and evaluating the
integral over k? space analytically. The remaining integration over kk has been
performed numerically using the adaptive Gauss - Kronrod quadrature routine.
Fig. 2.2 shows the results of our calculation of fDh as a function of Pe and  .
The values of geometrical parameters of the bacterium used in calculating fDh
for all cases correspond to that of a typical bacterium so that  = 2 and  = 2=7.
We have used the same values of these parameters while comparing the experi-
mentally obtained bacterial disturbance velocity field (Drescher et al., 2011) with
our slender-body model earlier in this section. The primary observation from
Fig. 2.2 is that while the non-dimensional hydrodynamic diffusivity increases
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monotonically with increasing   as expected, the variation is non-monotonic
with respect to Pe. In the Pe  1 regime, the Brownian diffusion of the tracer
is much faster compared to bacterial swimming and as a result, the tracer - bac-
terium interactions are less effective in transporting the tracer. The asymptotic
evaluation of the integral in Eq. 2.30 for Pe 1 and    O(1) (see Appendix A)
reveals that the fDh  2pPe =(360M2) and this asymptotic result shown in
Fig. 2.2(a) as a dashed-line agrees well with the numerical calculations shown
by the solid line. The origin of the
p
Pe  scaling in the limit of Pe  1 and
   O(1) can be understood physically by first writing down a generic scaling
expression for the hydrodynamic diffusivity as
Dh  nl3su0(ls)2 (2.31)
where ls is the typical length scale of separation between the bacterium and the
tracer particle. This expression arises from the fact that the tracer displacement
due to a bacterium’s disturbance field stays correlated for a time scale of the
order of the bacterium’s persistence time  and the typical velocity with which
the tracer moves u0(ls) is a function of the typical tracer-bacterium separation
distance ls. Averaging over all possible tracer-bacteria interactions brings the
factor nl3s . For the case of Pe  1, the characteristic length scale of separation
is the diffusion length of the tracer ls = O(
p
D) since bacteria translate only by
a distance of Us 
p
D . Indeed, as given in Appendix A, the dominant con-
tribution to the integral comes from small wavenumbers with k  O(pPe= )
which corresponds to bacteria-tracer separation length scales of order
p
D or
smaller. Now if    1, ls=L =
p
 =Pe  1 and one may assume that u0(ls)
is the fluid velocity disturbance of a force dipole with a characteristic dipole
strength of UL2 , u0(ls) = O(UsL2=l2s). Now using these scalings in Eq. 2.31
gives Dh  nL3UsL
p
U2s =D which in turn yields fDh  pPe .
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When Pe  1, the non-dimensional hydrodynamic diffusivity is indepen-
dent of Pe as seen Fig. 2.2(a) indicating a purely convective transport of the
tracer. This is further demonstrated by the coincidence of Pe = 104 data (circles)
and Pe = 1 data (asterisks) in Fig. 2.2(b). The figures however show that the
hydrodynamic diffusivity is still dependent on   thus yielding a scaling expres-
sion Dh  nL3UsL( ) in which the non-dimensional ( ) has to be obtained
numerically. However, Fig. 2.2(b) indicates that the hydrodynamic diffusivity
becomes independent of   in the limit Pe ! 1 and   ! 1. Though this
limit corresponds to the case of a non-Brownian tracer particle in a suspension
of bacteria which do not tumble at all, the Pe = 1 data in Fig. 2.2(b) shows
that this limit can be attained for    5. Experimentally, it is possible to attain
the aforementioned limit by controlling the tumbling frequency of bacterium
through the control of the level of CheY protein in the bacterium as demon-
strated by Alon et al. (1998). The dependence of fDh on   when   = O(1) and
the independence at large   when Pe is large can be explained again through
the scaling expression given in Eq. 2.31. First, the characteristic length scale of
separation between a bacterium and a tracer particle is of the order of the bacte-
rial persistence length, ls = O(Us) since the Brownian diffusion of the tracer is
negligible in this high Pe regime. Now if    1 as in the case of smooth swim-
ming bacteria, ls  L and the typical velocity disturbance experienced by the
tracer follows the dipolar scaling u0(ls) = O(UsL2=l2s) again and for ls = O(Us),
Eq. 2.31 yields the scaling Dh  nL3UsL which means that fDh is independent
of both Pe and  . Mathematically, the dominant contribution to the integral in
Eq. 2.30 comes from wavenumbers of order 1=  which gives the leading order
non-dimensional hydrodynamic diffusivity as fDh = 2=(192M2) through the
asymptotic evaluation of the integral in Eq. 2.30 in Appendix B. This expression
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yields fDh  0:0044 for a typical bacterium with  = 2=7 and M = 0:18 (corre-
sponding to the cell-body aspect ratio  = 2) in the non-tumbling limit so that
the dimensional hydrodynamic diffusivity is given by Dh = 0:0044nL3UsL. It is
clear from Fig. 2.2(b) that the latter prediction (shown by a dashed line) agrees
well with the full numerical calculation for the case with Pe = 1 (shown by
asterisks) when    1. Now if   = O(1), ls = O(L) for which the velocity
field experienced by the tracer is not really dipolar. This results in a non-trivial
relationship fDh with   which can be obtained only through the numerical inte-
gration of Eq. 2.30 and hence the scaling Dh  nL3UsL( ). For a typical bac-
terium swimming at a speed of 15m=s and tumbling at a rate of 1s 1,   = 2:1
for L = 7m and for this value of   yields fDh = 0:0039.
We now explicitly demonstrate that the dependence of the hydrodynamic
diffusivity on the tumbling frequency of the bacterium in the limit of vanishing
Brownian diffusivity cannot be captured if one models the bacterium as a point
force dipole. As mentioned earlier, the dipolar velocity field of the bacterium
obtained through the Taylor’s expansion of the right hand side of Eq. 2.25 about
r is
u0d(r) =  
fL2
2
pp : rJ(r) (2.32)
where J(r) is defined in Eq. 2.26. Fourier transforming Eq. 2.32 and using Eq.
2.23 yields
bud(k) =  iUsL3
2Mk2
pp : k

I  kk
k2

; (2.33)
in which the subscript “d” stands for dipole field. Equation 2.33 can also be
obtained by expanding Eq. 2.27 in the limit of k  1. Substituting bud(k) in
place of bu(k) in Eq. 2.21 and non-dimensionalizing time using the characteristic
time scale L=Us, we obtain the following expression for the non-dimensional
hydrodynamic diffusivity in the limit of vanishing tracer Brownian diffusivity
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(Pe!1) gDhd = 2
3844M2
Z
dp
Z
dk
(k  p)2 [k2   (k  p)2]
k6
 
1
   ik  p
 : (2.34)
The integral in Eq. 2.34 can be explicitly evaluated easily by splitting it over kk
and k? spaces and the resulting expression for non-dimensional hydrodynamic
diffusivity gDhd = 2
192M2
(2.35)
is independent of   no matter what   is and is the same as the Pe 1,    1
asymptote of fDh calculated earlier using the slender-body model for the bac-
terium. The lack of dependence of the hydrodynamic diffusivity on the bacte-
rial persistence time is an artifact of the 1=r2 singularity of the force dipole. This
can be elucidated easily through the generic scaling expression for the hydro-
dynamic diffusivity given in Eq. 2.31. In the absence of any Brownian motion
ls = Us in Eq. 2.31 and since the velocity disturbance is dipolar u0(ls) = UL2=l2s
for all  in Eq. 2.31. This gives the scaling Dh  nL3UsLwhich means that fDh is
a constant.
A surprising feature in Fig. 2.2(a) is the non-monotonic dependence of the
hydrodynamic diffusivity on the Peclet number. This is also evident in the
downward shift of fDh versus   curves with increasing Pe (beyond Pe = 1)
in Fig. 2.2(b). The hydrodynamic diffusivity is largest when Pe = O(10) which
signifies that weak Brownian diffusion in fact makes bacteria more efficient in
transporting the tracer. This is in sharp contrast with the case of fixed beds
(Koch & Brady, 1985) in which the hydrodynamic diffusivity decreases mono-
tonically with a decrease in Pe. In general, the hydrodynamic diffusivity is ex-
pected to decrease monotonically with decreasing Pe since the increased Brow-
nian displacement of the tracer relative to its convective displacementmakes the
tracer motion less correlated. A bacterial suspension differs from this picture
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owing to the fact that the bacterial disturbance velocity field points in opposite
directions at the front and back of the bacterium. The odd nature of the dipolar
fluid disturbance produced by the bacterium limits the integral of the tracer ve-
locity autocorrelation and hence its hydrodynamic diffusion. We elucidate thus
further in Fig. 2.3 in which we show the interaction between a bacterium and
a tracer particle happening over a typical bacterial run with and without Brow-
nian motion for the tracer. Since the hydrodynamic diffusivity of the tracer is
given by the integral of the autocorrelation of the bacterial disturbance velocity
sampled by the tracer, the contribution to the hydrodynamic diffusivity from a
given tracer trajectory can be written as an integral along the tracer trajectory
(1=3)
R
u0(x) u0(x+x0(s))dswhere x0(s) is the tracer trajectory parametrized by
the variable s. In the absence of any tracer Brownian diffusion there exists only
a single tracer-bacterium relative trajectory for a given pair of initial locations
of the bacterium and the tracer particle and the run duration of the bacterium.
For weak bacterial disturbances, the aforementioned trajectory is a straight line
as shown in Fig. 2.3 by the solid line. Depending upon the the run duration
of the bacterium, the tracer trajectory could span regions where the component
of the bacterial disturbance velocity parallel to the tracer trajectory has oppo-
site signs. This decreases the contribution to the integral of velocity autocor-
relation from that trajectory and hence decreases the hydrodynamic diffusivity
especially if the trajectory has equal lengths in those two regions with different
signs for the velocity disturbance parallel to the trajectory. On the other hand, a
non-zero tracer Brownian diffusivity helps the tracer sample an infinite number
of possible trajectories for any given initial locations of the bacterium and the
tracer and the bacterial run duration many of which can have displacements
perpendicular to the trajectory as shown in Fig. 2.3 by a dash-dot line. Even a
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pFigure 2.3: A typical tracer-bacterium interaction. The bacterium’s veloc-
ity disturbance streamlines are shown by dashed lines and the
solid line shows the trajectory of the tracer relative to the bac-
terium in the absence of any Brownianmotion. The tracer’s tra-
jectory relative to the bacterium in presence of Brownian mo-
tion is shown by a dash-dot line.
relatively small Brownian displacement perpendicular to the bacterium orien-
tation can modulate the strength of the fluid velocity disturbance parallel to the
orientation leading to a net displacement for initial bacterium positions and run
lengths that might have led to zero net displacement otherwise. The average
contribution to the tracer velocity autocorrelation due to these weakly Brow-
nian trajectories will in general be larger than the straight trajectory that one
would have in the absence of tracer Brownian motion even when equal lengths
of the trajectory lie in regions with opposite signs of velocity disturbance paral-
lel to the swimming direction and this increases the hydrodynamic diffusivity.
In other words, having a weak Brownian motion for the tracer helps the latter
in sampling the velocity field around the bacterium in a manner more likely
to produce a net displacement for each interaction and a larger hydrodynamic
diffusivity averaged over all interactions than in the case without any Brow-
nian motion. Nevertheless, a large tracer Brownian diffusivity would reduce
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the tracer velocity autocorrelation and hence would reduce the hydrodynamic
diffusivity.
2.4 Calculation of fDh through numerical simulations of pair-
wise tracer-bacterium interactions
In deriving the hydrodynamic diffusivity in the previous section, we have as-
sumed that the disturbance fluid velocity produced by the bacterium is small
compared to the swimming velocity. In a slender-body model of a high aspect
ratio bacterium, the fluid velocity is indeed logarithmically small in the outer
region corresponding to separations from the bacterium axis of order L which
contribute most to the integrals leading to the diffusivity. However, the fluid
velocity does become of O(Us) at separations from the axis of order of the bac-
terium diameter and even diverges logarithmically if (as we have done in the
calculations) we extend the fluid velocity description to the axis of the bacterium
itself. To test for possible effects of the finite ratio of fluid velocity to bacterium
swimming speed, we therefore perform numerical simulations of pairwise in-
teraction between a bacterium and a colloidal tracer particle. We find that the
finite ratio has no noticeable effect on the predicted hydrodynamic diffusivity.
An additional purpose served by the simulations is the investigation of the ef-
fects of excluded volume interactions between bacteria and tracer particles as
most of the experiments on enhanced diffusion in bacteria suspensions are with
tracer particles of size comparable to the size of the bacterium (Wu & Libchaber,
2000; Min˜o et al., 2011). The simulations will not include the detailed hydro-
dynamic interactions between the bacterium and the tracer particle. Instead the
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tracer particle which is assumed to be spherical, will be convected with the fluid
velocity disturbance due to our slender-body model of the bacterium evaluated
at the center of the particle.
We simulate the interactions of the tracer with bacteria that come within a
distance R of the tracer’s initial position at some point within the their run.
Here,R and all lengths in this section are non-dimensionalized by the bacterium
length L and velocities are non-dimensionalized with the swimming speed Us.
In a dilute suspension it is rare that two bacteria will affect a tracer’s motion
simultaneously and so we consider the bead to be influenced by one bacterium
at a time. Furthermore, the random selection of a new direction p for each bac-
terium run implies that any displacement of the bead during one run is uncor-
related with that induced by the previous run of the same bacterium and so we
treat each run as an independent stochastic event.
During each bacterium run, the positions x and xb of the tracer and bac-
terium, respectively, evolve as
x(t+t) = x(t) + u0(x(t)  xb(t))t+
r
6t
Pe
 + ex; (2.36a)
xb(t+t) = xb(t) + pt; (2.36b)
in which  is a random vector of unit magnitude so that hi = 0 and hi =
(I=3) where I is the identity tensor and ex is the displacement of the tracer due
to excluded volume interaction with the bacterium. The disturbance velocity
field of the bacterium u0(x(t)   xb(t)) is obtained by the numerical integration
of Eq. 2.25 using an adaptive Simpson’s quadrature routine. To obtain ex, we
first model the bacterium as a sphero-cylinder with an overall length equal to
the bacterial length L and radius equal to the radius of the cell-body d=2. The
tracer particle is then assumed to be spherical with a radius Rt so that tracer-
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bacterium excluded volume is a sphero-cylinder with a non-dimensional radius
Rex = (d=2 + Rt)=L and length Lex = 1 + 2(Rt=L). Whenever the center of
the tracer particle comes within the excluded volume zone, the tracer is pulled
back along the normal direction of the surface of the excluded volume and this
displacement is added to the tracer trajectory equation Eq. 2.36b as the quantity
ex. We set ex to be zero if the center of the tracer particle is outside the excluded
volume. The position of the tracer is chosen as x = 0 at the beginning of the run
t = 0. The duration T of the run is chosen from the Poisson distribution and
the orientation p of the bacterium is chosen isotropically on the unit sphere. We
then stipulate that the bacterium should pass through a random location x0b with
jx0bj  RwhereR is the radius of the spherical control volume at some randomly
chosen time 0 < t0 < T which gives the starting point of the bacterial trajectory
as xb(0) = x0b   pt0.
To calculate the hydrodynamic and excluded volume contributions to the
tracer diffusivity, we are interested in determining the influence of the bac-
terium on the tracer motion. Thus, in addition to the tracer position x which
is influenced by both Brownian motion and the bacterium interaction, we de-
fine a displacement xtb that results from the fluid velocity disturbance due to
the bacterium and the excluded volume interaction at the position x and there-
fore evolves as
xtb(t+t) = xtb(t) + u
0(x(t)  xb(t))t+ ex; (2.37)
with the initial condition xtb(0) = 0. Here the subscript “tb” stands for tracer
displacement caused by bacteria. At the end of each bacterial run occurring
when t = T , the displacements of the tracer particle xtb(T ) is recorded and
the evolution of all trajectories are stopped. The pairwise simulation is re-
peated to accumulate the statistics on tracer displacements and themean-square
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tracer displacement induced by bacteria corresponding to a single bacterial run,
hjxtb(T )j2i, is calculated in which the angle brackets indicate an average over
bacterial runs. We first perform simulations for R = 1 and with varying num-
ber of bacterial runs to determine the number of tracer-bacterium interactions
required for a statistically accurate hjxtbT )j2i and then scale the number of bac-
terial runs proportional to R3 for R > 1. We found that 104 interactions are
enough to have the standard relative error of hjxtbT )j2i below 10% for R = 1
and Pe  250.
Now to obtain the diffusivity of the tracer particle, we make use of the defi-
nition of tracer diffusivity in three dimensions as one-sixth of the rate of change
of the mean square tracer displacement. Since there are (4=3)R3nL3 bacteria in-
side the control volume of non-dimensional radius R and since each bacterium
tumbles at a rate of  1, the non-dimensional tracer diffusivity due to bacterial
fluid disturbances and excluded volume interactions is given by
]Dtb;R =
1
6
dhjxtb(T )j2i
dt
=
4R3
3 
hjxtb(T )j2i
6
: (2.38)
Since we are simulating only those bacterial runs which pass through the spher-
ical control volume, the mean square displacements as well as the diffusivities
in Eq. 2.38 are dependent upon the control volume radius R as indicated by the
subscript R in Eq. 2.38. We now need to extrapolate the diffusivity calculated
in Eq. 2.38 to the limit R ! 1 to obtain the tracer diffusivity corresponding to
an unbounded bacterial suspension and for this we make use of the scaling thatfDtb ]Dtb;R   =Rwhen R!1 in which fDtb is the bacteria induced tracer dif-
fusivity corresponding to an unbounded suspension. This scaling arises from
the fact that jxtb(T )j   =R2 at large R for those bacteria trajectories that lie
outside the control volume owing to the dipolar nature of the bacterial fluid
disturbance at those tracer-bacterium separation length scales. Thus in order to
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extrapolate the diffusivity obtained from Eq. 2.38 we perform simulations with
varying R and fit the simulation data with the expression
]Dtb;R = fDtb   A 
R
(2.39)
where A is a constant. We found that Eq. 2.39 provides a good fit to simula-
tions with R = 2:5, 3, 3.5, and 4 and we use this expression to extrapolate and
determine fDtb (see the inset of Fig. 2.4(a)). We would like to emphasize that
the non-dimensional bacteria-induced diffusivity fDtb obtained from the above
extrapolation procedure is not purely due to the fluid disturbances created by
the bacterium but consists of the effect of bacteria-tracer excluded volume inter-
actions. This is due to the ex term in Eq. 2.37 which is the volume-exclusion
induced tracer displacements. Nevertheless, when the excluded volume radius
Rex = 0, ex = 0 and as a result the bacteria induced diffusivity obtained from
simulations becomes of purely hydrodynamic origin.
We first perform simulations without any tracer-bacterium excluded volume
interactions by setting Rex = 0 and compare the simulation results for fDtb with
the theoretical prediction of fDh made in the previous section. The comparison
of diffusivities obtained from theory and these simulations gives insights about
the effect of having bacterial fluid disturbances of magnitude comparable to the
swimming speed of the bacterium. We present this comparison in Figs. 2.4(a)
and (b) in which the first shows the variation of the hydrodynamic diffusivity
with Pe and the second shows variation with  . Symbols in both figures show
data from simulations and lines show the theoretical predictions from Eq. 2.30.
The inset in Fig. 2.4(a) shows that the R dependent diffusivity]Dtb;R indeed
varies linearly with 1=R as anticipated in the previous paragraph with the 1=R
data points corresponding to R = 2:5, 3, 3.5, and 4. All simulations are per-
formed with  = 2=7 and  = 2 as representative values and Fig. 2.4(a) is for
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the theoretical prediction (shown by lines) offDh given in Eq. 2.30 and simulation results fDtb (shown by sym-
bols) for varying Pe at   = 1 in figure (a) and for varying  
at Pe = 80 in figure (b). Circles in figure (a) are with a time
step t = 0:01 in simulations and squares are for t = 0:005
and the symbols in the inset of figure (a) show the variation of
the R dependent diffusivity]Dtb;R with 1=R obtained from the
simulations and the line is the linear fit of the form given in Eq.
2.39. The results are for  = 2=7 and  = 2. The error bars in
the figure correspond to one standard error of the mean in each
direction.
  = 1 and Fig. 2.4(b) is for Pe = 80. Circles and squares in Fig. 2.4(a) are for
time steps t = 0:01 and t = 0:005 respectively and the agreement between
these two sets of data ensures that t = 0:01 is adequate for converged results.
The latter time step has been used for all of the simulations results discussed. It
is clear from Fig. 2.4 that the simulation results agree in general well with the
theoretical prediction of hydrodynamic diffusivity. Since numerical simulations
have finite velocity disturbance near the bacterium compared to the swimming
speed, the agreement between the latter and the theoretical results from Eq. 2.30
shows that the finiteness of the bacterial velocity disturbance compared to the
swimming speed does not have a statistically significant effect on the hydrody-
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Figure 2.5: Variation of the bacteria-induced tracer diffusivity fDtb (circles)
and hydrodynamic tracer diffusivity fDh (squares) with the
non-dimensional excluded volume radiusRex. HereRex = 0:07
(third data point from left) corresponds to a point tracer inter-
acting with a bacterium with a finite size while the first two
points correspond to tracers that can penetrate the interior of
the spherocylinder representing the bacterium. The results are
for Pe = 80,  = 2=7, and  = 2.
namic diffusivity.
We now proceed to investigate the effect of tracer-bacterium excluded vol-
ume interactions on the bacteria-induced diffusivity of the tracer by perform-
ing simulations with varying excluded volume radius Rex. The results of these
simulations are shown in Fig. 2.5 in which circles show the variation of the non-
dimensional tracer diffusivity fDtb with the excluded volume radius Rex. We
also show the variation of the hydrodynamic contribution to the tracer diffusiv-
ity obtained from simulations with Rex in Fig. 2.5 using squares. The latter is
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calculated by first evolving the hydrodynamic trajectory of the tracer particle
xh(t+t) = xh(t) + u
0(x(t)  xb(t))t; (2.40)
and using the definition
gDh;R = 1
6
dhjxh(T )j2i
dt
=
4R3
3 
hjxh(T )j2i
6
: (2.41)
The R dependent hydrodynamic diffusivity in Eq. 2.41 is then extrapolated to
the limit R ! 1 by the same procedure as followed for determining fDtb. In
Fig. 2.5 the overall bacteria-induced tracer diffusivity fDtb is found to be first de-
creasing from its value at Rex = 0with increasing Rex and thereafter increasing.
Thus the bacteria-induced diffusivity of a point tracer (Rex = 0:07) is smaller
than its hydrodynamic diffusivity owing to the excluded volume of the bac-
terium preventing the tracer from sampling the velocity disturbances close to
the bacterial axis. This is further elucidated by the observation that the hydro-
dynamic component of the tracer diffusivity shown in Fig. 2.5 by squares keeps
decreasing with increasing in Rex. However, increasing Rex further causes the
tracer displacements arising from excluded volume interactions with bacteria
compensate for the reduced convective transport of the tracer and even enhance
the tracer diffusivity beyond the case without any tracer-bacterium excluded
volume. For instance, when Rex = 0:3, the excluded volume contribution is
as large as the hydrodynamic contribution to the diffusivity and the tracer dif-
fusivity is larger than the case without any excluded volume. It is thus pos-
sible in the experiment of Wu & Libchaber (2000) that a significant portion of
the enhancement in tracer diffusivity came from direct collisions between col-
loidal tracer particles and bacteria. In that case, the effect of excluded volume
would be further enhanced since the confinement of the suspension to a quasi-
to-dimensional geometry leads to an increased frequency of tracer-bacterium
collisions.
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2.5 Experiment
To assess the accuracy of our theoretical and simulation results for the hydrody-
namic diffusivity tracers in dilute bacterial suspensions, we measure the effec-
tive diffusivity of colloidal tracer particles in a suspension of run-tumble bacte-
ria at bacterial concentrations that range from dilute suspensions nL3 = 0:24 to
moderately concentrated suspensions nL3 = 5:6. Here nL3 is a non-dimensional
measure of the bacteria concentration that is on the order of the volume frac-
tion of spheres that circumscribe the bacterium cell and its flagella bundle
(spheres of diameter L). The bacteria used in the experiment are from the wild-
type E. Coli strain RP437 and the colloidal tracer particles are fluorescent (red)
polystyrene beads of diameter 1.01m (Bangs Laboratories, Fishers, IN). To pre-
pare the bacterial suspension, the cells were first grown in Tryptone broth (10
g bacto-tryptone powder and 5 g sodium chloride per liter of 10 mM phos-
phate buffer) overnight in a rotary water bath kept at 30C and rotated at 200
rpm. The overnight culture was then diluted into fresh tryptone broth by a
factor of 25 and rotated again in the water bath until the bacteria entered the
mid-exponential growth phase which corresponds to an optical density of the
suspension OD600 around 0.5. The cells were then centrifuged, washed, and re-
suspended in a motility medium consisting of 10mM lactic acid, 0.1 mM EDTA,
1 M L - methionine, and 50 mM glucose. Glucose was added to sustain the
motility in the event that the oxygen might be depleted due to bacterial respi-
ration especially at higher bacteria concentrations (Adler & Templeton, 1967).
The final concentration of bacteria in the suspension was determined by mea-
suring the OD600 optical density of the suspension using a spectrophotometer
calibrated by means of the Helber bacteria counting chamber (Hawksley, Sus-
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sex, UK). Fluorescent polystyrene tracer particles were added to the bacterial
suspension to a final volume fraction of around 0.016%. Experiments were per-
formedwith bacterial concentrations ranging from 6:9108 bacteria per milliliter
to 1:64  1010 bacterial per milliliter corresponding to non-dimensional bacterial
concentration nL3 in the range 0.24 to 5.61.
The bacteria - tracer suspension was then loaded into the three-channel mi-
crofluidic device developed by Cheng et al. (2007). The device mainly consists
of a set of three channels each of depth 170 m and width 400 m patterned on
a 1 mm thick agarose gel membrane. Only the middle channel was loaded with
the bacteria - tracer suspension and channels on either sides were filled with
the motility medium which helped keep the bacterial suspension oxygenated.
Movies of tracer particles were then taken at the mid-plane of the channel using
a fluorescent microscope (Olympus IX-51 microscope with 20x objective lens
and EXFO X-Cite 120 fluorescent illumination system) at a rate of 30 frames per
second using a CCD camera (Cascade 512B from Photometrics, Tucson, AZ).
The positions of the tracer particles were tracked using an in-house MATLAB
code (Liao et al., 2007) and the effective diffusivity of tracer particles was ob-
tained from the slope of their mean square displacement versus time curve.
While the inlets and outlets of all three channels were sealed by using PDMS
filled pipette tips to reduce any evaporation induced drift flow, the sealing was
occasionally imperfect resulting in slow, bulk flow of the suspension along the
length of the channel with velocities of the order of 3 m/s. To avoid error due
to the bulk flow induced particle motion in calculating the effective diffusiv-
ity of tracer particles, we compute the mean square tracer displacement only in
the transverse direction of the channel and use the one dimensional diffusion
relation Deff = limt!1(1=2)(d=dt)hy2i to calculate the effective diffusivity of
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the tracer with y being its displacement along the transverse channel direction.
The shear rate based on the drift velocity and the smallest channel dimension
is of the order of 10 2s 1 and since the latter is much smaller than the bacte-
rial tumbling frequency ( 1s 1), the shear re-orientation of bacteria would be
negligible so that the suspension may still be considered as isotropic.
A control experiment was carried out using a suspension of tracer parti-
cles in the same suspending medium (the motility medium) in the absence of
bacteria to measure the Brownian diffusivity of tracer particles in the motility
medium. The measured Brownian diffusivity is D = 0:48  0:02m2=s with
95% confidence level which is close to the value of diffusivity of the tracers
D  0:45m2=s in water obtained from the Stokes-Einstein relationship at an
ambient temperature of 22C. In Figs. 2.6(a) and (b) we show a comparison
between typical tracks obtained for the control case and the case with highest
bacteria concentration (nL3 = 5:61) and in Fig. 2.6(c) we show the compari-
son between typical mean square displacement versus time curves for those to
cases. The typical movies captured by the camera for the control case and the
nL3 = 5:61 case are available in the supplementary materials as files “Supple-
mentaryMovie1.avi” and “SupplementaryMovie2.avi” respectively. To obtain
the swimming speed Us and the mean tumbling frequency  1, the bacteria
were induced to express green fluorescent protein using 0:5mM of isopropyl
-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (see Kalinin et al. (2009)) and the swimming cells
were imaged at low bacterial concentration of 6  108 cells per milliliter (see the
movie file “SupplementaryMovie3.avi” in supplementary materials). Again to
avoid errors due to drift motion in the channel, only the component of bacte-
rial velocity in the transverse channel direction was used to compute the swim-
ming speed and the mean run time  . The three dimensional bacterial swim-
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Figure 2.6: Typical tracer particle tracks obtained for (a) control experi-
ment with no bacteria and (b) a bacterial suspension with a cell
concentration of 1:64  1010 bacteria per milliliter correspond-
ing to nL3 = 5:61, (c) typical mean square displacement of the
tracer versus time curve for the control case (dashed line) and
for the case with nL3 = 5:6 (solid line), and (d) normalized bac-
teria velocity autocorrelation versus time obtained from the ex-
periment (solid line) and the exponential fit to the experimental
data (dashed line).
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ming speed is obtained from the one-dimensional measurements through the
relationship that the average magnitude of the one-dimensional projection of a
vector in three dimensional space is half of the magnitude of the vector if the
latter is distributed isotropically. The mean run time  has been obtained by
fitting the normalized autocorrelation of the bacterial swimming velocity along
the transverse direction defined as V ACF = hUsy(0)Usy(t)i=hUsy(0)2i with an
exponentially decaying curve of the form A exp( t=) where A is a fitting pa-
rameter as seen in Fig. 2.6(d). The swimming speed and the run time of bacteria
measured from the experiment are Us = 12:54m=s and  = 0:78s. These values
of Us and  with the assumed bacterial length of L = 7m and measured mean
D = 0:48m2=s yield Pe = 182:88 and   = 1:40 and we compare the experi-
mental results on Deff and estimates of the latter from the averaged equation
theory and pairwise simulations at the aforementioned values of parameters
along with  = 2 and  = 2=7. The pair-simulations are with a non-dimensional
excluded volume radius of Rex = 0:14 which corresponds to the tracer particle
size used in the experiment.
Figure 2.7 shows the comparison of the effective tracer diffusivity versus bac-
teria concentration relationship obtained from the experiment (symbols), the-
ory using averaged equations (solid line), and numerical simulations of pair-
interactions (dash-dot line). The dash-dot line is the least square linear fit to the
effective diffusivity values obtained from the experiment so that its slope is the
quantity fDhUsL and its numerical value is 0:180:01m2=swith 95% confidence
level. The theoretical prediction of fDhUsL at the Pe and   corresponding to the
experiment is 0:34m2=swhich is larger than the experimentally obtained value
by factor of 1.89. The prediction of fDhUsL by the numerical simulation of pair-
interactions which account for the excluded volume between bacteria and tracer
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Figure 2.7: Variation of the effective diffusivity of colloidal tracer particles
with non-dimensional bacteria concentration obtained from
the experiment (symbols), theory (solid line), and simulations
with excluded volume interactions between bacteria and tracer
particles (dashed line). The dash-dot line is the linear fit to the
experimental data (mean values) and error bars on the experi-
mental data show 95% confidence interval obtained from nine
sets of tracer particle tracks for each data point. Theory and
simulation data are for Pe = 182:88 and   = 1:40 which are
based on Us = 12:54m=s,  = 0:78s, D = 0:48m2=s, and
L = 7m. We also have  = 2 and  = 2=7 in both and theory
and simulation and the latter is with Rex = 0:14 based on the
typical diameters 1m and 1:01m for the bacterial cell-body
and the tracer particle respectively.
particles is 0:31m2=s which is 1.72 times larger than the value obtained from
the experiment. Thus while the theory and simulations presented in previous
sections correctly predict the order of magnitude of the bacterial contribution
to the tracer diffusivity, they overestimate the diffusivity by nearly a factor of
2. The most probable cause of the discrepancy between experiment and theory
is that the exact geometrical parameters of the bacterium are unknown in the
experiment. The effective tracer diffusivity is extremely sensitive to the over-
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all length of the bacterium since the bacterial contribution the tracer diffusivity
scales like the fourth power of bacterial length (see Eq. 2.29). The uncertainty
in the overall bacterial length available in the literature is large primarily due
to the uncertainty in the experimentally measured length of bacterial flagella
bundles. For instance, while DePamphilis & Adler (1971a) and DePamphilis &
Adler (1971b) through electron microscopy measured the flagella length to be
around 5m for E. Coli K-12 (the parent strain of the E. Coli RP437 strain used
in our experiments Sourjik & Berg (2000)) Turner et al. (2000)’s measurements
on flagellar bundles of E. Coli AW405 (a derivative strain of E. Coli K-12 (Tisa &
Adler, 1992)) labeled with fluorescent dyes gave a mean flagella length varying
from 5:6m to 7:3m with the standard deviation in the range 2.4 - 2.9 m de-
pending on the type of fluorescent dye used to label the flagella bundle. Thus it
may be the case that the overall length of the bacterium used in our experiments
is smaller than 7m so that the theory with L = 7m overestimates the tracer
diffusivity. Nonetheless, considering the possible uncertainty in the bacterial
geometry, our pairwise theory and simulations are successful in predicting the
tracer diffusivity in three-dimensional, isotropic, and quiescent suspensions of
run-tumble bacteria.
Even though, the simple pairwise treatment employed in our theory and
simulation is expected to be accurate only for a dilute suspension nL3  1, it
is remarkable that the aforementioned treatment continues to be reliable even
when the suspension is moderately dense with nL3 of order unity. This is due to
the fact that bacteria being slender objects create relatively weak hydrodynamic
disturbances. An estimate of the effect of hydrodynamic interactions on the
force per unit length exerted on the fluid which would control the magnitude
of the hydrodynamic diffusion as well as the stress in the suspension can be
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made by reference to literature on passive fibers. Mackaplow & Shaqfeh (1996)
derived a theory for the effective viscosity of passive fibers resulting from two
fiber hydrodynamic interactions. For the fiber concentration equal to the high-
est bacteria concentration reached in our experiment (nL3  6) and for the fiber
aspect ratio equal to the overall bacterial aspect ratio (defined as L=d) of 7 , the
two-particle correction to the effective viscosity is just 4% of the single-particle
contribution. Thus one may expect the present theory to be accurate even at
the highest bacterial concentration reached in the experiment. However, be-
yond a critical bacterial concentration given by (nL3)crit = (5=C)L=(Us) where
C = =(2M) is the bacterial dipole strength non-dimensionalized by UsL2, a
bacterial suspension undergoes an instability driven by the coupling between
the bacterial orientation field and the fluid velocity field (Subramanian & Koch,
2009). The instability gives rise to macroscopic fluid motion in the suspension
and in that situation, the tracer diffusivity calculation presented in this paper
no longer holds. For the typical bacterial geometry considered in this paper
(nL3)crit = 4:4 and a close examination of Fig. 2.7 reveals that the highest con-
centration data point ((nL3)crit = 5:6) has a significantly larger tracer diffusivity
than the prediction from the linear fit of the experimental data. A detailed dis-
cussion on the applicability of dilute theory for bacteria suspensions even at
moderately large concentrations can be found in Subramanian & Koch (2009).
2.6 Concluding discussion
In the preceding sections, we have provided a theory for the transport of a Brow-
nian tracer particle in an isotropic, homogeneous, and unbounded suspension
of swimming bacteria performing run - tumble random walks. The theory is
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based on a Fickian constitutive law that relates the average convective flux aris-
ing from bacterial velocity disturbances with the average tracer concentration
gradient through a hydrodynamic diffusion coefficient with the average being
defined over all possible pair-interactions between a tracer particle and a bac-
terium whose fluid velocity disturbance is modeled as that due to a line distri-
bution of forces along its axis. The primary result of the theory is an integral
expression for the value of the hydrodynamic diffusion coefficient as a func-
tion of a Peclet number Pe = UsL=D which measures the relative importance
of the convective motion due to the bacterial swimming and the diffusive mo-
tion of the tracer and the non-dimensional persistence length of the bacterium
  = Us=L. For Pe  1 and    O(1) Dh  nL3UsL
p
U2s =D and when
Pe  1 and   = O(1), the hydrodynamic diffusivity follows a purely convec-
tive scaling of Dh  nL3UsL( ) but with a dependence on  . When both Pe
and   are much larger than one, the hydrodynamic diffusivity is independent
of   so that Dh  nL3UsL. While the hydrodynamic tracer diffusivity increases
monotonically with the bacterial persistence length, it has a non-monotonic de-
pendence on Pewith a peak around Pe of order 10. This peakmay be attributed
to the fact that the velocity disturbance of the bacterium is an odd function of
relative positions and the combined effects of diffusion and convection allow the
tracer to sample a less symmetric range of relative position leading to a larger
net displacement. The theoretical predictions for the most relevant parametric
regime of Pe  1 and   = O(1) has been verified through explicit simulations of
pair interactions between bacteria and tracer particles and the simulations also
revealed the weakening effect of excluded volume of the bacteria and tracer
particles on hydrodynamic diffusivity. Finally, the results of our experiments
with suspensions of swimming bacteria and colloidal particles as tracers are in
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excellent agreement with predictions from theory and simulations.
An important insight from this investigation is the dependence of hydro-
dynamic diffusivity of the tracer on its Brownian diffusivity. It is clear from
Fig. 2.2 that the bacteria induced mixing is in general smaller for smaller tracers
with relatively large Brownian diffusivity. For instance, oxygen has Pe  0:05
based on its molecular diffusivity(Hillesdon & Pedley, 1996) D = 2000m2=s,
the bacterial swimming speed Us = 15m=s, and bacterial length L = 7m. For
a typical tumbling frequency of  1 = 1s 1, the dimensional hydrodynamic dif-
fusivity of oxygen would be around 0:07nL3m2=s which would require phys-
ically impossible bacterial concentrations of nL3 = O(103) in order to be com-
parable to the molecular diffusivity. Thus bacteria induced mixing is irrelevant
for small molecules. On the other hand, hydrodynamic diffusion can be signifi-
cant in the case of chemical signaling between bacteria mediated through mem-
brane vesicles. It is known that bacteria such as E. Coli or P. aeruginosa produce
membrane vesicles with diameters of the order of 100 nm which help transport
inter-bacterial signaling molecules (Mashburn & Whiteley, 2005; Schooling &
Beveridge, 2006; Wu et al., 2011). The typical Brownian diffusivity of these vesi-
cles is of the order of 5m2=s based on the Stokes - Einstein relationship which
yields Pe of the order of 10 for typical bacterial speed and length. The hydro-
dynamic diffusivity of these vesicles is then of the order of 0:5nL3m2=s which
is comparable to their Brownian diffusivity even at moderate bacteria concen-
trations with nL3 = 5. Enhanced transport of chemical signals between bacteria
could play an important role in signaling-dependent bacterial behavior such as
quorum sensing (Mashburn & Whiteley, 2005).
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2.7 Appendix A: Asymptotic evaluation of fDh for Pe  1 and
   O(1)
We first re-write Eq. 2.30 as an integral over a spherical domain defined by
k  p = k cos  as
fDh =  
964M2
Z
dp
Z 2
0
d
Z 
0
d
Z 1
0
dk
sin3 F (k cos )F ( k cos )
k2
 
1 + ik  cos  + 

Pe
k2
 : (2.42)
The integral over p and  together yields 82 and since the product
F (k cos )F ( k cos ) = 2k2 cos2 =4 + O(k4) for k  1, the dominant contri-
bution to the integral for the case with Pe  1 and    O(1) comes from
k = O(
p
Pe= ). Thus at the the leading order we simply have
fDh = 2 
482M2
Z 
0
d sin3  cos2 
Z 1
0
dk
1 + 

Pe
k2
=
2
p
Pe 
360M2
(2.43)
2.8 Appendix B: Asymptotic evaluation of fDh for Pe  1 and
   1
The leading contribution to the integral in Eq. 2.30 can be calculated by simply
dropping the k2=Pe term in Eq. 2.30 and taking the limit of the integral for
  ! 1. The resulting expression when written as an integral over cylindrical
coordinates (kk; k?)with the kk axis along p takes the form
fDh = lim
!1
1
122M2
Z 1
 1
dkk
Z 1
0
dk?
k3?F (kk)F ( kk)
k2k + k
2
?
3 
1
 + ikk
 (2.44)
The integral over k? space in Eq. 2.44 is equal to 1=(4k2k) so that the integral in
Eq. 2.44 can be written in the following form bymultiplying both the numerator
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and the denominator by the complex conjugate of the denominator 1=    ikk
fDh = lim
!1
1
482M2
Z 1
 1
dkk

1
   ikk

F (kk)F ( kk)
k2k
h
1
2 + k
2
k
i : (2.45)
Since the product F (kk)F ( kk) is even in kk, the imaginary part of the integral
in Eq. 2.45 vanishes and it is clear from the denominator of the integrand in Eq.
2.45 that in the limit of   !1 the dominant contribution to the integral comes
from the region of kk = O(1= ). We now rescale kk by 1=  to yield the variable
kk = kk  and rewrite Eq. 2.45 in terms of kk as
fDh = lim
!1
 2
482M2
Z 1
 1
dkk
F (kk= )F ( kk= )
k2k
h
1 + k2k
i : (2.46)
The dominant contribution to the integral in Eq. 2.46 comes from kk = O(1) and
hence in the limit   ! 1, one may replace the product F (kk= )F ( kk= ) by
its Taylor series near kk = 0, F (kk)F ( kk) = 2k2k=(4 2) to yield
fDh = lim
!1
2
1922M2
Z 1
 1
dkk
1
1 + k2k
=
2
192M2
: (2.47)
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CHAPTER 3
CHEMOTAXIS DRIVEN INSTABILITY OF A CONFINED BACTERIAL
SUSPENSION
3.1 Abstract
A suspension of bacteria in a thin channel or film subject to a gradient in the
concentration of a chemoattractant, will develop, in the absence of an imposed
fluid flow, a steady bacteria concentration field that depends exponentially on
cross-stream position. Above a critical bacteria concentration, this quiescent
base state is unstable to a steady convective motion driven by the active stresses
induced by the bacteria’s swimming. Unlike previously identified long wave-
length instabilities of active fluids, this instability results from coupling of the
bacteria concentration field with the disturbance flow.
3.2 Theory and results
Observations that suspensions of swimming bacteria with no imposed stresses
or chemical gradients exhibit collectivemotions on length scales large compared
with an individual cell have inspired simulations of hydrodynamically interact-
ing Stokesian swimmers and continuum theories for bacteria suspensions (Koch
& Subramanian, 2011). The continuum theories feature an active stress resulting
from the force dipoles the cells exert as they swim. The homogeneous, quiescent
state of an unbounded suspension governed by these equations has been shown
This chapter is reprinted from T. V. Kasyap and Donald L. Koch, Physical Review Letters 108,
038101 (2012). Copyright (2012) American Physical Society.
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Figure 3.1: Mechanism of the chemotaxis driven instability. Individual
bacteria align in the direction of the chemical gradient leading
to dipolar fluid velocity disturbances. At the continuum level,
the instability manifests itself through the perturbed number
density field represented by color contours and the streamline
pattern illustrated within the channel. Brighter regions indi-
cate higher bacteria concentrations. The fluid motion acting on
the base state number density profile sweeps bacteria toward
the region of high perturbed bacteria concentration leading to
growth of the perturbation.
to be unstable to perturbations in bacteria orientation distribution that couple
with the fluid shearing induced by the active stresses (Koch & Subramanian,
2011; Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Subramanian &
Koch, 2009). Since the purpose of bacterial motility is to allow cells to respond
to chemical cues in their environment, it is of interest to explore how bacterial
collective motion may be altered by chemical gradients. In this Letter, we show
that bacteria suspensions exhibit a new type of instability (illustrated in Fig. 4.2)
when the cells’ swimming motion is biased due to a gradient of a chemical at-
tractant in a confined channel or liquid film. The new instability involves cou-
pling of active stress induced fluid convection with the bacteria concentration
field.
Two recent experimental studies suggest that bacteria do exhibit enhanced
convection in the presence of chemoattractant gradients. Kim & Breuer (2007)
observed a significant increase in the hydrodynamically induced diffusivity of
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a fluorescent molecule in a suspension of wild type E. Coli as the concentration
gradient of an attractant was increased. Sokolov et al. (2009) studied the dy-
namics of thin films of aqueous suspensions of aerobic B. Subtilis cells. As they
increased the thickness of these films, they observed a transition from spatially
homogeneous, coherent motion in the plane of the film to a strongly convec-
tive, spatially inhomogeneous three dimensional motion. The onset of convec-
tive motion coincided with the development of cross-film gradients of oxygen,
which acts as an attractant for the cells. While gravitational forces due to cell
concentration variations can lead to “bio-convection” (Pedley & Kessler, 1992;
Hillesdon & Pedley, 1996), the film thickness and associated Rayleigh number in
Sokolov et al. (2009)’s experiment was too small to admit such an instability. We
suggest instead that the motion was induced by an instability associated with
the active stress of chemotactic bacteria.
While chemical attractants are often consumed or produced by bacteria, the
simplest setting in which to explore chemical effects on the motion of a bacteria
suspension is that illustrated in Fig. 1, where a linear gradient is imposed across
a channel of thickness H in the z direction and infinite extent in the x direction
with no slip walls. Cheng et al. (2007) have designed an apparatus where a
linear gradient of an attractant, such as Me-Asp (-methyl-DL-aspartate) that is
not consumed by bacteria (Mesibov & Adler, 1972) and has a diffusivity large
compared with that of the cells, can be established by the attractant diffusing
across a sealed micro-channel sandwiched between source and sink channels.
In the absence of velocity and chemical gradients, bacteria such as E. Coli
or B. Subtilis perform an unbiased random walk comprised of intervals of per-
sistent swimming lasting about 0  1s punctuated by short intervals of ‘tum-
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bling’ (Berg, 2003). The state of a dilute bacterial suspension can be specified by
the singlet probability density 
(x;p; t) where p and x are the orientation and
the position of a bacterium (Koch & Subramanian, 2011; Saintillan & Shelley,
2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009). 
(x;p; t) satisfies a Boltzmann-like equa-
tion with the tumbling of the bacterium being modelled as a Markov process
(Subramanian & Koch, 2009). On length scales much larger than the persistence
length U0 where U is the swimming speed of the bacteria, 
(x;p; t) can be de-
composed into a number density field n(x; t) and an orientation field f(p; t). In
the absence of fluid flow, the steady-state orientation distribution f(p) can be
obtained by equating the rate f(p)= at which cells tumble away from orienta-
tions near pwith the rate at which cells tumble into the region near p. Assuming
for simplicity that pre- and post-tumble orientations are uncorrelated, the latter
rate is 1
4
R
f(p)=dp (Subramanian & Koch, 2009). In presence of a chemoat-
tractant gradient, the bacteria bias their random walk by reducing  1 when
moving up the gradient and leaving it unaltered when swimming down the
gradient (Berg, 2003), so that  1 has been described by (Brown & Berg, 1974;
Chen et al., 2003):
 1 =
8>><>>:
 10 exp( p  g) if p  g > 0;
 10 if p  g  0;
(3.1)
where g =  ez is the unit vector parallel to the chemical gradient,  = UG,
G is the magnitude of the gradient, and  is the sensitivity of bacteria to the
attractant. Using the linearized form of Eq. 3.1 for weak chemotaxis,   1,
the orientation field obtained by equating the rates of direct and inverse events
(Subramanian et al., 2011) is
f(p) =
8>><>>:
1
4
[1 + (p  g   1=4)] +O(2) if p  g > 0;
1
4
[1  =4] +O(2) if p  g  0;
(3.2)
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The resulting mean orientation hpi = (1=6)g leads to a mean bacterial velocity
U0 = Uhpi parallel to the chemoattractant gradient. Typically, the magnitude
of chemotactic drift velocity U0 = jU0j is about 10% of the swimming speed
(Vuppula et al., 2010), so that the theory with weak chemotaxis (  1) will be
reasonably accurate. On time and length scales larger than 0 and U0, the num-
ber density satisfies a conservation equation with a chemotactic convective flux
and a diffusive flux with the diffusivity D = U20=3 arising from the unbiased
part of the run-and-tumble motion (Keller & Segel, 1971; Bearon, 2003):
@n
@t
+r  [(U0 + u)n Drn] = 0: (3.3)
The fluid velocity u(x; t) and pressure p(x; t) fields satisfy Stokes equations
(Koch & Subramanian, 2011; Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan & Shelley,
2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009)
r  u = 0; (3.4)
 rp+ r2u+r  B = 0; (3.5)
where the bacterial stress is given by B =  CUL2 R 
 pp  1
3
I

dp. Here
 is the viscosity of the suspending fluid, L is the combined length of the
bacterial cell and propulsive flagellar bundle, and C is the force-dipole a bac-
terium exerts non-dimensionalized by UL2. C is positive for swimmers whose
propulsive mechanisms push the cells and negative for pullers. The common
bacterial species E. Coli and B. Subtilis are pushers with C = 0:57 (Subrama-
nian & Koch, 2009). The anisotropic orientation distribution in Eq. 3.2 leads
to an anisotropic bacterial stress tensor B(x; t) = n(x; t)S where the stresslet
S =  (C=16)UL2 gg   1
3
I

. Being a pusher, the bacterium exerts a pressure
in the z direction (negative normal stress) and tension (positive normal stress) in
the x and y directions. Although the orientation field in Eq. 3.2 changes after the
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onset of the instability due to rotation of bacteria by fluid velocity gradients, one
can model the effects of this change on the bacterial stress in terms of a modified
viscosity for disturbances with wavelengths larger than (nL2) 1 (Subramanian
& Koch, 2009; Subramanian et al., 2011). This viscosity is nearly isotropic when
  1 (Subramanian et al., 2011). Since the effects of such a modified viscos-
ity on the stability of the suspension have been analyzed previously, we focus
instead on the active normal stress difference induced directly by the chemical
gradient. In addition, we neglect the O(2) change in U0 due to shear induced
cell rotation.
Eqs. 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 admit a stationary base state solution with no fluid
flow and an exponential number density profile n0(z) =
hn0iPe exp( Pe z=H)
1 exp( Pe) deter-
mined by the balance of cross-channel chemotaxis and diffusion. Here the angle
brackets indicate an average over the channel cross-section and Pe = U0H=D =
3( H
U0
)(U0=U) is a Peclet number measuring the strength of the chemotactic drift.
In the base state, the inhomogeneous bacterial stress is balanced by the base
state pressure p0 = Szzn0.
We will now study the stability of this stationary base state to small pertur-
bations of the bacteria number density and pressure fields, i.e., n = n0(z) +
n0(x; z; t) and p = p0(z) + p0(x; z; t) with n0  n0 and p0  p0 and fluid veloc-
ity perturbations u0(x; z; t). We adopt a lubrication approximation in which the
variations with respect to x occur over a wavelength  which is much larger
than the channel thickness H , i.e.,  = H=  1. Non-dimensionalizing z with
the channel thicknessH , xwith wavelength , nwith the gap averaged number
density hn0i, p with the bacterial stress  32Szzhn0i, ux with U0 and uz with U02
yields the following linearized lubrication equations. The x-momentum equa-
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tion involves a balance between the viscous stress, the pressure gradient and
the gradient of the bacterial stress:
 @p
0
@x
+

3
@n0
@x
+
@2u0x
@z2
= 0; (3.6)
where  =  3Szzhn0iH
2U0
= 3
8
Chn0iL2H is a non-dimensional gap-averaged bacte-
rial concentration that reflects the relative strength of the bacterial and viscous
stresses.
The zmomentum equation is a balance of the pressure gradient and bacterial
stress gradient
@p0
@z
+
2
3
@n0
@z
= 0; (3.7)
which integrates to p0(x; z; t) =  2
3
n0(x; z; t)+ p(x; t)where p(x; t) is a z indepen-
dent pressure field that assures that there is no net fluid flux in the x direction.
The bacteria number density equation is:
@2n0
@z2
+ Pe
@n0
@z
+ 2

@2n0
@x2
  @n
0
@t
  Peu0z
@n0
@z

= 0: (3.8)
In the above equations, time has been non-dimensionalized by  2H2=D so that
the unsteady term @n
0
@t
balances the fluid convective term. It will be seen that this
coupling term is the origin of the instability. The dominant balance in the bacte-
ria conservation equation between chemotaxis and diffusion in the z direction
yields a quasi-steady, local perturbed number density profile that is similar to
the base state profile
n0(x; z; t) = hn0i(x; t)Pe exp( Pez)
1  exp( Pe) ; (3.9)
The gap-averaged number density hn0i(x; t) will be determined from the O(2)
gap-averaged bacteria conservation equation. The solution of the xmomentum
equation with no slip boundary conditions is
u0x = 

1  exp( Pez)
Pe[1  exp( Pe)]  
z
Pe

@hn0i
@x
+
1
2
@p
@x
(z2   z)

; (3.10)
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where the pressure gradient determined by the constraint of no net fluid flux
(hu0xi = 0) is
@p
@x
= 6
Pe[1 + exp( Pe)] + 2[exp( Pe)  1]
Pe2[1  exp( Pe)]
@hn0i
@x
: (3.11)
Integrating Eq. 3.8 over z = (0; 1) and using the no-flux and no-slip boundary
conditions yields the gap averaged bacteria concentration equation:
@hn0i
@t
+ Pe
@hu0xn0i
@x
  @
2hn0i
@x2
= 0; (3.12)
which shows that the gap-averaged concentration perturbation evolves due to
the fluid convective and run-and-tumble diffusive fluxes in the x direction. The
convective flux will be proportional to @hn
0i
@x
with a sign dependent on whether
the swimmers are pushers or pullers. Using the fluid velocity field in Eq. 3.10
driven by bacterial stresses to evaluate the convective flux, Eq. 3.12 takes the
form:
@hn0i
@t
+ (Pe   1)@
2hn0i
@x2
= 0; (3.13)
where  is a function of Peclet number given by
 =
1
2Pe
+

exp( Pe)(1 + Pe)  1
Pe2[1  exp( Pe)]

 3

Pe[1 + exp( Pe)] + 2[exp( Pe)  1]
Pe2[1  exp( Pe)]
2
(3.14)
Sinusoidal gap-averaged number density perturbations evolve according to
hn0i = exp(i2x + t) where the growth rate  = (2)2(Pe   1). Since
both  and Pe are positive, instability occurs if  exceeds the critical value
crit = (Pe)
 1. A suspension of pushers such as E. Coli or B. Subtilis for which
 is positive, is unstable to number density variations in the x direction above
a critical concentration while puller suspensions having negative  will be un-
conditionally stable. Fig. 3.2 shows that the critical bacteria concentration crit
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Figure 3.2: Critical bacteria concentration crit as a function of the Peclet
number (solid line). The dashed lines are the asymptotic re-
sults: crit  720=Pe3 for Pe 1 and crit  2 for Pe 1.
decreases with increasing Peclet number reaching an asymptote of 2 at high
Peclet number.
Themechanism of the instability is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The chemical gradi-
ent leads to a base state number density profile n0(z) that is an exponentially de-
creasing function of z and causes a net alignment of the cells in the z direction.
The disturbance flow of each cell draws fluid in from the sides and pushes it out
at the front and back. A sinusoidal perturbation in the gap-averaged number
density, hn0i, leads to a number density field, n0 with alternate peaks and valleys
(brighter and darker regions respectively in Fig. 3.1) at z = 0 owing to the com-
petition of chemotaxis and diffusion in controlling the local z-number-density
profile. Being pushers, the excess bacteria at peaks draw fluid inward at small
z while the fluid returns toward valleys at larger values of z. This fluid velocity
field acting on the base state number density field leads to a net gap-averaged
convective flux hu0xn0i toward the region of high hn0i, thereby reinforcing the
number density perturbation. In the sub-critical regime, x-diffusion of the bac-
teria attenuates the concentration perturbations and stabilizes the suspension.
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Since the hydrodynamic disturbance of a puller is exactly opposite to that of a
pusher, a suspension of pullers is always stable. Since  is purely real, the in-
stability is stationary at least in the long-wavelength limit and the streamline
pattern resembles convection cells. A result of the lubrication approximation
is that the dimensional growth rate increases quadratically in the wavenumber
2=. However, at sufficiently large wavenumbers one expects diffusion to sta-
bilize the suspension implying that a mode of maximum growth rate should
exist. The wavelength of the most unstable mode can come only from a finite
wavelength analysis with   H or smaller. This instability might be expected
to lead to the formation of periodic clusters of bacteria within the channel or
film along x axis with a length scale corresponding to the most unstable mode.
Sokolov et al. (2009) observed three-dimensional convective motions in films
of aerobic bacteria with half-thickness greater than 100 m. We refer to the half-
film thickness here since the gradient of the attractant oxygen acts from themid-
plane to the interface when the film is thick enough so that the bacteria consume
oxygen before it diffuses to the mid-plane. Although this experiment involve a
thin film with gas-liquid interfaces, Marangoni stresses usually lead to a nearly
inextensible nature of such interfaces making the no slip boundary condition
appropriate. The bacterial concentration in Sokolov et al. (2009)’s experiments is
hn0i  2  1010 per milliliter. Using L = 12m and H = 100m, the scaled bac-
teria concentration is  = 60. It is clear from Fig. 3.2 that this value exceeds crit
if Pe  2:50. This corresponds to U0=U  0:17 for a typical bacterial swimming
speed of 20 m=s and a typical tumbling frequency of 1 s 1 (Berg, 2003). This
value of U0=U is sufficiently small to make the small  analysis accurate. The
chemotactic velocity is not known in Sokolov et al. (2009) experiments. Nev-
ertheless, the above analysis suggests a moderate amount of chemotaxis can
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drive the instability. The mode of instability predicted here is consistent with
Sokolov et al. (2009)’s observations of convection across the film half-thickness
and plumes of bacteria concentration.
The present instability mechanism differs from previous for active-stress in-
stabilities (Koch & Subramanian, 2011; Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan &
Shelley, 2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009; Subramanian et al., 2011). Since the
active bacterial stress depends on both the number density and orientation dis-
tribution of the bacteria, instability can arise from the coupling between either
the number density field or the orientation field and the fluid flow. Previous sta-
bility analyses have focused on coupling of fluid shearing motion and swimmer
alignment in unbounded homogeneous suspensions of isotropic (Saintillan &
Shelley, 2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009) or aligned swimmers with (Subra-
manian et al., 2011) or without chemotaxis (Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintil-
lan & Shelley, 2008a,b). In these cases it is found that the unstable modes do not
involve bacteria number density variations at leading order in the long wave-
length limit. A fluid velocity perturbation to an isotropic (or nearly isotropic)
suspension tends to align the bacteria to the extensional axis of the fluid veloc-
ity field. The hydrodynamic disturbance of a pusher then enhances the orig-
inal velocity perturbation resulting in an orientation-shearing instability. It is
possible that this instability accounts for the two-dimensional motion with no
apparent bacteria concentration variation observed by Sokolov et al. (2009) at
small film thickness. The instability mechanism described in the present Letter
relies on a base state with a stratified number density profile. Fluid motion can
then lead to a three-dimensional number density profile and concomitant active
stress profile that enhances the number density variation in the case of push-
ers. In Sokolov et al. (2009)’s experiments, such an instability is to be expected
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when the film is thick enough to allow oxygen and cell gradients to develop
across the film half-thickness. A more definitive experimental test of the theory
proposed in this Letter could be obtained using an experimental cell (Cheng
et al., 2007) that allows the cells to experience a controlled linear gradient of a
chemo-attractant that is not consumed by the cells.
This work is supported by NSF grant CBET-0730579.
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CHAPTER 4
INSTABILITY OF AN INHOMOGENEOUS BACTERIAL SUSPENSION
SUBJECTED TO A CHEMO-ATTRACTANT GRADIENT
4.1 Abstract
The stability of a suspension of chemotactic bacteria confined in an infinitely
long channel and subjected to a stationary, linear chemo-attractant gradient is
investigated. While swimming, individual bacteria exert force dipoles on the
fluid which at the continuum level lead to a stress depending upon the bacterial
orientation and number density fields. The presence of the attractant gradient
causes bacteria to tumble less frequently when swimming along the gradient
leading to a mean orientation and a non-zero chemotactic drift velocity U0 in
that direction. At long length and time scales compared to those associated
with the persistence of bacterial swimming, fluxes due to chemotaxis and the
random run-tumble motion of bacteria balance to yield an exponentially vary-
ing number density profile across the channel in the base state. The associated
bacterial stress field is also exponentially varying and is normal. This spatially
non-uniform base state is unstable to fluctuations in the bacterial concentration
field when the scaled bacterial concentration  = (3C=8)hn0iL2H exceeds a crit-
ical value determined by a Peclet number defined as Pe = U0H=. Here, C is
a non-dimensional dipole strength which depends on the geometry of the bac-
terium, hn0i is the bacterial concentration averaged across the channel of depth
H , L is the total length of the bacterium, and  is the bacterial diffusivity. crit
is a monotonously decreasing function of Pe with crit  720=Pe3 for Pe  1
and crit  2 for Pe  1. The instability is the result of the coupling between
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the active stress driven fluid flow and the bacterial concentration and mani-
fests as rectangular convection patterns. When  first exceeds crit, the unstable
wavelengths are large with   H and the mode of instability is stationary.
Although oscillatory modes appear when   O(H) and  > 247 the most
dangerous mode of instability is found to be always stationary with a wave-
length m=H  Pe 1. To study the coupling between the previously analyzed
orientation shear instability mechanism of bacterial suspensions and the new
chemotaxis driven instability, a new set of continuum equations which consis-
tently accounts for weak chemotaxis, rotation of bacteria by weak fluid shear,
and weak non-continuum effects along with their coupled effects have been
derived. The stability analysis of those equations showed that the orientation
shear mechanism has only a negligible influence on the critical concentration for
the present chemotaxis-induced-instability when the suspension depth is large
and it is the latter that has the lowest critical concentration.
4.2 Introduction
Recent experimental, numerical and theoretical investigations indicate that the
stresses that swimming bacteria exert on the fluid give rise to hydrodynamic
instabilities and collective motion in sufficiently dense bacterial suspensions
(Koch & Subramanian, 2011). In a chemically neutral environment individual
bacteria perform an unbiased random walk comprised of intervals of persis-
tent swimming lasting about a second punctuated by short intervals of “tum-
bling” after which they pick a new swimming direction. In the presence of a
chemical gradient, bacteria bias their random walk by reducing the tumbling
frequency when swimming up the chemical gradient and leaving it unaltered
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when swimming down resulting in a net bacterial migration along the chemical
gradient (Berg, 2003). Since the aforementioned process “chemotaxis” is often
critical to the survival of bacteria, its effects on the stability of the suspension
is a pertinent question. In a previous letter (Kasyap & Koch, 2012) we have
shown through a long wavelength lubrication analysis that a bacterial suspen-
sion confined in a microchannel or a thin liquid film and subjected to a trans-
verse chemo-attractant gradient is unstable to perturbations of bacterial con-
centration parallel to the channel or film if the bacterial concentration exceeds
a critical value due to the coupling between the bacterial number density field
and the active stress driven fluid flow. In this paper, we perform amore detailed
stability analysis in which we consider finite wavelengths and cover a broad
range of parameter space. The primary objective of this paper is to show the
existence of a most dangerous mode for which the growth rate is maximum and
a cut-off wavenumber above which disturbances do not grow. Along with the
scaling for the most dangerous and cut-off wavenumbers we demonstrate the
existence of an oscillatory instability for certain parameter values. In addition,
we examine the effect of the rotation of bacteria due to disturbance fluid shear
fields which was neglected in Kasyap & Koch (2012). Shear rotation leads to ori-
entational instabilities in suspensions of swimming bacteria and self-propelled
rods (Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Subramanian &
Koch, 2009) and its inclusion in the present analysis allows us to explore both
the number-density chemotaxis instability and the orientational instability .
Early studies of the instability of chemotactic bacteria were either reaction-
diffusion studies of bacteria that excreted or consumed the chemo-attractant in
which hydrodynamic effects were neglected (Budrene & Berg, 1991, 1995; Bren-
ner et al., 1998) or studies of gravitational instabilities due to suspension mass
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density variations induced by chemotaxis (Pedley & Kessler, 1992; Hillesdon &
Pedley, 1996; Ja´nosi et al., 1998). The former instability which is predominantly
observed in bacterial colonies on moist agar surfaces is a result of the coupling
between the attractant and bacterial concentration fields. Consumption of the
attractant by bacteria generates spatial attractant gradients and when bacteria
chemotactically respond to these, dense, concentric rings of bacteria form and
propagate outward. When bacteria excrete the attractant the rings are destabi-
lized and break into spots (Budrene & Berg, 1991, 1995; Brenner et al., 1998).
The most extensively studied instability mechanism in a three-dimensional
fluid suspension of bacteria is “bio-convection” a gravitational instability due
to the chemotaxis of cells against gravity (Pedley & Kessler, 1992; Hillesdon
& Pedley, 1996; Ja´nosi et al., 1998). When a suspension of aerotactic bacteria
such as B. Subtilis is exposed to air, the consumption of oxygen by bacteria and
the diffusion of the oxygen into the suspension results in an oxygen gradient
which causes the cells to migrate upwards against gravity. Since bacteria are
slightly heavier than the suspending fluid, the accumulation of bacteria near the
air-water interface results in an unstable density stratification with the heavier
fluid lying above the lighter fluid triggering the well-known Rayleigh-Taylor
instability (Pedley & Kessler, 1992; Hillesdon & Pedley, 1996; Ja´nosi et al., 1998).
The instability leads to the formation of convection patterns comprised of de-
scending plumes rich in bacteria. Bio-convection occurs not only in bacterial
suspensions but also in suspensions of algae for which the preferential motion
against gravity, called gyrotaxis, arises from an asymmetric body mass distribu-
tion rather than chemotaxis. In the latter case, a secondmechanism of instability
arises due to the re-orientation of swimming cells by gravitational and viscous
torques (Pedley & Kessler, 1992).
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While the typical suspension depth required for bio-convection is of the or-
der of millimeters or centimeters (Ja´nosi et al., 1998), macroscopic fluid motion
has been observed even in the case of chemotactic bacterial suspensions con-
fined in liquid films or microchannels for which gravitational effects are neg-
ligible (Kim & Breuer, 2007; Sokolov et al., 2009). For example, Kim & Breuer
(2007) observed a significant enhancement in the effective diffusivity of a fluo-
rescent dye in a suspension of wild type E. Coli in the presence of a horizontal
chemo-attractant or chemo-repellent gradient. An increase in the scalar mix-
ing indicated the existence of macroscopic stirring of the suspension. Sokolov
et al.(2009) studied the dynamics of thin films of aqueous suspensions of aer-
obic B. Subtilis cells and observed a transition from a spatially homogeneous,
quasi-two dimensional, coherent motion in the plane of the film to a strongly
convective, spatially inhomogeneous three dimensional motion across the film
when the film thickness was raised above a critical value. The onset of this con-
vective motion coincided with the development of cross-film gradients of oxy-
gen and the bacterial concentrationwas strongly inhomogeneous across the film
thickness due to chemotaxis towards oxygen. At the critical film thickness, the
Rayleigh number was much lower than the value, derived by Hillesdon & Ped-
ley (1996), for the onset of bio-convection. This leads to the question whether
the bulk convective motions observed in Sokolov et al. (2009)’s experiment was
driven by the active stresses that bacteria exert on the fluid as they swim. The
analysis presented in Kasyap & Koch (2012) shows this is indeed the case.
The long range fluid velocity disturbance due to a swimming bacterium re-
sults from a force-dipole or stresslet owing to the absence of any net force or
torque on it. The fluid disturbance created by this stresslet is extensile for a
bacterium like E. Coli, since its flagella bundle pushes the cell-body from be-
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hind. Such a swimmer is termed a “pusher”to distinguish it from a “puller”
for which the propulsive mechanism is located ahead of its body in the direc-
tion of swimming producing contractile fluid disturbances (Hernandez-Ortiz
et al., 2005; Saintillan & Shelley, 2007; Underhill et al., 2008; Lauga & Powers,
2009). The dipolar hydrodynamic disturbance decays slowly as 1=jxj2, where
jxj is the distance from the bacterium, and hence results in long ranged hydro-
dynamic interactions in the suspension, the details of which are dependent on
the suspensionmicrostructure (Simha&Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan & Shelley,
2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009; Hohenegger & Shelley, 2010). The latter is
specified by the bacterial concentration and orientation fields. At the continuum
level, the effect of force-dipoles is to provide a stress field as a function of the lo-
cal orientation and concentration fields of bacteria (Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002;
Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009; Hohenegger & Shelley,
2010). Even for isotropic suspensions without any chemical gradients, the active
stress field should in principle be able to drive instabilities that involve a feed-
back between suspension microstructure and fluid flow. Experiments on bacte-
rial suspensions (Mendelson et al., 1999; Wu & Libchaber, 2000; Kim & Breuer,
2004; Dombrowski et al., 2004; Sokolov et al., 2007) and numerical studies on
hydrodynamically interacting self-propelled particles (Hernandez-Ortiz et al.,
2005; Saintillan & Shelley, 2007; Underhill et al., 2008) strongly suggests that the
aforementioned hypothesis is true. As we shall see later, the presence of an at-
tractant gradient modifies the suspension micro-structure in a non-trivial way
to result in a new kind of active stress driven instability.
Insights on the nature of these instabilities can be obtained through the re-
cently developed continuum theory of bacterial suspensions (Saintillan & Shel-
ley, 2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009; Hohenegger & Shelley, 2010). The start-
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ing point in the continuum theory is the representation of the micro-structure
of the suspension in the dilute limit by means of a singlet probability density

(x;p; t) defined in such a way that 
(x;p; t)dxdp is the probability to find a
bacterium in the interval dx around x with an orientation in the interval dp
around p. The time evolution of 
(x;p; t) is influenced by swimming, tumbling
in the case of wild-type bacteria, fluid convection, and rotation by fluid velocity
gradients. One then obtains a mean-field active stress resulting from the coarse-
graining of the bacterial force-dipoles which is proportional to the second mo-
ment of the bacterial orientation. The divergence of this stress appears in the
momentum conservation equation for the suspension. The coupling between
the orientation field and the fluid flow results in the orientational instability of
homogeneous, isotropic suspensions of swimming bacteria and self-propelled
rods. A bacterium, being a slender body, responds to the long ranged distur-
bance shear flow from other distant bacteria by rotating into the extensional
quadrant of the disturbance velocity field. Thus there is an increased probabil-
ity of bacterial orientations near the extensional axis of the disturbance flow and
being a pusher, the intrinsic force dipoles on bacteria enhance the original dis-
turbance resulting in instability. A puller on the other hand mitigates the effect
of the disturbance flow as it creates a contractile hydrodynamic disturbance. In
the mean-field sense, the anisotropic bacterial orientation field developed as a
result of the fluid shear causes a stress in the fluid which opposes the Newto-
nian stress. Instability occurs when this destabilizing bacterial stress exceeds the
stabilizing Newtonian viscous stress which happens only if bacteria are pushers
(Subramanian & Koch, 2009).
In the absence of any orientation decorrelation mechanism as in the case
of smooth swimmers analyzed by Saintillan & Shelley (2008a,b), the thresh-
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old concentration for the instability is zero and the mode with longest wave-
length grows fastest. On the contrary, the presence of tumbling or rotational
diffusion limits the destabilizing active stress accumulated and the bacterial
concentration needs to be above a critical value in order for the accumulated
active stress to exceed the viscous stress and drive the instability (Subrama-
nian & Koch, 2009). In the case of wild type bacteria for which the primary
mechanism for orientation relaxation is tumbling, the critical concentration ne-
glecting the passive resistance of bacterium against deformation is given by
(nL3)crit = 5L=[CF(r)Us0] (Subramanian & Koch, 2009; Subramanian et al.,
2011). Here n is the bacterial number density, L is the total length of a bacterium
including the cell-body and flagella, C is the dipole moment of the bacterium
non-dimensionalized by UsL2 where  is the viscosity of the suspending fluid,
Us is the swimming speed, and F(r) = (r2   1) = (r2 + 1) where r = L=d is the
aspect ratio of the bacterium with a cell-body diameter d. For a typical run-
tumble bacterium like E. Coli or B. Subtilis C = 0:57, L = 12m, d = 1m,
F(r)  1, Us = 20m=s, 0 = 1s (Subramanian & Koch, 2009; Subramanian et al.,
2011) yielding (nL3)crit  5.
Subramanian et al. (2011) for the first time considered the effect of chemo-
taxis on the aforementioned orientation shear instability mechanism in homo-
geneous bacterial suspensions. Owing to the biased tumbling in the presence of
a chemo-attractant gradient, the base-state bacterial orientation field becomes
anisotropic with a mean orientation parallel to the gradient (Subramanian et al.,
2011). Their linear stability analysis shows that chemotaxis reduces the critical
concentration required for the instability due to two distinct effects; first, the re-
duction of the tumbling frequency of cells swimming in the direction the chem-
ical gradient allows the destabilizing active stress to accumulate for longer time
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intervals, and second, the mean alignment of the cells with the gradient makes
it easier for shear rotation to bring bacteria into the extensional quadrant. Previ-
ous researchers (Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b) had
considered the stability of a state of perfect alignment of suspensions of self-
propelled rods but without considering a mechanism (such as chemotaxis) for
the maintenance of this orientational order. It may also be noted that chemo-
taxis leads to a bias in the orientation distribution of the cells rather than the
perfect initial alignment considered by Simha & Ramaswamy (2002); Saintillan
& Shelley (2008a,b).
The above-mentioned studies are limited to the case of unbounded and ho-
mogeneous suspensions in which the long wavelength instability is purely due
to the coupling between the bacterial orientation field and the fluid flow with-
out a perturbation to the number density field. However, since the active stress
is a function of both number density and orientation fields, one can conceive
a situation where number density perturbations couple with fluid flow result-
ing in instability without needing to have orientational fluctuations. For this to
happen at the linear order, the base-state number density needs to be inhomo-
geneous, a state which naturally emerges in the presence of a chemo-attractant
gradient. The mean bacterial orientation parallel to the attractant gradient re-
sulting from the biased tumbling of the bacteria gives rise to a net “chemotac-
tic” velocity in the same direction driving a convective flux. There is also a
diffusive bacterial flux due to the unbiased part of bacterial tumbling (Keller &
Segel, 1971). If impermeable walls or interfaces are present normal to the chem-
ical gradient as in the case of bacterial suspensions studied by Sokolov et al.
(2009) the convective and diffusive fluxes balance and consequently, the equi-
librium bacterial concentration and active stress profiles across the channel will
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be exponential (Kasyap & Koch, 2012). Furthermore, the anisotropic bacterial
orientation field makes the bacterial stress normal with a compressive normal
stress in the cross-channel direction and a tensile normal stress in the longitudi-
nal direction. Above a critical value of bacteria concentration, this normal stress
difference sets up cellular flow patterns when a perturbation to the number den-
sity field occurs and the resulting flow transports bacteria in such a way as to
reinforce the original perturbation. The critical concentration for instability de-
pends upon the strength of chemotaxis, bacterial diffusivity, the channel depth,
and the bacterial geometry (Kasyap & Koch, 2012).
In our previous longwavelength analysis (Kasyap &Koch, 2012), the growth
rate of the instability was found to increase quadratically with the wavenum-
ber. However, for large enough wavenumbers one expects diffusion to stabilize
the suspension and a mode of maximum growth rate should exist. If one ne-
glects nonlinear effects, the preferred length scale of the instability is likely to
be set by the most dangerous mode and hence its wavelength is a quantity of
practical relevance (Chandrasekhar, 1961). In addition, the information on the
cut-off wavenumber above which disturbances do not grow is useful in nu-
merical simulations. In the present paper we address these through numerical
solutions based on spectral methods since the governing equations with expo-
nentially varying base-state number density defy any simple analytical solution
for finite wavenumbers. For the special case of deep channels, the governing
equations will be solved by using matched asymptotic expansions. Motivated
by the extensive literature on shear-orientation instabilities, we perform a de-
tailed analysis of the effect of shear rotation of bacteria on the present instability
mechanism. We find that shear rotation in general has a destabilizing effect and
below a critical suspension depth, the critical concentration is determined by
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the shear rotation instability mechanism. Above this critical depth the present
mechanism of instability starts to influence the critical concentration and for
large suspension depths the effect of shear rotation is negligible.
This paper is organized as follows. In x4.3 we pose the problem and derive
the governing equations. In x4.4 we revisit the case of long wavelength per-
turbations in order to introduce the physical mechanism of instability. Next in
x4.5, we present an asymptotic analysis of a thin layer of bacteria confined in a
deep channel and then proceed to a semi-analytical calculation for the case of in-
finitely deep channels. A detailed numerical calculation using spectral methods
for the case of finite wavenumbers is presented in x4.6 followed by the analysis
of shear rotation in x4.7. We begin x4.7 by presenting a consistent derivation
of governing equations that includes chemotaxis and shear rotation along with
higher order corrections for visco-elasticity and non-continuum effects. We then
perform a linear stability analysis of the leading order equations in the long
wavelength limit to investigate the effect of shear rotation. Finally in x4.8 we
discuss our results from the perspective of the present literature on the subject.
4.3 Formulation
We consider a quiescent bacterial suspension between two infinitely long, im-
permeable parallel walls at z = 0 and z = H subjected to a steady, linear
chemo-attractant gradient in the  z direction. Let x be the coordinate along
the channel. In order to provide a minimal physical mechanism for the insta-
bility, we neglect the consumption and production of the attractant by bacteria.
In fact, it is not necessary for an attractant to be consumed in order to elicit a
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chemotactic response. For instance, Me-Asp (-methyl-DL-aspartate) is a well-
known attractant that is non-metabolizable (Mesibov & Adler, 1972; Budrene
& Berg, 1991). Production of the attractant on the other hand, is not a generic
phenomenon as it often requires special situations such as the presence of en-
vironmental stresses (Budrene & Berg, 1991, 1995; Brenner et al., 1998). We also
assume that the gradient remains steady even after the onset of instability since
typical attractant diffusivities are much larger than the bacterial diffusivity. A
quantitative justification for this assumption is provided in Appendix 4.9. We
further consider bacterial suspensions that are sufficiently dilute enough to be
described by the singlet probability density
(x;p; t) satisfying the kinetic equa-
tion (Subramanian & Koch, 2009)
@
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+r  [(Usp+ u)
] +rp  ( _p
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



  1
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Z



dp

= 0: (4.1)

(x;p; t) can be written as the product

(x;p; t) = n(x; t)f(x;p; t); (4.2)
where n(x; t) is the number density of bacteria defined as
n(x; t) =
Z

(x;p; t)dp; (4.3)
and f(x;p; t) is the bacterial orientation field satisfying the normalization con-
straint Z
f(x;p; t)dp = 1: (4.4)
Here u(x; t) is the fluid velocity field so that the second term in Eq. 4.1 repre-
sents the advection of the probability distribution due to bacteria’s swimming
and the fluid flow. The third term is the divergence of the orientational flux
associated with the rotation of the bacteria at a rate _p due to fluid velocity gra-
dients. _p is given by (Kim & Karrila, 1991)
_p = !  p+ F(r)(I   pp)  (e  p); (4.5)
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where ! = (1=2)(ruy   ru) and e = (1=2)(ruy + ru). The final term on
the right hand side of Eq. 4.1 represents the rate of change in 
(x;p; t) due
to the tumbling of bacteria with a frequency  . This is equal to the difference
between the rate at which bacteria tumble away from orientations near p and
the rate at which bacteria tumble into orientations near p. Since the statistics
of the tumbling process is Poissonian, the former rate is simply equal to 
=
(Subramanian & Koch, 2009). Assuming that the time evolution of 
(x;p; t) is
Markovian, the latter rate is given by
R
K(pjp0)
(x;p0; t)=dp0 whereK(pjp0) is
the transition probability between the pre- and post-tumble orientations which
is equal to 1=(4) if the pre- and post-tumble orientations are uncorrelated (Sub-
ramanian & Koch, 2009).
In the absence of any fluid flow and at time and length scales larger than
the persistence time and length scales, 0 and Us0, of a bacterium’s swimming,
the dominant balance in Eq. 4.1 is between the rates of bacteria coming into the
phase space and leaving the phase space (Subramanian et al., 2011; Kasyap &
Koch, 2012)



  1
4
Z



dp = 0; (4.6)
which allows one to separate 
(x;p; t) into a time-dependent number density
field n(x; t) and a quasi-steady orientation field f(p) as (Kasyap & Koch, 2012)

(x;p; t) = n(x; t)f(p); (4.7)
where f(p) is governed by the integral equation
f(p)

=
1
4
Z
f(p)

dp: (4.8)
The requirement for a long length and time scale treatment arises from the fact
that chemotaxis manifests only after a bacterium has experienced many tum-
bles. In this limit the separation between the orientation and number density
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fields is possible since the swimming term Usp  r
 does not appear in the
dominant balance in Eq. 4.1 and the only way in which the number density can
be correlated with the orientation field in the absence of fluid flow is through
bacteria’s swimming.
In the presence of a stationary chemo-attractant gradient, the biphasically
biased bacterial tumbling frequency  1 is given by (Rivero et al., 1989; Chen
et al., 2003; Kasyap & Koch, 2012)
 1 =
8><>: 
 1
0 (1  p  g); p  g > 0
 10 ; p  g  0
(4.9)
where  = UsG and g =  ez is the unit vector parallel to the chemical gradient.
Here  characterizes the sensitivity of the bacterium to the attractant gradient
and G is the strength of the chemical gradient.  is a function of the number of
receptors on the bacterial cell body to which the attractant molecules bind, the
binding kinetics, and the gain of the bacterium’s signaling system (Rivero et al.,
1989; Subramanian et al., 2011). The above equation is the linearized version of
the exponential chemotactic response (see Subramanian et al., 2011) originally
proposed by Rivero et al. (1989). Inserting Eq. 4.9 into Eq. 4.8 and solving for
f(p) yields (Kasyap & Koch, 2012)
f(p) =
8><>:
1
4
[1 + (p  g   1=4)] +O(2); p  g > 0;
1
4
[1  =4] +O(2); p  g  0:
(4.10)
Since 0 <   1 the orientation field described in Eq. 4.10 is weakly anisotropic
peaking at g and resulting in a non-trivial mean orientation hpif parallel to
the chemical gradient and a chemotactic drift velocity U0 in the same direction
(Kasyap & Koch, 2012)
hpif = 
6
g; U0 = Ushpif =  U0ez; (4.11)
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where U0 = Us=6. Here the symbol hif denotes an average over orientation
space weighted by the bacteria’s orientation distribution. Experimental ob-
servations indicate that the chemotactic velocity is typically about 10% of the
swimming speed (Vuppula et al., 2010; Kalinin et al., 2009) making the small 
approximation reasonably accurate. The chemotactic velocity leads to a convec-
tive bacterial flux U0n parallel to the chemical gradient. In addition to this, the
unbiased part of the bacterial random walk contributes a diffusive flux   rn
so that the conservation equation for the bacterial number density takes the
form of a convection-diffusion equation (Keller & Segel, 1971; Chen et al., 2003;
Bearon & Pedley, 2000; Kasyap & Koch, 2012)
@n
@t
+r  [(U0 + u)n   rn] = 0: (4.12)
Here the diffusivity tensor  = kgg+?[I gg]where k and ? are in general
functions of  . However, for   1, it can be shown that the leading order
diffusion coefficient reduces to a scalar given by  = U2s 0=3 (Chen et al., 2003;
Bearon & Pedley, 2000; Bearon, 2003).
In the continuum theory of bacterial suspensions (Simha & Ramaswamy,
2002; Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009), the fluid ve-
locity u(x; t) and pressure p(x; t) satisfy Stokes’ equations with an additional
bacterial stress field B:
r  u = 0; (4.13a)
 rp+ r2u+r  B = 0: (4.13b)
Note that one can define a macroscopic Reynolds number based on the chan-
nel depth and chemotactic velocity Re = U0H= in addition to the microscopic
Reynolds number based on the bacterial length and swimming speed. Since
the former describes the unstable fluid flows generated by the chemotaxis of
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bacteria U0 is the appropriate velocity scale. For typical values U0 = 2m=s,
 = 0:01cm2=s, Re 1 justifying the use of Stokes’ equations whenH is smaller
than 1 cm. For the case of semi-infinite suspensions considered in x4.5, the char-
acteristic length scale is the transport length =U0 instead of H . For a bacterium
swimming at a typical speed of 20 m/s and tumbling at a rate of 1 /s, the
diffusivity  = 133m=s2 and the transport length scale based on the typical
U0 = 2m=s is of the order of 60 m yielding a Reynolds number which is again
much smaller than unity.
The deviatoric bacterial stress B in Eq. 4.13 is given by (Subramanian &
Koch, 2009):
B(x;p; t) =  CUsL2
Z



pp  I
3

dp; (4.14)
Using Eqs. 4.7 and 4.10, one gets
B(x; t) = n(x; t)S; (4.15)
where the dipole moment S is given by (Kasyap & Koch, 2012)
S =  C
16
UsL
2

gg   I
3

: (4.16)
Being a pusher, a bacterium exerts a pressure in the z direction (negative normal
stress) and tension (positive normal stress) in the x and y directions correspond-
ing to Sxx = Syy =  12Szz (Kasyap & Koch, 2012).
The boundary condition for the number density equation Eq. 4.12 is the no-
flux condition
U0n  rn = 0 at z = 0; H; (4.17)
While it has been observed recently that the hydrodynamic and steric interac-
tions between swimming bacteria and solid walls give rise to interesting phe-
nomena such as swimming in circular trajectories (Lauga et al., 2006), preferen-
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tial swimming towards the right hand side (DiLuzio et al., 2005), accumulation
near walls (Berke et al., 2008; Li & Tang, 2009), and motility reversal (Cisneros
et al., 2006), we expect these effects to be confined within a length scale of Us0
from the wall so that the no-flux boundary condition Eq. 4.17 is appropriate for
the long length scale treatment presented here.
For the fluid velocity field, we use the no-slip boundary condition
u = 0 at z = 0; H; (4.18)
for most of our calculations. Bacteria often produce surfactants (see Angelini
et al., 2009) and in those situations the no-slip boundary condition Eq. 4.18 is
applicable even for suspensions confined in liquid films since the Marangoni
stress due to surfactants prevent dilatation of the interfaces making them ef-
fectively slip-free for two-dimensional fluid flows such as those arising in our
stability analysis . We nevertheless briefly illustrate the effect of having a slip
boundary on this instability in x4.5.
The governing equations Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13 together with the boundary con-
ditions Eqs. 4.17 and 4.18 admit the stationary base-state solution (Kasyap &
Koch, 2012)
n0(z) =
hn0iU0H exp
  U0z


1  exp   U0H

 ; (4.19)
and
p0(z) = Szzn0(z): (4.20)
where the subscript “0” indicates the base state and the angle brackets now in-
dicate the average over the channel cross-section. hn0i serves as a normalization
constant. Thus in the base state, the diffusive flux due to bacterial random walk
and the chemotactic flux balance yielding an exponentially varying bacterial
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number density profile across the channel and the resulting bacterial stress is
balanced by the pressure.
We now study the stability of this base state against small perturbations by
deriving the linearized equations
@n0
@t
+r  (U0n0 + u0n0   rn0) = 0; (4.21a)
 rp0 + r2u0 +r  (Sn0) = 0; (4.21b)
r  u0 = 0; (4.21c)
in which the primed variables denote the perturbed quantities. Since the coef-
ficients of primed quantities in Eq. 4.21 are independent of x, we seek normal
mode solutions of the form
 
n0; u0; w0; p0

=

N(z); U(z);W (z); P (z)

exp(ikx+ t); (4.22)
where u0 and w0 are the perturbations in the fluid velocity in the x and z di-
rections respectively. In Eq. 4.22 the wave number k = 2=, where  is the
wavelength, is assumed to be real and the growth rate  is allowed to be com-
plex. The base state is unstable if the real part of  is positive.
In order to non-dimensionalize Eq. 4.21, we use the characteristic scales H
for length, U0 for velocity, hn0i for the bacterial number density, H2= for time,
and  3
2
Szzhn0i for the pressure to define the non-dimensional variables: ~z =
z=H , ~k = kH , ~U = U=U0, ~W = W=U0, ~n0 = n0=hn0i, ~N = N=hn0i, ~t = t=H2,
~ = H2=, and ~P = P=( 3
2
Szzhn0i). Substituting Eq. 4.22 into Eq. 4.21, using
the above scalings and dropping the tildes, we obtain the following equations
for the z dependent perturbation amplitudes

D2 + PeD   ( + k2)N = PeWDn0 (4.23a)
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ikU +DW = 0 (4.23b) 
D2   k2U = ik P   1
3
N

(4.23c)
 
D2   k2W =  DP + 2
3
DN

(4.23d)
(Pe+D)N = U = W = 0 at z = 0; 1; (4.23e)
whereD indicates differentiationwith respect to z and n0(z) = Pe exp( Pez)=[1 
exp( Pe)]. The physics of the instability is governed by two non-dimensional
parameters, the Peclet number defined as
Pe =
U0H

= 3
H
Us0
U0
Us
; (4.24)
and
 =  3Szzhn0iH
2U0
=
3
8
Chn0iL2H: (4.25)
Pe measures the strength of the chemotactic migration relative to the random
bacterial motion and  is the ratio of the bacterial stress to the viscous stress.
Equation 4.25 indicates that the parameter  can also be viewed as a scaled
bacterial concentration in the channel, a relation obtained by using Eqns. 4.16
and 4.11.  and Pe are related by
 =
C
8
Pehn0iL3

Us0
L

Us
U0

: (4.26)
For a typical wild type bacteria like E. Coli Us0=L = O(1) and using C = 0:57
and the nominal value of U0=Us as 0.1, one obtains  = O(Pehn0iL3). Eliminat-
ing U(z) and P (z) in favor ofW (z) from Eq. 4.23 yields the following equations
governing the amplitudes

D2 + PeD   ( + k2)N = PeWDn0; (4.27a)
 
D2   k22W =  k2DN; (4.27b)
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(Pe+D)N = W = DW = 0 at z = 0; z = 1: (4.27c)
Equation 4.27 has a close resemblance to the governing equations for bio-
convection in Childress et al. (1975) and Hill et al. (1989) without gyrotaxis terms
except that the momentum equation Eq. 4.27b here does not contain the inertial
term and it is the bacterial number density gradient on the right hand side of
the equation that drives the fluid flow rather than the number density itself as
in bio-convection. The latter is a consequence of the fact that fluid flow here is
driven by active stresses rather than buoyancy. A caveat in deriving the am-
plitude equations Eqs. 4.27 is the neglect of the effects of the bacterial rotation
imparted by fluid velocity gradients. Shear rotation of bacteria changes the ori-
entation field in Eq. 4.10 and hence changes the bacterial stress tensor B and
the chemotactic drift velocityU0. We address these later in x4.7 by doing a rigor-
ous longwavelength analysis including the shear rotation of bacteria. It is found
that the effect of shear rotation is negligible in determining the critical bacterial
concentration required for the instability if the suspension is deep enough.
4.4 Long wavelength analysis
In this section we review the long wavelength analysis with   H presented
in Kasyap & Koch (2012) to introduce the physical mechanism of the instability.
In Kasyap & Koch (2012) we performed a classical lubrication theory by scaling
the x-distance with the wavelength  and the z-distance with the channel depth
H which immediately led to the small parameter for lubrication analysis  =
H=. Here we show that solving the full governing equations perturbatively in
powers of the non-dimensional wavenumber k yields identical results since k
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and  are related by
k = 2 (4.28)
This derivation provides a connection between the work of Kasyap & Koch
(2012) and the current finite wavelength analysis by exhibiting the long wave-
length analysis in a notation consistent with the present study. Instead of us-
ing U0 as the characteristic scale for all velocities, we scaled the x-velocity in
Kasyap & Koch (2012) by U0 and the z-velocity by U02 so that bacterial stress
terms were retained in the leading order lubrication equations. In order to un-
derstand the dominant balances in the problem, we begin with Eq. 4.23 rather
than the final governing equations Eq. 4.27. Without loss of generality, one can
assume that N(z)  1 and P (z)  1 in the leading order and since the second
order derivative on the left hand side of Eq. 4.23c should balance the right hand
side (Hill et al., 1989), U  k in the leading order. The continuity equation Eq.
4.23b now implies that W  k2. The relationship between k and  in Eq. 4.28
shows that U   andW  2 which are identical to the scalings used in Kasyap
& Koch (2012). Since the instability is due to the coupling between number den-
sity and fluid velocity fields, we assume   k2 in the leading order so that
the fluid convection term PeWDn0 in Eq. 4.23a balances the growth term N .
Thus, we expand the dependent variables as
N(z) = N0(z) +O(k); (4.29a)
P (z) = P0(z) +O(k); (4.29b)
U(z) = kU1(z) +O(k
2); (4.29c)
W (z) = k2W2(z) +O(k
3); (4.29d)
 = k22 +O(k
3): (4.29e)
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We restrict our analysis to the leading order since it is sufficient to capture
the qualitative features of the instability. At O(1) in Eq. 4.23a, chemotaxis and
diffusion in the z-direction determines the leading order number density per-
turbation (Kasyap & Koch, 2012)
(D2 + PeD)N0 = 0; (4.30a)
(Pe+D)N0 = 0 at z = 0; 1; (4.30b)
leading to
N0(z) =
Pe exp( Pez)
1  exp( Pe) : (4.31)
Here N(z) satisfies the arbitrary normalization condition hN(z)i = 1 . In the x-
momentum equation Eq. 4.23c, the gradient of the pressure and the divergences
of the bacterial and viscous stresses are in balance (Kasyap & Koch, 2012)
D2U1 = i

P0   1
3
N0

; (4.32a)
U1(0) = U1(1) = 0; (4.32b)
while in the z-momentum equation Eq. 4.23d the balance is between the pres-
sure gradient and the divergence of the bacterial stress
DP0 +
2
3
DN0 = 0: (4.33)
From Eq. 4.33
P0(z) =  2
3
N0(z) + C1; (4.34)
where C1 is an integration constant. Using Eq. 4.34 in Eq. 4.32 and solving for
U1(z) gives
U1(z) = i

  exp( Pez)
Pe[1  exp( Pe)] + C1
z2
2
+ C2z + C3

; (4.35)
where the constants C1, C2, and C3 are to be determined from the boundary
conditions Eq. 4.32b and the incompressibility constraint Eq. 4.23b. Equations
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4.32b and 4.23b imply that there is no net fluid flux in the x-direction or hU(z)i =
0. Determining the constants in Eq. 4.35 yields the x-velocity field
U1(z) = i

1  exp( Pez)
Pe[1  exp( Pe)]  
z
Pe
+ 3

Pe[1 + exp( Pe)] + 2[exp( Pe)  1]
Pe2[1  exp( Pe)]
  
z2   z: (4.36)
The growth rate can now be obtained from the following solvability condition
(Childress et al., 1975; Hill et al., 1989; Kasyap & Koch, 2012) resulting from the
averaging of the number density equation Eq. 4.23a across the gap and using
the no-flux boundary conditions
(2 + 1) hN0i =  iPehU1n0i; (4.37)
which gives 2 = Pe   1 and hence
 = k2(Pe   1) +O(k3); (4.38)
where
 =
1
2Pe
+

exp( Pe)(1 + Pe)  1
Pe2[1  exp( Pe)]

  3

Pe[1 + exp( Pe)] + 2[exp( Pe)  1]
Pe2[1  exp( Pe)]
2
: (4.39)
It may be noted that  > 0 for all Pe > 0 and hence  > 0 if  is positive and
exceeds the critical value given by (Kasyap & Koch, 2012)
crit =
1
Pe
: (4.40)
Fig. 4.1 shows the neutral curve which indicates that the critical bacteria con-
centration crit for instability decreases with Pe and asymptotes to crit = 2 for
large values of Pe. crit  720=Pe3 is the asymptotic behavior when Pe 1. It
is clear from Eq. 4.37 that the source of the instability is the coupling term hU1n0i
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Figure 4.1: Neutral curve obtained from the long wavelength analysis.
The suspension is unstable in the region that lies above the
solid line. The asymptotes of crit are crit  720=Pe3 for
Pe 1 and crit  2 for Pe 1 (Kasyap & Koch, 2012).
which represents a net convective bacterial flux along the x-direction due to the
action of the perturbed fluid velocity field on the base-state number density
field. When this flux reinforces the original concentration perturbation, insta-
bility sets in. To understand how this net flux arises, consider Fig. 4.2 in which
the color contours represent the perturbed number density field with brighter
regions indicating a positive perturbation and darker regions indicating a nega-
tive perturbation from the mean number density. The associated spatially vary-
ing bacterial stress field drives a flow as shown by the streamlines. Since the
hydrodynamic disturbance created by a bacterium draws fluid inward toward
its sides and pushes fluid out at the front and the back, the disturbance fluid
flow near the bottomwall is into the regions of higher number density. Fluid re-
turns back to regions of lower number density near the top wall. Since the base-
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Figure 4.2: (a) Physical mechanism of the chemotaxis driven instabil-
ity with the fluid disturbance created by a single bacterium
aligned with the chemical gradient direction ( z direction)
shown at the bottom. This extensile fluid disturbance sets up
convectivemotions in response to sinusoidal fluctuations in the
bacteria concentration field. The latter is shown by the color
contour with brighter regions indicating higher bacteria con-
centrations. The fluid motion acting on the base-state bacte-
ria profile brings more bacteria toward the region of high per-
turbed bacteria concentration leading to growth of the pertur-
bation (Kasyap & Koch, 2012). (b) Profiles of the base-state
number density field n0 (solid line), fluid velocity in the x di-
rection u0=k (dots), and the flux u0n0 at x = 75 (broken line)in (a)
for k = 0:02, Pe = 5, and  = 25. The exponentially decaying
n0(z) results in a net flux hu0n0i towards the brighter region.
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state number density is strongly peaked at the bottom wall, more bacteria are
convected into brighter regions at small z than are convected back into darker
regions at large z and there is a net bacterial flux towards brighter regions. This
is made clear in Fig. 4.2(b) in which we show the profiles of the base-state num-
ber density field, the fluid velocity in the x direction and the convective bacterial
flux along the x direction. When this convective flux exceeds the diffusive flux
of bacteria from brighter regions to darker regions, the original concentration
perturbation is enhanced resulting in instability. It is obvious that a suspension
of pullers will be unconditionally stable against this mechanism of instability
since the hydrodynamic disturbance field of a puller is exactly opposite to that
of a pusher.
A result of the long wavelength analysis is that the growth rate increases
quadratically with the wavenumber as seen in Eq. 4.38. In the original analysis
of Kasyap & Koch (2012), this dependence of the growth rate on wavenumber
has been scaled out by non-dimensionalizing time by  2H2=. The long wave-
length analysis fails to capture the most dangerous mode since the x diffusion of
bacteria does not come into the leading order number density equation Eq. 4.30.
In the following two sections we will relax the restriction to large wavelength
perturbations. In doing so, analytical results can still be obtained in the limits
Pe  1 and Pe  1, while a full numerical solution is required for Pe = O(1).
The asymptotic behavior of crit for Pe  1 indicates the impossibility of in-
stability with realistic bacterial concentrations in that regime and so we do not
pursue the analysis for a shallow channel. Instead, we proceed to the analysis
for deep channels for which Pe 1.
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4.5 Theory for deep channels
When the depth of the channel is large Pe 1, the exponential form of the base-
state number density n0(z) implies that bacteria occupy only an O(1=Pe) layer
near the bottom boundary z = 0 of the channel. Equations 4.27 are however
valid since the boundary layer thickness  = =U0 = U2s 0=(3U0)  Us0 for
  1. We solve this problem by means of matched asymptotic expansions in
which the dependent variables are expanded as a power series in 1=Pe for both
the boundary layer (inner) and outer regions. Subsequent matching of solutions
in these two regions determines the growth rate and eigen modes (Childress
et al., 1975; Hill et al., 1989). We first perform the analysis for the case with
the no-slip condition on both boundaries and then proceed to the case with the
z = 0 boundary being a shear-free interface and z = 1 is a no-slip boundary.
We choose to analyze the latter case since the z = 0 boundary condition has
the strongest effect in this Pe  1 regime due to the fluid flow being driven
by the bacterial crowd in the boundary layer. We also provide a discussion of
the results at the end of this section. In the present section “case I” refers to
the problem with no-slip boundaries and “case II” to the problem with a slip
boundary at z = 0 and a no-slip boundary at z = 1.
4.5.1 Analysis of case I
We start with the outer region for which the amplitude equations are

Pe 1
 
D2      k2+D bN = 0; (4.41a)
 
D2   k22cW =  k2D bN; (4.41b)
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(1 + Pe 1D) bN = cW = DcW = 0 at z = 1: (4.41c)
We expand the dependent variables as
bN(z) = 1X
j=0
Pe j bNj(z); (4.42a)
cW (z) = 1X
j=0
Pe jcWj(z): (4.42b)
Substituting Eq. 4.42 in Eq. 4.41 one finds that
bN(z) = 0; (4.43)
for all powers of 1=Pe and the governing equation forcW (z) becomes
 
D2   k22cWj = 0; (4.44a)
cWj = DcWj = 0 at z = 1; j = 0; 1; 2::::: (4.44b)
Solving Eq. 4.44 for each j and adding them up givescW (z) as (Hill et al., 1989)
cW (z) = [A+B(z   1)] sinh[k(z   1)]  kA(z   1) cosh[k(z   1)]; (4.45)
with
A =
1X
j=0
Pe jAj and B =
1X
j=0
Pe jBj:
The coefficients Aj’s and Bj’s are to be obtained by matching the outer solution
with the inner solution. Since the characteristic vertical length scale in the in-
ner region is the boundary layer thickness  = O(1=Pe), the inner co-ordinate
variable z is obtained by stretching the outer co-ordinate variable z by a factor
of Pe.
z = Pez: (4.46)
Then the amplitude equations in the inner region take the formh
D
2
+D   Pe 2( + k2)
i
N =  PeW exp( z); (4.47a)
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h
D
2   k2Pe 2
i2
W =  Pe 3k2DN; (4.47b)
(1 +D)N = W = DW = 0 at z = 0; (4.47c)
whereD is the differentiation with respect to z. In order to solve these equations
one needs to know the orders of magnitude of different variables. It is clear that
N = O(1) suggesting the expansion
N(z) =
1X
j=0
Pe jN j(z); (4.48)
which should satisfy the boundary and matching conditions
(1 +D)N(z) = 0 at z = 0 (4.49a)
lim
z!1
N(z) = 0; (4.49b)
along with the arbitrary normalization conditionZ 1
0
N(z)dz = 1: (4.50)
Finding a non-trivial analytical solution of Eq. 4.47 is possible only when the
governing equation for the leading order number density N0(z) is uncoupled
from the momentum equation and the fluid flowW (z) driven by N0(z) acts on
the base-state number density n0(z) to cause instability at a smaller order. In
addition to this, the highest derivative on the left hand side of Eq. 4.47b should
balance the right hand side in order for the velocity field to satisfy the boundary
and matching conditions (Hill et al., 1989)
W (0) = 0; (4.51a)
lim
z!1
W (z) = lim
z!0
cW (z): (4.51b)
From Eqs. 4.47a and 4.47b it is clear that the above requirements will be satisfied
only when k  O(Pe) and here we focus on the typical case of k = O(1). We
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also assume that  = O(1) here since crit  2 in the long wavelength limit with
Pe 1 as seen in Fig. 4.1. Equation 4.47b then suggests the expansion forW (z)
as
W (z) =
1X
j=0
Pe (j+3)W j+3(z): (4.52)
Finally, in order for the growth term  Pe 2N in Eq. 4.47a to balance the cou-
pling term  PeW exp( z), the expansion for  must take the form
 =
1X
j=0
Pe jj: (4.53)
Using the above expansions we find that the leading order number density
N0(z) is determined independently of the fluid velocity field due to the balance
of chemotaxis and diffusion in the z direction:
(D
2
+D)N0 = 0; (4.54a)
(1 +D)N0 = 0 at z = 0; (4.54b)
lim
z!1
N0(z) = 0; (4.54c)
whose solution satisfying the normalization
R1
0
N0(z)dz = 1 is
N0(z) = exp( z): (4.55)
At O(Pe 1) in Eq. 4.47a we have,
(D
2
+D)N1 = 0; (4.56a)
(1 +D)N1 = 0 at z = 0; (4.56b)
lim
z!1
N1(z) = 0: (4.56c)
The normalization condition at this order is
R1
0
N1(z)dz = 0 so that the solution
of Eq. 4.56 is the trivial solution N1 = 0. At O(Pe 3), the leading order number
density drives the fluid flow as
D
4
W 3 =  k2DN0; (4.57a)
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W 3 = DW 3 = 0 at z = 0: (4.57b)
Solving Eq. 4.57 and matching with the outer solution Eq. 4.45 (see Appendix
4.10.1) gives
W 3(z) = k
2 [z + exp( z)  1] (4.58)
One can now obtain the leading growth rate 0 using the solvability condition
(0 + k
2)
Z 1
0
N0(z)dz =
Z 1
0
W 3(z) exp( z)dz; (4.59)
which yields
0 = k
2


2
  1

: (4.60)
In order to obtain the first correction to 0 we consider the solvability condition
obtained by integrating the O(Pe 3) number density equation from Eq. 4.47a
and applying the boundary and matching conditions
1
Z 1
0
N0(z)dz =
Z 1
0
W 4(z) exp( z)dz; (4.61)
whereW 4(z) is governed by
D
4
W 4 = 0; (4.62a)
W 4 = DW 4 = 0 at z = 0; (4.62b)
whose solution that matches with the outer solution is
W 4(z) =  k3

k   sinh k cosh k
k2   sinh2 k

z2: (4.63)
Equation 4.63 when used in Eq. 4.61 gives
1 =  2k3

k   sinh k cosh k
k2   sinh2 k

z (4.64)
and combining Eqs. 4.60 and 4.64 yields
 = k2


2
  1

  2k
3
Pe

k   sinh k cosh k
k2   sinh2 k

+O(Pe 2): (4.65)
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Since  is purely real, the instability is stationary in the Pe  1 limit. Solving
Eq. 4.65 for  = 0 gives a critical 
c = 2 +
8k
Pe

k   sinh k cosh k
k2   sinh2 k

+O(Pe 2): (4.66)
which is different from the crit defined earlier in x4.4 since the neutral curve
here is a function of the wavenumber also. One may now define crit as crit =
min(c) and from Eq. 4.66 crit = 2 since c has the minimum value at k = 0.
Thus we have recovered the previous asymptotic result for Pe  1 from the
long wavelength analysis in x4.4. We shall also see in x4.6 that for any Pe, the
minimum of c occurs at k = 0.
4.5.2 Analysis of case II
Since the outer boundary condition is the same here as in case I, the outer solu-
tions for the number density and fluid velocity fields remain those given by Eqs.
4.43 and 4.45. The inner number density and velocity fields are still governed
by Eq. 4.47 but the no-slip boundary condition U = 0 changes to the no-shear
stress condition DU = 0 at z = 0. Using the incompressibility condition in Eq.
4.23b on the latter, we get the boundary conditions onWas
W = D
2
W = 0 at z = 0: (4.67)
The expansion for the number density field is the same as in Eq. 4.48 and we
assume that k and  are of order 1 here too. To proceed further we need to know
the scaling for the velocity field in this case. Since the governing equations in
the inner region are the same as in case I except for the boundary condition at
z = 0, one might think that the same scaling W  Pe 3 would hold here too
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(see Eq. 4.52). This scaling gives an O(Pe 2) fluid velocity in the x direction
which satisfies the no-slip boundary condition at z = 0 and varies across the
boundary layer. The latter variation is due to the scaled incompressibility con-
straint ikU + PeDW = 0 within the boundary layer. However, unlike case I,
the shear-free boundary condition here permits a fluid velocity in the x direc-
tion that is constant across the boundary layer which cannot be accounted by
the above scaling. One can have the latter if the velocity field is not forced by
the number density field in Eq. 4.47b which requires W = O(Pe 2) and hence
suggests the expansion
W (z) =
1X
j=0
Pe (j+2)W j+2(z): (4.68)
Equation 4.47a then suggests the expansion for growth rate as
 =
1X
j=0
Pe j+1j 1: (4.69)
These expansions indicate that the leading number density field still remains
the same as in Eq. 4.55 and that the leading fluid velocity field is not driven
directly by the bacterial stress
D
4
W 2 = 0; (4.70a)
W 2 = D
2
W 2 = 0 at z = 0: (4.70b)
As in case I bacterial stress drives the fluid flow at O(Pe 3) so thatW 3 is deter-
mined by
D
4
W 3 =  k2DN0; (4.71a)
W 3 = D
2
W 3 = 0 at z = 0: (4.71b)
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The solutions to Eqs. 4.70 and 4.71 that satisfy the boundary and matching
conditions are (see Appendix 4.10.2)
W 2(z) =
k
2

k2   sinh2 k
k   sinh k cosh k

z; (4.72a)
W 3(z) = k
2

exp( z)  z
2
2
  1

: (4.72b)
The leading growth rate obtained from the solvability condition
 1
Z 1
0
N0dz =
Z 1
0
W 2dz (4.73)
is  1 = (=2)k(k2   sinh2 k)=(k   sinh k cosh k) and the next correction 0 still
determined by Eq. 4.59 is 0 =  k2(1 + 3=2) so that the expression for growth
rate takes the form
 = Pe
k(k2   sinh2 k)
2(k   sinh k cosh k)   k
2

1 +
3
2

+O(Pe 1): (4.74)
The critical  at finite wavenumber then obtained from Eq. 4.74 is
c =
1
Pe
2k(k   sinh k cosh k) 
k2   sinh2 k +O(Pe 2); (4.75)
and c has the minimum value of crit = 4=Pe at k = 0.
4.5.3 Discussion
While the quantitative analysis of the modes of instability is given most readily
in terms of solutions for the bacteria number density and the z-fluid-velocity
field, more physical insight into the differences between cases I and II is ob-
tained by examining the x-fluid-velocity field. This may be obtained by ap-
plying the continuity equation, which is Eq. 4.23b in the outer region and its
rescaled form U =  Pe=(ik)DW in the boundary layer to on the solutions for
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the z-fluid-velocity fields. Specifically, for case I we have the outer, inner, and
uniformly valid solutions respectively written in terms of the outer coordinate
as
bU(z) =   1
ikPe2

A2k
2(1  z) sinh[k(z   1)] +B2

sinh[k(z   1)]
+ k(z   1) cosh[k(z   1)]	+O(Pe 3); (4.76a)
U(z) =   1
ikPe2

k2[1  exp( Pez)]  2k3

k   sinh k cosh k
k2   sinh2 k

z

+O(Pe 3); (4.76b)
U(z) =   1
ikPe2

A2k
2(1  z) sinh[k(z   1)] +B2

sinh[k(z   1)]
+ k(z   1) cosh[k(z   1)]  k2 exp( Pez)	+O(Pe 3); (4.76c)
and for case II we have
bU(z) =   1
ikPe

A1k
2(1  z) sinh[k(z   1)] +B1

sinh[k(z   1)]
+ k(z   1) cosh[k(z   1)]	+O(Pe 3); (4.77a)
U(z) =   1
ikPe

k
2

k2   sinh2 k
k   sinh k cosh k

  k2z   k2Pe 1 exp( Pez)

+O(Pe 3); (4.77b)
U(z) =   1
ikPe

A1k
2(1  z) sinh[k(z   1)] +B1

sinh[k(z   1)]
+ k(z   1) cosh[k(z   1)]  Pe 1k2 exp( Pez)	+O(Pe 3): (4.77c)
The uniformly valid solutions are constructed by subtracting the solution in the
overlap region from the sum of the boundary layer and outer solutions and
are shown in Fig. 4.3. The primary observation here is that the velocity field
satisfying no-slip boundary conditions in Eq. 4.76 is O(Pe 2)while the velocity
field satisfying no tangential stress in Eq. 4.77 is O(Pe 1). The latter however
needs an order Pe 2 correction that comes from the inner solution to satisfy the
shear-free boundary condition at z = 0. There is no O(Pe 2) correction in the
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outer solution since A2 = B2 = 0 as demonstrated in Appendix 4.10.2.
The scaling for case I fluid velocity can be obtained from a dominant balance
analysis of the momentum equation and the incompressibility constraint within
the boundary layer. The latter results in a large x velocity compared to the z
velocity when k  O(1) owing to the wide separation between the characteristic
length scales H and  in the x and the z direction, respectively. As a result, the
fluid velocity will be primarily determined by the balance between bacteria and
viscous stress terms in the x momentum equation. Since the derivatives in the
x direction are asymptotically smaller than the derivatives in z direction, the
dominant balance in the xmomentum equation is u0=2  Sxxn0=H . This yields
the amplitude of the non-dimensional fluid velocity in the x direction as U 
Pe 2. The incompressibility constraint then gives the fluid velocity amplitude
in the z direction as W  (=H)U  Pe 3. While most of the bacterial stress
in the boundary layer is utilized for overcoming the wall shear stress induced
by the no-slip boundary condition in case I, the lack of any wall shear stress in
case II leaves the entire bacterial stress available for driving the outer flow. As
a result the magnitude of the fluid velocity field in case II, which is larger than
case I by a factor of Pe, can be obtained by balancing the shear stress u0= in
the xmomentum equation with the bacteria stress Sxxn0 which gives the scaling
U  Pe 1 and consequently W = Pe 2 for case II. The associated crit from
Eqs. 4.66 and 4.75 also differ by a factor of Pe with crit = O(1) for case I and
crit = O(Pe
 1) for case II.
The difference between magnitudes of the fluid velocity in case I and II can
also be reasoned in terms of the images that the individual force dipoles of bacte-
ria create when they are near a no-slip or shear-free boundary. It is well-known
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Figure 4.3: Profiles of the leading order fluid velocity in the x direction
for case I (solid line) and case II (dashed line) along with the
leading order number density perturbation (dash-dotted line)
at Pe = 50,  = 5, and k = 1. In order to plot both case I and
II on the same graph, we rescale velocities as Pe2U(z) for case
I and PeU(z) for case II.
that a Stokeslet with the point force normal to a no-slip boundary creates a ve-
locity field with no net force dipole in the far-field but rather acts as a force-
quadrupole (Blake, 1971). On the other hand, the image of a Stokeslet normal
to a shear-free boundary is just another Stokeslet with an opposite force and
hence the velocity field is that of a net force-dipole in the far-field (Aderogba &
Blake, 1978). Since a force-dipole is composed of two forces equal in magnitude
but opposite in direction, the far field velocity produced by a dipole near a no
slip boundary has no net dipolar or quadrupolar component, while the far-field
velocity due to a dipole near a shear-free boundary is a force-dipole velocity
field with twice the magnitude of the original dipolar field. Thus the fluid dis-
turbance created by a force-dipole near a shear-free boundary is much stronger
than near a no-slip boundary. Furthermore, since case II permits a constant x ve-
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locity throughout the boundary layer, the leading order outer solution near the
boundary layer given by bU(0) is the same as the leading order boundary layer
solution U(z) =  (ikPe) 1
h
k
2

k2 sinh2 k
k sinh k cosh k
i
obtained by having z = O(1=Pe)
in Eq. 4.77b. In other words, the outer solution simply continues into the bound-
ary layer and the next correction to the boundary layer velocity field given by
the term  Pe 2k2 exp( Pez) helps satisfy the condition of zero shear stress at
z = 0. The latter is not true for case I as is evident from Eq. 4.76.
Now the magnitude of the x fluid velocity in the outer region for both cases
I and II is set by the respective inner x velocities since there is no driving force
for fluid flow in the outer region. Thus bU  Pe 2 for case I and bU  Pe 1
for case II respectively. One important observation in Fig. 4.3 is that the flow
covers the entire channel for both cases even though it is driven by a thin layer
of bacteria near z = 0. Thus the vertical length scale of fluid motion is of the
same order as the horizontal length scale which in this case with k = O(1) is the
suspension depth. This is a simple consequence of the low Reynolds number
nature of the fluid motion and the fact that the fluid velocity profile in the outer
region is determined primarily by the constraint of incompressibility.
4.5.4 Analysis for a semi-infinite channel
Equation 4.65 exhibits a most dangerous mode when the O(1=Pe) term in the
asymptotic series is comparable to the leading term, a situation in which the se-
ries is no longer truly asymptotic. The reason behind the failure of the asymp-
totic analysis to capture themost dangerousmode is that the leading order num-
ber density equation Eq. 4.54 does not involve x diffusion, a situation similar to
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the one in the long wavelength analysis presented in the last section. In order
to have the growth and x diffusion in the leading order for the most danger-
ous mode, one needs k = O(Pe) and  = O(Pe2) in Eq. 4.47. This amounts to
rescaling the dimensional wavenumber by the inverse boundary layer thickness
U0= and the growth rate by the inverse time scale U20=. The former means that
the most dangerous wavelength is comparable to the boundary layer thickness.
Since it is difficult to obtain the exact analytical solution of the inner equations
Eq. 4.47 in this limit that matches with the outer solution Eq. 4.45, we solve the
problem approximately for the case of an infinitely deep channel in the positive
half space. Apart from showing that a most dangerous mode exists, the solu-
tion obtained here is relevant to real cases that have finite channel depth since
for Pe  1 and for k = O(Pe) the spatial extent of the flow in both horizontal
and vertical directions will be of the order of the boundary layer thickness =U0
rather than the channel depth so that the z = 1 boundary would not matter.
Furthermore, the result from this analysis would serve as tool for the validation
of the numerical solution presented in the next section.
Thus we solve the modified inner problem

D2 +D   ( + k2)N =  W exp( z); (4.78a)

D2   k22W =  k2DN; (4.78b)
(1 +D)N = W = DW = 0 at z = 0; (4.78c)
N = DN = W = DW ! 0 as z !1; (4.78d)
obtained after dropping overbars in Eq. 4.47 and rescaling  and k appropriately
as mentioned before. Since the gap-averaged number density hn0i vanishes in
the limit of infinite depth, one needs to rescale the number density by naU0=
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where na is the number of bacteria per unit area. The quantity  can then be
redefined as  = (3=8)CnaL2.
To solve Eq. 4.78 we use a series method similar to the one used by Childress
et al. (1975) and expand the dependent variables as truncated series
N(z) =
MX
j=0

N1;j exp [ (m+ j)z] +

N2;j +N3;jz

exp [ (k + j)z]

; (4.79a)
W (z) =
MX
j=0

W1;j exp [ (m+ j)z] +

W2;j +W3;jz

exp [ (k + j)z]

; (4.79b)
with m = 1
2
h
1 +
p
1 + 4( + k2)
i
so that the solutions in Eq. 4.79 and their
derivatives decay as z ! 1 as indicated in the boundary conditions Eq. 4.78c
for   0. It is also assumed that  is purely real here. Here N2;0 = N3;0 = 0
andN1;0 exp( mz) is the decaying homogeneous solution of the number density
equation Eq. 4.78a with the arbitrary amplitude N1;0 which, without loss of
any generality, is taken as unity. The homogeneous solution of Eq. 4.78a then
drives the j = 0 inhomogeneous solution for the fluid velocity in Eq. 4.78b
which in turn drives the j = 1 inhomogeneous solution for the number density
Eq. 4.78a and so on. Recursive expressions for the coefficients N1;j’s andW1;j’s
obtained by substituting Eq. 4.79 in Eq. 4.78 and equating the coefficients of
exp[ (m+ j)z] are
W1;j =
k2(m+ j)N1;j
([m+ j]2   k2)2 ; (4.80a)
N1;j+1 =   W1;j
(m+ j + 1)2   (m+ j + 1)  ( + k2) : (4.80b)
Similarly, the decaying homogeneous solution of Eq. 4.78b (W2;0 +
W3;0z) exp( kz) where W2;0 and W3;0 are the unknowns to be determined from
the boundary condition Eq. 4.78c drives series’ with suffixes ‘2’ and ‘3’ with the
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coefficients given by
N3;j+1 =   W3;j
(k + j + 1)2   (k + j + 1)  ( + k2) ; (4.81a)
N2;j+1 =
N3;j[2(k + j + 1)  1] W2;j
(k + j + 1)2   (k + j + 1)  ( + k2) ; (4.81b)
W3;j+1 =
k2(k + j + 1)N3;j+1
[(k + j + 1)2   k2]2 ; (4.81c)
W2;j+1 =
k2[(k + j + 1)N2;j+1  N3;j+1] + 4W3;j+1(k + j + 1) [(k + j + 1)2   k2]
[(k + j + 1)2   k2]2 :
(4.81d)
The boundary condition at z = 0 in Eq. 4.78c gives three algebraic equa-
tions for the three unknowns , W2;0, and W3;0 and these equations are solved
by Newton-Raphson iteration. It is clear that the series Eq. 4.79 converge as
M !1 since the coefficients in Eqs. 4.80 and 4.81 decay at least as fast as 1=j4.
The comparison between the growth rates obtained from the series solution and
the long wavelength theory with Pe  1 shown in Fig. 4.4(a) indicates that
the solutions agree for sufficiently small k establishing the validity of the series
solution. Growth rates for finite values of wavenumber for the unbounded sus-
pension obtained from the series solution are given in Fig. 4.4(b). We ensure the
convergence of the series solution noting the good agreement between solutions
with M = 10 and M = 20 in figure 4. As expected, for large enough k, diffu-
sion starts stabilizing the suspension with the associated decrease in the growth
rate and eventually the suspension becomes stable after the cut-off wavenum-
ber kcut defined as the non-zero horizontal intercepts of curves in Fig. 4.4(b). For
0 < k < kcut most dangerous modes exist for all cases with a wavenumber km
defined as the point at which the growth rate is the maximum. Fig. 4.4(b) shows
that km = O(1) (though less than unity) which means that the wavelength of the
most dangerous mode is of the order of the boundary layer thickness =U0
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Figure 4.4: Growth rates for semi-infinite suspensions obtained from the
series solution. (a) Comparison with the long wavelength the-
ory with Pe  1 (shown by solid line) in x3 Eq. 4.38 (with 
and k being rescaled appropriately) forM = 10 and  = 10. (b)
Growth rates at finite k for various  as indicated. Solid lines
are withM = 10 and asterisks are forM = 20.
4.6 Numerical solution for finite Pe and k
Determining the nature of solutions for Pe = O(1) and finite k requires full
numerical solution of the governing equations Eqs. 4.27. As noted in section
3, such a solution is required to find the fastest growing mode for Pe = O(1).
We adopt a spectral collocation method in which the dependent variable N(z)
is expanded as a truncated series of basis functions j(z)’s which satisfy the
no-flux boundary conditions
N(z) =
MX
j=0
ajj(z); (4.82)
where
0(z) = exp( Pez); (4.83a)
j(z) = exp

 Pe
2
z

sin jz   2j
Pe
cos jz

; j = 1; 2; 3::: (4.83b)
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in which 0 corresponds to the eigen function in the long wavelength case (see
Eq. 4.31). These basis functions are the solutions of the Sturm-Liouville problem
closely related to the left hand side of bacteria conservation equation, Eq. 4.27a
 
D2 + PeD + 2j

j = 0; (4.84a)
(Pe+D)j = 0 at z = 0; 1: (4.84b)
The series expansion forW (z)
W (z) =
MX
j=0
aj j(z): (4.85)
is obtained by substituting Eq. 4.82 into Eq. 4.27b and solving the resultant inho-
mogeneous fourth order ordinary differential equation analytically with no-slip
boundary conditions. The form of  j(z) is given in the Appendix 4.11. Substi-
tuting Eq. 4.85 in Eq. 4.27a and re-writing it yields
MX
j=0
ajHj(z) = 
MX
j=0
ajj(z); (4.86)
where
Hj(z) =
 
D2 + PeD   k2j(z)  Pe j(z)Dn0(z):
The differential eigen value problem Eq. 4.86 is then converted to a general-
ized linear algebraic eigen value problem by collocating at M discrete points in
z(0; 1).
MX
j=0
Hijaj = 
MX
j=0
ijaj; (4.87)
where Hij = Hj(zi) and ij = j(zi). We choose equi-distant collocation points
such that zi = 1+iM+1 with i = 0; 1; 2:::M   1 and solve the generalized linear eigen
value problem Eq. 4.87 using the QZ algorithm. The neutral curves ( = 0) are
then obtained by using the bisection method.
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Figure 4.5: Validation of the spectral solution. (a) Comparison of growth
rates and (b) neutral curves obtained from the spectral solution
with different number of grid points (shown by symbols) and
the long-wavelength theory at k = 0:01. (c) Comparison of the
growth rates from the spectral and the asymptotic solution for
deep channels at Pe = 60. (d) Neutral curves from the spectral
and the deep channel asymptotic solution at Pe = 60. Growth
rates in (a) and (c) are at  = 20. Number of grid points in
the spectral solution corresponding to various symbols are 4
M = 40,5M = 80, M = 120,M = 160, and M = 200.
4.6.1 Validation of the numerical solution
The numerical solution has been validated by comparing it with the growth
rates and neutral curves obtained from the longwavelength theory and the deep
channel theory. The comparison presented in Fig. 4.5 shows that the spectral so-
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the spectral solution at different Pe (shown by
symbols) and the series solution for semi-infinite channels in
x4.5 (shown by the solid line) for different values of Pe. 
Pe = 30 and  Pe = 50.  = 10 for all cases.
lution converges to analytical solutions after about 80 collocation points. As an-
ticipated earlier, it is clear from Figs. 4.5(c) and (d) that the asymptotic solution
for Pe  1 is accurate when k = O(1). We also found that the spectral solution
is accurate only when Pe < 80 or so and the accuracy could not be improved
by increasing the number of collocation points. Nonetheless, a comparison with
the series solution for semi-infinite suspensions shows that the spectral solution
correctly reproduces the scaling   Pe2 as seen Fig. 4.6. In Fig. 4.6, when the
growth rate and wavenumber are appropriately scaled, all data points collapse
onto a single curve which is in excellent agreement with the series solution even
for a moderate Pe = 30. Thus the Pe < 80 range is good enough to explore all
the dynamics of the problem.
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Figure 4.7: Neutral curves c versus k for different Pe. The critical
wavenumber for instability kcrit at which the neutral curve has
a minimum is zero for all cases implying that crit obtained
from the long wavelength analysis in x4.4 is the true critical
concentration for instability.
4.6.2 Results
We begin by presenting the neutral curves, c versus k for various values of Pe
in Fig. 4.7. Since the critical wavenumber at which the neutral curve has a min-
imum is zero for all cases, the marginal stability limit obtained from the long
wavelength analysis in x4.4 is indeed the true marginal stability limit. Nonethe-
less c(k) would be the critical wavenumber in a numerical simulation con-
ducted with periodic boundary conditions in the x direction with a box length
of 2=k. When  > c, all modes with wavenumber lying between kcrit = 0 and
the cut-off wavenumber kcut will be unstable with the wavenumber of the most
dangerous mode km which will lie somewhere between the two limits. Here kcut
for a given value of  > c and Pe is given by the intersection of the horizontal
line corresponding to the chosen value of  and the neutral curve corresponding
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Figure 4.8: Variation of the growth rate  with wavenumber k for (a) dif-
ferent values of  at Pe = 8 and (b) different values of Pe at
 = 20.
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Figure 4.9: Variation of the wavelength of themost dangerousmode km (in
(a)) and the cut-off wavelength kcut (in (b)) with Pe for  = 20
(shown by solid line), 40 (dots), and 60 (broken line).
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to the Pe specified. Figures 4.8(a) and (b) show the variation of the growth rate
with wavenumber for different values of  and Pe respectively. It is clear that
the suspension is destabilized when either the bacterial chemotaxis, suspension
depth, or the bacterial concentration is increased. For all cases, a mode of maxi-
mum growth rate exists with a wavenumber km along with a cut-off mode with
wavenumber kcut. The variation of km and kcut with Pe is given in Figs. 4.9(a)
and (b) respectively. It is seen in Figs. 4.9(a) and (b) that both km and kcut scale
with Pe. Thus unless  is arbitrarily close to crit, the wavelength of the most
dangerous mode and the cut-off wavelength are comparable to the channel gap
width for Pe = O(1) or the boundary layer thickness =U0 for Pe  1. We also
provide the profiles of the fluid velocity in the x direction for most dangerous
modes at Pe = 50 and  = 5 (km = 8:03) and  = 50 (km = 24:37) in Fig. 4.10
to show the vertical extent of the fluid flow. It is interesting to note that while
the flow covers the entire channel for the  = 5 case, there is practically no flow
after a quarter of the channel depth in the  = 50 case. The difference in the
vertical length scale emerges from the fact that the most dangerous mode wave-
length is of the order of the channel depth for the first case since km = O(1)
and of the order of the boundary layer thickness =U0 for the second case since
km = O(Pe). As pointed out in x4.5.3 outside the boundary layer the vertical
length scale and horizontal length scales of the fluid flow are of the same order
since they are determined primarily by the incompressibility constraint.
For all cases discussed so far, the growth rate  is purely real and the insta-
bility is stationary. However, for larger values of  and Pe oscillatory solutions
do appear with the imaginary part of  being non-zero. Fig. 4.11 depicts such a
case for Pe = 15 and  = 300. In Fig. 4.11, for sufficiently large values of k, a
secondmode becomes unstable and both the first and secondmodes are station-
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Figure 4.10: Eigen functions corresponding to the most dangerous mode
for Pe = 50 and (a)  = 5 with km = 8:03 and (b)  = 50
for km = 24:37. Solid lines show the profiles of the number
density modeN(z) and broken lines show the profiles of the x
fluid velocity U(z). In order to be represented in the same plot
as number density, velocities are rescaled by their maximum
magnitudes which are 0:007 for the first case and 0:068 for the
second case.
ary until k reaches some k after which both modes share the same real part of 
but with equal and opposite imaginary part. These complex conjugate growth
rates signify travelling waves propagating along both x and  x directions. For
k > kcut the waves are damped. Fig. 4.12 shows the number density modes
and streamline patterns for the stationary and oscillatory branches of the solu-
tion respectively. The mode corresponding to the upper stationary branch of
Fig. 4.11 shown in Fig. 4.12(a) contains only two cells per wavelength while the
mode corresponding to the lower stationary branch of Fig. 4.11 contains four
cells per wavelength as seen in Fig. 4.12(b). The additional cells that appear
near the bottom wall in the latter case convect bacteria back from regions with
excess number density to regions of lesser number density offsetting part of the
destabilizing flux and reducing the growth rate. Thus the fastest growing mode
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Figure 4.11: Growth rate (real part of ) versus wavenumber k for Pe = 15
and  = 300. The solid lines indicate stationary solutions with
imaginary part of  being zero and the broken line indicates
complex conjugate oscillatory solutions.
.
in the stationary regime will always be the two cell mode shown in Fig. 4.12(a).
The oscillatory modes shown in Figs. 4.12(c) and (d) have mirror symmetry as
expected and are remarkably different from the stationary modes in the sense
that the cells bend left or right at the bottom wall depending their direction of
propagation.
From an experimental point of view, it is important to anticipate the mode of
instability that is going to be realized. To aid this, we provide the boundary sep-
arating the stationary and oscillatory instabilities in  - Pe space in Fig. 4.13(a)
and the transition wavenumber k above which the modes become oscillatory
versus Pe in Fig. 4.13(b). For Pe < 10 or so, the required  for oscillatory so-
lutions increases sharply with decreasing Pe and since  = O(hn0iL3Pe), it is
clear from the figure that one needs Pe > 25 or so in order to access the regime
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.12: Number density modes (shown by the color contours) and
streamline patterns for stationary (at k = 10) and oscillatory
(at k = 15) instabilities at Pe = 15 and  = 300. Brighter and
darker regions indicate a higher and lower bacteria number
density than the base state. (a) Leading stationary mode (b)
lagging stationary mode (c) left-propagating oscillatory mode
(d) right-propagating oscillatory mode.
of oscillatory instability in a moderately dense suspension with hn0iL3 < 10. For
typical bacterial parameters this translates into a channel depth requirement of
the order of a millimeter. Furthermore, the likelihood for oscillatory modes to
be realized in an experiment depends upon whether the most dangerous mode
is oscillatory or not. Since km < k always in Fig. 4.13(b) we conclude that the
most dangerous mode is always stationary at least in the parameter space that
we tested here. Nevertheless, one could isolate the oscillatory modes in a simu-
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Figure 4.13: (a) Boundary separating the stationary and oscillatory solu-
tions in  - Pe space. For comparison, the marginal stabil-
ity curve is shown by the broken line. (b) Variation of the
wavenumber of the most dangerous mode km (unfilled sym-
bols) and the critical wavenumber k above which oscillatory
modes exist (filled symbols) with Pe for  = 260 (circles) and
500 (squares).
lation by performing the simulations with periodic boundary conditions in the
x direction that admit only the wavenumbers corresponding to the oscillatory
modes.
4.7 Effect of shear rotation
In general, the orientations of bacteria are influenced by both the chemical at-
tractant gradient which alters the tumbling frequency of the bacteria and the
fluid velocity gradient which rotates the cells. Previous studies (Simha & Ra-
maswamy, 2002; Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009; Sub-
ramanian et al., 2011) have focused on instabilities induced by rotation due to
the fluid shear. In the preceding sections of the present paper we discussed an
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instability resulting from coupling of the bacterial stress due to varying bacteria
number density and the convective transport of the bacteria. For simplicity, we
neglected the rotation of the cells by the fluid velocity gradient and assumed
their orientation distribution was governed solely by their biased tumbling in
the chemical gradient field. In the present section we will first derive the gov-
erning equations for the large length scale behavior of a bacterial suspension
whose orientation distribution responds to both chemical and fluid velocity gra-
dients and then perform a stability analysis of these equations to determine the
effect of shear-induced rotation on the number density instability.
4.7.1 Derivation of conservation equations of a chemotactic
bacterial suspension
Previous investigations of shear-rotation-induced instabilities ofmicroswimmer
suspensions (Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Subra-
manian & Koch, 2009; Subramanian et al., 2011) have performed stability anal-
yses directly on the kinetic equation, the equation for the one-swimmer orien-
tation and spatial probability 
(p;x; t). However, over large length and time
scales we may expect the suspension behavior to be described by continuum
conservation equations for the bacteria number density n(x; t) and the fluid ve-
locityu(x; t). Our analysis of the chemotaxis-active-stress-convective instability
in the preceding sections like the previous analyses of gravity-driven bioconvec-
tion (Hill et al., 1989) was based on such continuum equations. In order to per-
form a continuum analysis of a suspension including both fluid shear induced
rotation and chemogradient induced biased tumbling, we require a systematic
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derivation of the continuum equations for a weak chemical gradient and weak
fluid shear rate. The first, partial effort in this direction was made by Bearon
& Pedley (2000) and Bearon (2003) who derived macro-transport equations for
suspensions of chemotactic bacteria in a specified fluid flow. We will point out
the differences between their continuum equations and the equations derived
here later in this section.
We begin the formulation bywriting the non-dimensional form of the kinetic
equation Eq. 4.1 as
bH 1@

@t
+r  (p
)

+De[r  (u
)+rp  ( _p
)]+ 

 
  1
4
Z


 
dp = 0; (4.88)
where ( ) 1 is the tumbling frequency non-dimensionalized by  10 , bH =
H=(Us0) is the ratio of the channel thickness to the bacterial persistence length,
and De is a “Deborah number” defined as De = Vf0=H where Vf is a generic
fluid velocity scale. Here H can be viewed as a generic length scale characteriz-
ing the spatial extent of the flow. Using a generic fluid velocity makes the equa-
tions derived suitable for describing the suspension dynamics in circumstances
that not only involve bacteria stress driven flows but also externally imposed
fluid flows. Since the active stress is a function of the bacterial orientation field
which relaxes due to tumbling, one may consider a bacterial suspension as a
viscoelastic fluid with a characteristic relaxation time scale equal to the inverse
tumbling frequency 0 so that the Deborah number defined above is the ratio
of the relaxation time scale to the time scale of fluid motion. We assume that
bacteria are slender so that their rotation rate due to fluid shear is given by
_p = ! p+(I pp) (e p)with e = (1=2)(ru+ruy) and ! = (1=2)(ruy ru).
To derive Eq. 4.88 we have used the suspension depth H , bacteria swimming
velocity Us, and the ratio H=Us as the characteristic scales for length, velocity,
and time respectively.
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The corresponding evolution equation for the bacteria number density ob-
tained after integrating Eq. 4.88 in the orientation space is
@n
@t
+r  (q + bHDeun) = 0; (4.89)
in which the swimming flux q is given by the first moment of the probability
density as
q =
Z

pdp: (4.90)
Finally as mentioned in x4.3 the fluid velocity field u(x; t) in Eq. 4.89 is gov-
erned by Stokes equations Eq. 4.13 which when written in non-dimensional
form is
r  u = 0; (4.91a)
 rp+r2u+ 8G
3De bHr  B = 0; (4.91b)
Here, the pressure has been scaled by the viscous stress Vf=H for generality
and the quantity G = 3=8CnGL2H is a generalized version of the  parameter
based on a generic number density nG. The non-dimensional bacterial stress
given by the second moment of the probability density in the orientation space
is
B(x;p; t) =  
Z



pp  I
3

dp: (4.92)
Equations 4.89 and 4.91 with Eq. 4.92 govern the long length scale behavior
of the bacterial suspension and our goal now is to obtain continuum constitu-
tive equations for the flux q and the bacteria stress B in Eqs. 4.90 and 4.92.
Since there is neither a net swimming flux nor a deviatoric bacterial stress for
an isotropic bacterial suspension as per Eqs 4.90 and 4.92, the aforementioned
constitutive relations arise from the deviation of the probability density from
isotropy given by

0 = 
  n
4
; (4.93)
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so that the swimming flux and the deviatoric bacteria stress are now given by
q =
Z

0pdp; (4.94a)
B =  
Z

0

pp  I
3

dp; (4.94b)
where 
0 satisfies the normalization condition
R

0dp = 0. The governing equa-
tion for 
0 obtained by subtracting bH 1=(4) times the number density equation
Eq. 4.89 from Eq. 4.88 is
bH 1 @
0
@t
+r 


0p  1
4
Z

0pdp

+De[r  (u
0) +rp  ( _p
0)] + 

0
 
  1
4
Z

0
 
dp =  
 n
4
 1
 
  1
4
Z
1
 
dp

+Derp 
 n
4
_p

+ bH 1p r n
4

; (4.95)
The terms on the right hand side of Eq. 4.95 are the sources for the anisotropy
in the orientation field. The first term in parentheses on the right hand side is
O() at the leading order for weak chemotaxis and acts as source of orientational
anisotropy through the biased tumbling of isotropically oriented bacteria. The
O(De) and O( bH 1) terms on the right hand side are the sources of anisotropy
arising from the rotation of bacteria by fluid shear and the spatial variations in
the number density. Thus for a bacterial suspension that is weakly perturbed
from the state of isotropic swimming for small bH 1, De, and  , we get the first
effects of biased bacterial tumbling, fluid flow, and non-uniform bacterial con-
centration field on the orientation field at the respective orders. In general we
should consider the possibility that all three small parameters could be of the
same order and our equations could exhibit coupled shear, non-homogeneity,
and chemogradient bias effects. Thus a perturbation solution for 
0 in the fol-
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lowing form can be sought

0 = 
0000 + (

0
001 +De

0
010 + bH 1
0100)
+ (2
0002 +De
2
0020 + bH 2
0200 + De
0011 + bH 1De
0110 +  bH 1
0101)
+ O(3; De3; bH 3; :::): (4.96)
with the normalization conditionZ

0ijkdp = 0; (4.97)
for i, j, and k being equal to 0, 1, or 2. The orientation field remains isotropic in
the absence of biased tumbling, fluid flow, or number density field inhomogene-
ity and indeed Eqs. 4.95 and 4.97 show that theO(1) deviation of the orientation
field from isotropy is zero 
0000 = 0.
Substituting Eq. 4.96 in Eq. 4.94 we obtain continuum constitutive relations
for swimming flux and bacteria stress as perturbation series
q = (q001 +Deq010 + bH 1q100)
+ (2q002 +De
2q020 + bH 2q200 + Deq011 + bH 1Deq110 +  bH 1q101)
+O(3; De3; bH 3; :::); (4.98a)
B = (001 +De010 + bH 1100)
+ (2002 +De2020 + bH 2200 + De011 + bH 1De110 +  bH 1101)
+O(3; De3; bH 3; :::): (4.98b)
As we shall see, the O() stress and flux terms correspond to the chemotactic
flux and the normal stress exerted by bacteria as in Eq. 4.12 in x4.3 and theO(2)
terms are just corrections for the O(2) bias in bacterial tumbling frequency
  1 = 1  p  gH(p  g) + 
2
2
[p  gH(p  g)]2 +O(3): (4.99)
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The O(De) and O( bH 1) terms could be expected to be the analogue of New-
tonian viscous stress and Fickian mass transport and O(De2) and O( bH 2)
terms would introduce weak viscoelasticity (second order fluid) and weak non-
continuum effects (Burnett) respectively. The other second order terms would
bring the coupled effects of chemotaxis, fluid flow, and discreteness of the sus-
pension.
It is straightforward to solve Eq. 4.95 with Eqs. 4.96 and 4.97. At O() the
biased tumbling of bacteria determines 
0001 as

0001 ==  
 n
4
 1
 
  1
4
Z
1
 
dp

=
n
4

p  gH(p  g)  1
4

; (4.100)
which is same as the product of the number density and the O() anisotropic
orientation field in Eq. 4.10. Thus in Eq. 4.98a this term gives rise to the chemo-
tactic flux
q001 =
1
6
ng; (4.101)
and in Eq. 4.98b we obtain the chemotaxis induced normal stress
001 =   n
16

gg   I
3

: (4.102)
The dimensional version of the chemotactic flux and normal stress in Eqs. 4.101
and 4.102 are identical to the U 0n and the B terms Eqs. 4.12 and 4.15 respec-
tively.
TheO(De) deviation from the isotropic state is determined by the fluid shear
acting on the isotropic orientation field

0010 =  rp 
 n
4
_p

=
3n
4
ru : pp: (4.103)
Since 
0010 is even in p, no net swimming flux arises from this term in Eq. 4.98a
so that q010 = 0. This is a consequence of the fact that only the straining com-
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ponent of the fluid shear alters the orientation field since the vorticity compo-
nent merely rotates an isotropic orientation field leaving it unaltered. Owing to
the symmetrically located extensional and compressional regions of straining
motion, no mean orientation results from its action on the isotropic orientation
field. Instead, one gets an enhanced probability of bacterial orientations near
the extensional axis of the strain (Subramanian & Koch, 2009). The associated
bacterial stress obtained from Eq. 4.98b is
010 =  n
5
(ru+ruy); (4.104)
is Newtonian since it can be written as 010 = 2b1e where e is the strain rate
tensor and b1 =  n=5 is a “bacterial viscosity”. This viscosity is negative since
the stress constituted by it acts in the opposite direction of the usual viscous
stress owing to the higher fraction of bacteria oriented along the extensional
axis of the fluid flow reinforcing the flow with their force-dipoles.
Now at O( bH 1) the spatial variations in the number density result in an
anisotropic orientation field which peaks along the opposite direction of num-
ber density gradient

0100 =  
p rn
4
; (4.105)
and this term gives rise to the diffusive flux
q100 =  
rn
3
: (4.106)
As 
0100 is odd in p, no bacteria stress arises from this term so that
100 = 0. The
orientation anisotropy peaking along the negative bacteria concentration gradi-
ent direction is a simple consequence of the O(1) isotropic swimming of bacte-
ria. Since bacteria are equally likely to swim in any direction, a non-uniform
concentration field of bacteria causes a net swimming from high to low bacteria
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concentration regions and this flux is diffusive as it is proportional to the gra-
dient of bacteria concentration. In dimensional form, this flux is driven by the
scalar diffusivity  = U2s 0=3 (Chen et al., 2003; Bearon & Pedley, 2000; Bearon,
2003). Thus the leading order swimming flux  g
6
n   bH 1rn
3
obtained by the
sum of Eqs. 4.101 and 4.106 is constituted by chemotaxis and diffusion without
having the effect of shear rotation.
Proceeding in a similar manner, we obtain the full form of the the swimming
flux as
q =

6
gn 
bH 1
3
rn+ 
2
48
gn+
De
30
(9e+ 5!)  gn
  De bH 1 14
15
e rn+ 1
5
nr2u  1
3
(ur2n  u rrn)

  
bH 1
8

gg +
I
3

rn: (4.107)
To derive Eq. 4.107 we have utilized the fact that [ bH 1@n=@t + Der  (un)] is
only of order  bH 1O(; bH 1; De) (see Eq. 4.89). TheO(2) term in Eq. 4.107 is the
correction to the chemotactic flux in Eq. 4.101 due to the O(2) bias in bacterial
tumbling. The O(De2) flux in Eq. 4.107 is zero since the O(De2) orientation
field does not have a mean orientation as it results from the fluid convection
and shear acting on theO(De) deviation from anisotropy in Eq. 4.103 which has
no mean orientation. We do not explicitly write the O( bH 2) contribution to the
swimming flux q200 = (1=3)@(rn)=@t since it can be absorbed in the O(De bH 1)
flux term through the relation bH 2@(rn)=@t =  De bH 1(ru rn+u rrn) at
the leading order derived from Eq. 4.89. This leads to the form of theO(De bH 1)
term given in Eq. 4.107 which shows that shear-induced rotation couples with
the spatial variation of number density to yield a correction to the diffusive flux
through the term (14=15)e rn . TheO(De bH 1) also includes a drift flux given
by the term (1=5)nr2u and a flux driven by the convection of higher gradients
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of number density as seen in the term that involves ur2n  u rrn. The drift
flux is due to the coupling of shear-induced rotation and swimming of bacteria
and this would cause bacteria to lag the fluid in a pressure driven unidirectional
flow.
The first effects of coupling between chemotaxis and fluid flow on swim-
ming flux is given by the O(De) term Eq. 4.107. This term represents the cor-
rection to the chemotactic flux caused by the shear-induced rotation of the mean
orientation vector hpif derived in Eq. 4.11 and this is of O(De) since the mean
orientation hpif itself is of order  and the fluid velocity gradient which rotates
this mean orientation is of order De. Finally, the O( bH 1) term in Eq. 4.107 is
the first correction to the diffusive flux due to biased tumbling and it takes the
form of a transversely isotropic diffusivity tensor with a higher diffusivity along
the direction of the chemical gradient.
Now the full form of the bacteria stress tensor is
B =   
16

gg   I
3

n  2De
5
ne  17
2
960

gg   I
3

n
+ De2

2
5
r  (une) + n(e  ! + !y  e)  12n
35

e  e  I
3
e : e

  2
bH 2
15

rrn  I
3
r2n

+ De(b2 : e) +
2De bH 1
5
@
@t
(ne)
+
2 bH 1
15

1
2
(grn+rng)  I
3
g rn

: (4.108)
While deriving Eq. 4.108 we have once again used the fact that [ bH 1@n=@t +
Der (un)] is only of order  bH 1O(; bH 1; De). Thus the leading order bacterial
stress in Eq. 4.108 is constituted by the O() chemotactic normal stress and the
O(De) viscous stress. As one may expect, the O(2) correction to the chemotac-
tic bacterial stress in Eq. 4.108 is again a normal stress acting in the same sense
as the O() chemotactic stress. The O(De2) bacteria stress in Eq. 4.108 accounts
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for the change in bacteria stress due to the fluid velocity gradient acting on the
O(De) bacteria stress. The sum of the term in square brackets in the O(De2)
and the O(De bH1) stress has the familiar form of the corotational derivative (see
(Bird et al., 1987)) of the tensor ne. A portion of this term appears at O(De bH1)
because time is non-dimensionalized by the time scale of bacterial swimming
H=Us rather than the time scale of fluid motion H=Vf . If the latter time scale
were used to non-dimensionalize time, we would have got the @(ne)=@t term
at O(De2). The sum of the entire O(De2) and O(De bH 1) bacteria stresses when
written in dimensional form is CL2Us 20 f(2=5)[@(ne)=@t+r  (une)+n(e !+
!y  e)]  (12=35)n[e  e  (I=3)e : e]g. For a homogeneous bacterial suspension,
the latter is identical to the non-Newtonian part of the stress in the second order
constitutive equation b2(@e=@t+ure+e!+!ye)+b11[ee (I=3)e : e] obtained
from the retardedmotion expansion (Bird et al., 1987) with b2 = (2=5)CL2nUs 20
and b11 =  (12=35)CL2nUs 20 . Here b2 and b11 are scalar material constants re-
lated to the first and second normal stress differences, 11   22 =  b2 2 and
22  33 = (1=2)
 
b2 +
b11
2

 2, respectively with   being the shear rate for a sim-
ple shear flow. It is clear from Eq. 4.108 that b2 > 0, b11 < 0, and b11=b2 =  6=7.
This means that the first normal stress difference is negative and the second
normal stress difference is positive and is in contrast to polymeric fluids (Ho &
Leal, 1976) or suspensions of rigid, slender fibers (Brenner, 1974; Petrie, 1999)
for which the first normal stress difference is positive and the second normal
stress difference is negative. The difference in sign of normal stress differences
between a polymeric fluid or a fiber suspension and the bacterial fluid is due
to the fact the sign of the stresslets differ in the two cases. A polymer strand
or a rigid fiber resists stretching by the shear flow thus creating tension on the
fluid along its axis (positive stresslet) while the swimming induced force dipole
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on bacteria creates a pressure on the fluid along its axis (negative stresslet). The
fact that b11=b2 =  6=7 gives the ratio of the magnitudes of the second to the
first normal stress difference as 2=7 for the bacterial suspension at small shear
rates while for a suspension of rigid, passive, Brownian fiber suspension, this
ratio is 1=7 (Brenner, 1974; Petrie, 1999). The reason for this difference is that
the orientation distribution of bacteria relaxes through tumbling while that for
passive Brownian fibers relaxes through rotational diffusion.
The non-zero first normal stress difference of a bacterial suspension is of par-
ticular importance in flows with curved streamlines. Just like polymeric fluids,
curvature of streamlines along with normal stress differences would result in
hoop stresses in a bacterial suspension flowing through curved pipes or chan-
nels and it is well-known that hoop stresses often result in secondary flows
(Larson et al., 1990; Joo & Shaqfeh, 1991; Bowen et al., 1991; Fan et al., 2001))
in the plane normal to the axis of the pipe or channel even in the creeping flow
limit. These secondary flows arise above a critical Deborah number due to an
elastic instability (Larson et al., 1990; Joo & Shaqfeh, 1991) that involves a cou-
pling between the normal stresses and the fluid velocity field in the case of a
channel. Secondary flows develop at any finite Deborah number in the case of
pipe (Bowen et al., 1991; Fan et al., 2001). Since the normal stresses exerted by
bacteria are in the opposite sense of those exerted by a polymer molecule, one
may expect the vortices that constitute the elastic-instability driven secondary
flow of a bacterial suspension to be centered closer to the inner wall whereas
those for a polymeric fluid, which was analyzed by Joo & Shaqfeh (1991), are
near the outer wall. Similarly, the steady secondary motion that would exist in
a bacterial suspension flowing through a curved pipe of circular cross-section
will be directed from the outer bend to the inner bend at the center of the pipe
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whereas for a polymeric fluid, it is in the opposite direction (Fan et al., 2001).
In the case of bacterial suspensions flowing through micro-channels, the sec-
ondary flow is of great importance from the perspective of mixing since the low
Reynolds number nature of such flows prevents any inertial mixing. Previous
experiments (Pathak et al., 2004; Burghelea et al., 2004) with polymeric fluids
have demonstrated that secondary flows are efficient in mixing at low Reynolds
numbers.
Proceeding further we see that the first non-continuum correction for the
bacterial stress appears at O( bH 2) in Eq. 4.108 and this is due to non-linear spa-
tial variations in the number density. Next at O(De) we see the coupling be-
tween chemotaxis and shear re-orientation of bacteria. Just as the O(De) bacte-
ria stress in Eq. 4.104 is a Newtonian stress with a scalar viscosity of b1 =  n=5,
the coupling between chemotaxis and diffusion gives a Newtonian stress but
with an anisotropic fourth order viscosity tensor (see Subramanian et al. (2011))
b2ijkl =  n[(11=480)(ikjl + iljk)  (5=96)gigjkl   (1=96)gigjgkgl
+ (1=96)(gigljk + gigkjl) + (7=96)(gjglik + gjgkil)]: (4.109)
As mentioned earlier, the O(De bH 1) bacterial stress in Eq. 4.108 arises due to
temporal variations in the O(De) bacteria stress and finally the coupling be-
tween alignment due to biased tumbling in a chemoattractant gradient and due
to the spatial variation of bacterial number density yields the O( bH 1) bacteria
stress in Eq. 4.108.
Thus Eqs. 4.89 and 4.91 with the swimming flux and bacteria stress being
given by Eqs. 4.107 and 4.108 constitute the governing equations for a sus-
pension of chemotactic bacteria. One important observation here is that the
system of governing equations is a third order partial differential equation for
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number density and fluid velocity owing to the presence of the second deriva-
tive of those quantities in the O(De bH 1) term in the expression for flux in Eq.
4.107. Thus one in principle would need more boundary conditions than are
usually provided by the physics of the problem in order to have a unique so-
lution for these equations. The same issue arises in the case of the well-known
Burnett’s equations for rarefied gas flows (Cercignani, 1988; Lee, 1994; Agarwal
et al., 2001) obtained from the Chapman - Enskog expansion of the Boltzmann’s
equation up to O(Kn2) where Kn is the Knudsen number defined as the ratio
between themean free path of the gasmolecules to themacroscopic length scale.
In fact the expansion of the probability density here in powers of bH 1 is analo-
gous to the expansion in powers of Kn since the former is the ratio of the mean
free path of the bacteria Us0 to the macroscopic length scale H . At O(1) the
Chapman - Enskog expansion yields Euler’s equations of motion and at O(Kn)
one gets the Navier - Stokes equations. Thus the dissipative phenomenon of vis-
cous stress appears only at O(Kn) in Chapman - Enskog expansion and at the
next order (Burnett) one gets derivatives of the hydrodynamic variables beyond
order two. Similarly, diffusion arises in Eq. 4.107 only at O( bH 1) and at O( bH 2)
we have derivatives of order larger than two for the number density and the
fluid velocity. The problem of extra boundary conditions can be eliminated if
we perturb the solutions of Eqs. 4.89 and 4.91 with full flux and bacteria stress
terms in Eqs. 4.107 and 4.108 as n = n1+n2, u = u1+u2, and p = p1+p2 with the
leading terms with subscripts “1” correspond to the solution of the continuum
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equations including first order terms in  , De and bH 1:
@n1
@t
+r 
 

6
gn1 +De bHu1n1   bH 1
3
rn1
!
= 0; (4.110a)
r  u1 = 0; (4.110b)
 rp1 +r 

1  8G
15 bHn1

(2e1)

  G
6De bH

gg   I
3

rn1 = 0; (4.110c)
where e1 = (1=2)(ru1 +ruy1). The leading terms are then refined by the fields
with subscripts “2” which are governed by an equation that contains second
order terms evaluated using the subscript “1” terms, i.e.,
@n2
@t
+r 
 

6
gn2 +De bHu2n2   bH 1
3
rn2
!
=  r  q1;
(4.111a)
r  u2 =  r  u1;
(4.111b)
 rp2 +r 

1  8G
15 bHn2

(2e2)

  G
6De bH

gg   I
3

rn2
=   8G
3De bHr 1;
(4.111c)
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where e2 = (1=2)(ru2 +ruy2) and
q1 =
2
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gn1 +
De
30
(9e1 + 5!1)  gn1
 De bH 1 14
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in which !1 = (1=2)(ruy1   ru1). Here in Eq. 4.112b the definition of b2 is
obtained by replacing n by n1 in Eq. 4.109. Thus the higher derivative terms in
Eqs. 4.111 are just forcing terms and the governing equations for the perturbed
quantities are still second order partial differential equations. A similar method
has been proposed for Burnett equations (see Cercignani (1988)) by expanding
the solutions in powers of Kn with the leading solution being given by Navier
- Stokes equations.
It is clear from Eq. 4.110c that the leading velocity field is governed by the
Stokes momentum equation forced by the chemotactic bacterial stress but with
an effective viscosity given by
beff (x; t) = 1  8G
15 bHn1(x; t); (4.113)
in which beff has been scaled by the viscosity of the suspending medium .
The effective viscosity term combines the usual viscous stress and the O(De)
bacterial stress in Eq. 4.104 which is again a Newtonian viscous stress but with
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a negative viscosity. Thus the effective viscosity in Eq. 4.113 is always smaller
than the Newtonian viscosity (eff < 1) and as noted earlier, this is a conse-
quence of the fact that bacterial force-dipoles re-oriented by the O(De) fluid
shear augment the fluid flow. As mentioned in x4.2 the orientation shear insta-
bility of bacterial suspensions arises from the aforementioned mechanism and
in fact Subramanian & Koch (2009) consider the long wavelength orientation
shear instability of homogeneous suspensions without any chemical gradient
as a result of the effective viscosity in Eq. 4.113 being negative. The critical con-
centration for the orientation shear instability is then given by the condition of
zero effective viscosity and for an unbounded, homogeneous suspension, the
latter condition corresponds to G crit = 15=8 bH (Subramanian & Koch, 2009).
Using the definitions of G and bH one finds that the critical condition is given
by the non-dimensional concentration  = (C=5)nGL2U0 = 1 (Subramanian &
Koch, 2009). If the bacterial concentration is larger than this critical value then
the momentum equation in Eq. 4.110c is no longer well-posed owing to the neg-
ative effective viscosity of the suspension. This break down of the continuum
equation is merely a consequence of the violation of the assumptionmade in Eq.
4.88 that the probability density evolves over a slow time scale of H=Us. Once
the orientation shear instability sets in, the orientation field evolves over a time
scale of order (CnL2Us0) 1 which at the critical concentration is O(5 bH) times
faster than H=Us.
Finally we wish to point out how the present derivation differs from the
works of Bearon & Pedley (2000) and Bearon (2003) in which the coupling be-
tween shear rotation and chemotaxis has been analyzed. The primary objective
of Bearon& Pedley (2000) and Bearon (2003) is to obtain amacroscopic transport
equation for bacteria in the presence of an imposed chemical gradient and a sim-
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ple shear flow. As a result, Bearon & Pedley (2000) and Bearon (2003) assume
only a one-way coupling between bacterial and fluid motion which involves
advection and the rotation of bacteria by the fluid velocity and its gradients re-
spectively but without the bacterial force-dipoles affecting the fluidmotion. The
latter has been incorporated in our derivation and that leads to coupled equa-
tions for bacterial number density and fluid motion. Equation 4.91b shows that
bacterial force-dipoles will have a strong influence particularly if the suspension
is dense enough to have G=(De bH) = O(1). Furthermore, our number density
equation Eq. 4.89 is more general since it allows for inhomogeneous shear fields
while the analysis of Bearon & Pedley (2000) and Bearon (2003) is restricted to
the case of simple shear flow. We also provide the higher order corrections to
the diffusive flux arising from spatio-temporal variations in the number density
and fluid flow.
4.7.2 Stability analysis with shear rotation
The analysis in the previous section shows that the primary effect of re-
orientation of bacteria under weak shear is to reduce the effective viscosity of
the suspension. We now examine how this reduced viscosity of the suspen-
sion influences the critical concentration for the chemotaxis driven instability
analyzed in this paper by performing the stability analysis of the leading or-
der equations, Eq. 4.110. For brevity, we do not attempt to refine the leading
solution by solving Eq. 4.111. Since the fluid flow here is driven by the bac-
terial stress, the fluid velocity scale Vf can be either the swimming velocity or
the chemotactic velocity. We chose the latter in previous sections since the fluid
flow is driven purely by the normal stresses induced by chemotaxis. However,
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the form of the bacterial stress in Eq. 4.98b shows that one can have a bacterial
stress that drives the fluid flow even in the absence of any chemotaxis ( = 0)
as in the case of the orientation shear instability due to negative effective vis-
cosity. As a result, the most appropriate choice of the fluid velocity scale here
is the swimming velocity and with that we obtain De = bH 1. Since the generic
number density scale nG in Eq. 4.91b is now equal to hn0i, G is the same as 
and by using the fact that Pe = bH=2 we re-write the governing equations, Eq.
4.110, and boundary conditions as
3 bH@n
@t
+r  (Peng + 3 bHun rn) = 0; (4.114a)
r  u = 0; (4.114b)
 rp+r 

1  8G
15 bHn

(ru+ruy)

  
6

gg   I
3

rn = 0; (4.114c)
Peng  rn = u = 0 at z = 0; 1:
(4.114d)
with g =  ez. Since we are solving only for the leading continuum variables we
have dropped the subscripts here in Eq. 4.114 and the dimensional form of Eq.
4.114a is the same as the number density equation without any shear rotation
Eq. 4.12 used in previous sections so that the base-state number density field
n0(z) = Pe exp( Pez)=[1  exp( Pe)] remains the same as before.
Linearizing Eqs. 4.114 for small perturbations of the form in Eq. 4.22 about
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the base-state yields the amplitude equations

D2 + PeD     + k2N = 3 bHWDn0; (4.115a)
ikU +DW = 0; (4.115b)
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
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
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
9
N

: (4.115d)
with the boundary conditions (Pe + D)N = U = W = 0 at z = 0 and z = 1.
When deriving Eq. 4.115a from Eq. 4.114a the factor of 3 bH has been absorbed
into  so that the growth rate  is non-dimensionalized by H2= as before. The
factor of 3 bH in the unsteady term in Eq. 4.114a arose because time had been
non-dimensionalized by H=Us in this section rather than by the diffusive time
scale H2= as in x4.3. In addition, the fluid convective terms in Eqs. 4.115a
and 4.23a differ by a factor of =6 since the fluid velocity has been scaled by the
swimming velocity in the former and by the chemotactic velocity in the latter.
We now solve Eq. 4.115 in the long wavelength limit, k  1, to obtain the
neutral curve. A long wavelength analysis is sufficient to predict the marginal
stability limits since the lowest critical concentration for both the orientation
shear instability (Subramanian & Koch, 2009; Subramanian et al., 2011) and the
number density instability (see Fig. 4.7) corresponds to the longest wavelength
modes. Expansions for all the dependent variables with respect to k remain the
same as Eq. 4.29 in the previous long wavelength analysis since the fluid flow is
still driven by essentially the same bacteria stress. As a result, the leading order
number density, which is still determined by the balance between chemotaxis
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and diffusion, is identical to the exponential in Eq. 4.31. The leading order x
momentum equation is
D
nh
1  b exp( Pez)iDU1o = iP0   
18
N0

; (4.116)
with boundary conditions U1(0) = U1(1) = 0 and U1(z) satisfies the incompress-
ibility constraint hU1i = 0. Here b is defined as
b = 8Pe
15 bH[1  exp( Pe)] = Pe1  exp( Pe) ; (4.117)
and the effective viscosity here given by the term 1   b exp( Pez) is vertically
stratified owing to the exponential base-state number density field. The leading
order z momentum equation is the same as Eq. 4.33 except for a factor of 
multiplying the pressure
D

P0 +

9
N0

= 0: (4.118)
which has the solution
P0 =

9

 N0 + 3
2
C2

; (4.119)
The factor of  difference in Eq. 4.118 is due to the fact that pressure here is
scaled by the viscous stress rather than the bacterial stress. In Eq. 4.119, (3=2)C2
is the constant of integration with the factor 3=2 for algebraic simplicity in later
manipulations. The solution to Eq. 4.116 which satisfies the no-slip boundary
condition at z = 0 is
U1(z) =
Z z
0
dU1
dz0
dz0 =
i
6

I1(z)
1  exp( Pe) + C2I2(z) + C3I3(z)

; (4.120)
where C3 is the second integration constant and the integrals I1(z), I2(z), and
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I3(z) are given by
I1(z) =
Z z
0
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1  b exp( Pez0)
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1
Peb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"
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1  b
#
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) ln"1  b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Z z
0
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1  b exp( Pez0)
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1
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ln
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1  b exp( Pez)
1  b
#
; (4.121c)
where the dilogarithmic function is defined as dilog(x) =   R x
1
ln(t)
t 1 dt
(Abramowitz & Stegun, 1972). The constants C2 and C3 are then determined
from the boundary condition on the top wall, U1(1) = 0 and the no-net fluid
flux constraint hU1i = 0. Their expressions are too cumbersome to be repro-
duced here. Now averaging the number density equation Eq. 4.115a in the
z-direction yields the O(k2) growth rate as
2 =  (1 + 3i bHhU1n0i) (4.122)
The neutral curve given by the condition 2 = 0 is no longer simply de-
scribed by  and Pe as in x4.4 owing to the presence of the non-dimensional
number b in the expression for the velocity in Eq. 4.120. The definition of b in
Eq. 4.117 shows that for a given Pe, the latter is fixed by a scaled bacteria con-
centration  that does not involve the suspension depth. This is unlike the case
without shear rotation in x4.4 in which bacterial concentration influences the
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problem only through the depth-dependent scaled concentration . Since both
concentrations  and b, one being dependent on the suspension depth while
the other not, influence the velocity field in Eq. 4.120 it is useful to separate the
effects of bacteria concentration from those of the suspension depth. Moreover,
the effect of chemotaxis can be described by  and thus all the three effects can
be studied independently of each other if we describe the problem in terms of
 , bH , and . Physically this is a consequence of the fact that the effective viscos-
ity is dependent only on the local bacterial concentration. A direct comparison
with the case without shear rotation in x4.4 is still possible by making use of the
relationship  = (15=8) bH .
The well-posedness of Eq. 4.116 for the fluid velocity perturbation requires
the effective viscosity 1  (Pe exp( Pez)=[1  exp( Pe)]) to be positive every-
where in the domain z[0; 1]. This leads to an upper bound for  of
max =
1  exp( Pe)
Pe
: (4.123)
Thus, our analysis yields a prediction of a chemotaxis driven instability only
when there exists a critical concentration  < max for which the growth rate is
zero. If such a critical concentration does not exist then the suspension is desta-
bilized by the orientation shear instability mechanism when  = max. Oth-
erwise, the chemotaxis driven instability mechanism helps reduce the critical
concentration below that for the pure orientation shear instability. The advan-
tage of using  instead of  to describe the critical condition is apparent now
since in the absence of any chemotaxis ( = 0) we recover the critical condi-
tion for the orientation shear instability crit = max = 1 obtained previously by
Subramanian & Koch (2009).
Results of our calculations depicted in Fig. 4.14 show that a critical bacteria
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concentration crit that is smaller than the value for the shear rotation instability
max is indeed predicted. In Fig. 4.14(a) we present the variation of crit obtained
from the treatments with and without shear rotation with the non-dimensional
suspension depth bH at  = 0:1. For small bH the critical concentration is deter-
mined by the orientation shear mechanism as indicated by the merging of the
crit and max curves. When bH is above a value bHmin shown by a circle in 4.14(a),
the number density instability mechanism significantly reduces the critical con-
centration from the orientation shear value max. We choose to put the circle
where crit is smaller than max by around 10%. The influence of the number
density instability mechanism continues to increase with increasing in bH . The
transition between the shear-driven instability and the chemotaxis instability is
more or less complete at a value bH = bHmax. Beyond this value shear rotation
plays little role in the instability as noted by the fact that, at bHmax, crit is 90%
of the value of crit without shear rotation. The effect of chemotaxis on the crit-
ical concentration is shown in Fig. 4.14(b). In the absence of any chemotaxis
for which  = 0 the suspension is destabilized purely by the orientation shear
mechanism if  > crit = 1 (Subramanian & Koch, 2009). For a given bH increas-
ing the strength of chemotaxis by increasing  decreases not just crit but also
the range of bH in which shear rotation has an influence. The latter point is seen
in Fig.4.14(c).
Although shear rotation does not play a significant role in determining the
critical concentration for deep channels as seen in Fig.4.14(a), it has a strong
destabilizing effect when  is sufficiently larger than crit. To elucidate this we
study the variation of the growth rate with the concentration in Fig. 4.14(d) at a
suspension depth bH = 150 and  = 0:1 for which the effect of shear rotation on
the critical condition is negligible as seen in Fig. 4.14(a). In Fig. 4.14(d) when 
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Figure 4.14: (a) Variation of the critical concentration crit (solid line) with
suspension depth bH at  = 0:1. For comparison variation of
crit for the case without shear rotation (obtained from x4.4)
and the critical concentration for the purely orientational in-
stability max are also shown by a dashed line and a dotted
line respectively. The circle indicates the point at which crit is
90% of max and the square when crit is 90% of crit obtained
for the case without shear rotation. We denote the values ofbH at these points as bHmin and bHmax respectively. (b) crit ver-
sus bH for various values of  with symbols defined as in (a).
(c) Variation of bHmin (circles) and bHmax (squares) with  . (d)
Normalized growth rate =k2 versus concentration  for the
case with shear rotation (solid line) and without shear rota-
tion (broken line) at  = 0:1 and bH = 150.
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is close to crit (the horizontal intercept) growth rates predicted by theories with
and without shear rotation do not differ appreciably from each other. However,
the presence of shear rotation causes a sharper increase in the growth rate there-
after. The reduction in the effective viscosity due to shear rotation enables the
chemical gradient induced active stresses to drive a larger fluid velocity distur-
bance leading to a faster growth of the number density variation. The destabi-
lizing role of shear rotation is further evidenced by the fact that the value of crit
obtained from the calculation that includes shear rotation is always smaller than
the crit predicted by the theory without shear rotation. However, as seen in Fig.
4.14(a) this difference is only infinitesimal for large enough suspension depth
since the reduction in viscosity happens only within a thin boundary layer near
z = 0.
4.8 Concluding Discussion
In the preceding sections we have demonstrated the existence of a new instabil-
ity mechanism in bacterial suspensions driven by chemotaxis. The balance of
chemotaxis and diffusion leads to a non-uniform base-state bacteria concentra-
tion field and active stress field. The coupling between fluid flow and bacteria
concentration field through the swimming induced active stress and convec-
tion of bacteria leads to an instability of the aforementioned base-state when the
scaled bacteria concentration  exceeds a critical value dictated by the Peclet
number Pe measuring the strength of chemotaxis relative to diffusion. The
critical concentration for the instability crit is set by the modes of the largest
wavelength and crit  Pe 3 for Pe  1 while crit  2 for Pe  1 in the case
with both boundaries being no-slip walls. If the boundary closer to the region
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of larger concentration of the chemical attractant is a shear stress free interface,
the large Pe asymptote changes to crit  4=Pe. An analysis of semi-infinite
suspensions has revealed the existence of a most dangerous wavenumber of the
instability for which the growth rate is maximum and a cut-off wavenumber
above which the disturbances cease to grow. From the full numerical solution
of suspensions of finite depth, these wavenumbers have been found to scale
with the Peclet number indicating the fact that the most dangerous and cut-off
wavelength are of the order as the boundary layer thickness =U0 when Pe is
large. While the instability is stationary in the limit of small wavenumbers, the
numerical solution shows the presence of oscillatory solutions for wavenum-
bers of O(Pe) and for  > 247. Further analysis however has shown that the
most dangerous mode is always stationary. A long wavelength analysis that in-
cludes the rotation of bacteria by fluid velocity gradients shows that the critical
concentration of shallow suspensions is set by the orientation shear instability
mechanism and the latter has only negligible influence in determining the crit-
ical concentration of deeper suspensions. Nevertheless, the growth rates of the
instability in the super-critical regime is strongly enhanced by shear rotation.
While controlled experiments for validating our predictions are yet to be
done, we believe that the present mechanism of instability operated in the ex-
periments of Sokolov et al. (2009). The observation of cross film convective pat-
terns in liquid films containing oxytactic B. Subtilis cells when the film thickness
is raised above 200 m suggests this. We note that the fundamental require-
ment for the present active stress instability, namely the inhomogeneous bacte-
rial concentration field, is fulfilled in Sokolov et al.’s (2009) experiments at suffi-
ciently large film thicknesses owing to the chemotactic accumulation of bacteria
near the interfaces. The spatially homogeneous, in plane collective motion that
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Figure 4.15: Variation of the value of  obtained in Sokolov et al.’s (2009)
experiment exp (solid line) and the crit (broken line) required
for instability with the thickness of the film. The instability
persists when H  Hcrit  310m.
the authors observe for thinner films is presumably due to the orientation shear
instability. When the film thickness becomes sufficiently large, the spatially in-
homogeneous active stress instability takes over and one starts to see cross-film
convective patterns. Furthermore, our estimate of the critical film thickness for
the onset of the present instability compares well with the experimental obser-
vation of Sokolov et al. (2009). To show this, we plot exp, the value of  reached
in their experiment and the theoretical crit required for instability (Eq. 4.40) ver-
sus the film thickness in Fig. 4.15. The mean bacterial concentration hn0i used
for calculating exp taken from Sokolov et al. (2009) is 2 1010 per milliliter. The
swimming velocity and the mean tumbling frequency used in the calculations
are the typical values 20 m=s and 1 s 1 respectively, along with the typical ra-
tio 0.1 of the chemotactic velocity to the swimming speed. Here we use the half
film thicknessH=2 for all calculations since the gradient in Sokolov et al. (2009)’s
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experiment is from the mid-plane of the film to the interfaces. The chemotaxis
driven instability described here persists when exp  crit which happens when
H  Hcrit  310m. The determination of a critical film thickness in an exper-
iment is not entirely straightforward. Sokolov et al. (2009) reported the size of
the largest region in which they observed number density inhomogeneities as a
function of the film thickness and reported a critical thickness of 200m as min-
imum film thickness at which any inhomogeneity could be observed. However,
if we take the critical film thickness by extrapolating the plot of inhomogeneity
size versus film thickness to zero inhomogeneity size assuming a simple lin-
ear or quadratic dependence we obtain a critical film thickness of about 290m.
In either case the observed critical thickness is near the theoretical prediction
but the latter method which requires a significant inhomogeneity to constitute
an unstable film yields a critical thickness that is quite close to the theoretical
prediction of 310m in Fig. 4.15. This agreement is excellent considering the
fact that the actual chemotactic velocity in the experiment is not known. More-
over, the Pe based on the half-film thickness for those film thicknesses above
which the cross-film convective motions persists in Sokolov et al. (2009)’s exper-
iment is ofO(1)whichmeans that the most dangerous mode scales with the film
thickness as seen in x4.6. This seems to agree with the map of bacterial number
density given in Fig. 4a of Sokolov et al. (2009). These observations strongly
suggest the existence of the new instability mechanism discussed here in their
experiments.
Since the attractant gradient generated by the consumption of the attractant
by bacteria in the experiment of Sokolov et al. (2009) is relatively uncontrol-
lable, artificially imposing controlled chemical gradients on a bacterial suspen-
sion will create a better experiment to test our theory. A simple arrangement
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to generate static chemical gradients for chemotaxis studies using microfluidic
techniques has been described by Cheng et al. (2007). A specific application of
this device for the quantitative study of bacterial chemotaxis was conducted by
Kalinin et al. (2009). Their device consists of three microchannels carved out of
an agarose gel with the center channel sealed at two ends containing the bacte-
rial suspension. A solution containing the chemo-attractant flows through one
of the side channels and a buffer solution through the other side channel. The
attractant gradient is then produced by the diffusion of the attractant from the
source channel to the sink channel across the agarose gel and the center chan-
nel. Precise control over the gradient can be achieved by adjusting the concen-
tration of attractant in the source channel and the gradient of an attractant such
as Me-Asp (-methyl-DL-aspartate) (Adler, 1966) which is not consumed is not
influenced by the presence of bacteria and can be maintained stationary for long
times (Cheng et al., 2007; Kalinin et al., 2009). This method of gradient genera-
tion is superior to themethodwhich involves co-flowing streams of bacteria and
attractant described by Kim & Breuer (2007) since the shear in micro-channels
disturbs bacterial orientation by aligning them along the streamlines rather than
the chemical gradient.
We now discuss the results presented in the previous sections in the context
of the previous literature on instabilities in bacterial suspensions. First, we wish
to distinguish between the present mechanism of instability and bio-convection
even though both arise from a non-uniform base state and both result in simi-
lar convection patterns. While the physical mechanism behind bio-convection
involves the stratification of the effective density of the fluid (Childress et al.,
1975; Pedley & Kessler, 1992; Hillesdon & Pedley, 1996), the present mechanism
is due to the stratification of the active stress field. This fundamental difference
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in the physical mechanisms results in different length scale requirements for
these instabilities. Active stress driven instabilities can give rise to bulk motion
(Koch & Subramanian, 2011) in much thinner films where bio-convection can-
not operate. In addition, while the active stress instability described here exists
only for suspensions of pushers such E. Coli, bio-convection can occur whether
the organism is a pusher or puller. For instance bio-convection has been ob-
served in suspensions of the alga C. Nivalis which is a puller (Pedley & Kessler,
1992). It is also interesting to note that at the linear order and with constant
chemotaxis velocities, bio-convection without gyrotaxis is a purely stationary
instability (Childress et al., 1975) while the active stress driven instability de-
scribed here shows oscillatory modes for certain parameter values as shown in
x4.6.
It is also important to note that the present mechanism of instability is en-
tirely different from the previously analyzed active stress instabilities in homo-
geneous suspensions of swimming rods (Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan
& Shelley, 2008a,b; Hohenegger & Shelley, 2010) or run-tumble bacteria (Koch &
Subramanian, 2011; Subramanian & Koch, 2009; Subramanian et al., 2011). The
difference lies in whether the fluid flow couples to the bacterial number den-
sity field as in the present case or to the orientation field as in the latter. The
hallmark of the present instability mechanism is the existence of unstable num-
ber density fluctuations at all wavelengths which is in sharp contrast with the
previously analyzed cases. The existence of unstable density fluctuations at the
linear order depends upon the symmetry of the base-state orientation field of
the bacteria (Subramanian & Koch, 2009). If the base-state orientation field is
symmetric, as in the case of isotropic suspensions, density fluctuations do not
arise at the linear order at any wavelength (Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Subra-
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manian & Koch, 2009; Hohenegger & Shelley, 2010). On the other hand, if the
p!  p symmetry of the base-state orientation field is broken due to a chemical
gradient, unstable density fluctuations in general arise at the linear order (Sub-
ramanian & Koch, 2009) for aligned suspensions of self-propelled rods without
chemotaxis (Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b) or suspensions of chemotactic bacte-
ria (Subramanian et al., 2011). However, in both cases if the wavelength of the
disturbance is much larger than (nL2) 1, it seen that the leading order problem
involves only orientational fluctuations and the amplitude of density fluctua-
tions is O(k) (non-dimensionalized by nL2) smaller than that of orientational
fluctuations (see Eqs. 35 and 36 in Saintillan & Shelley (2008a,b) and Eq. 57 in
Subramanian et al. (2011)). It is the homogeneous base-state number density
field that prevented the growth of number density fluctuations at long wave-
lengths in these cases. In contrast to this, the instability mechanism analyzed
here relies on an inhomogeneous number density field in the base-state and the
flow driven by bacterial concentration fluctuations at allwavelengths including
the longest wavelength mode which determines the critical concentration. A
spatially non-uniform base state causes the number density instability to choose
a length scale comparable to the length scale over which the bacteria concentra-
tion varies in the base state while orientation shear instability does not have a
preferred length scale (Subramanian et al., 2011). Furthermore, as seen in Fig.
4.14(a) for suspensions of sufficient depth, the critical concentration is not only
determined by the present mechanism but it is significantly smaller that what
required for the orientation shear instability. For instance, at a suspension depth
of bH = 150 in Fig. 4.14(a) crit is smaller than max by a factor of approximately
six.
The existence of the chemotaxis-induced-instability presented in this paper
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and in Kasyap&Koch (2012) has been confirmed by Ezhilan et al. (2012) through
full nonlinear simulations of the kinetic equation for 
(x;p; t). The primary
objective of this paper is the investigation of the dynamics of suspensions of
aerotactic bacteria under the experimental setting of Sokolov et al. (2009). Thus
the suspension is confined in a cubical domain with periodic boundary condi-
tions in two directions and zero-shear-stress boundary condition in the third
direction and the latter boundaries are kept at constant oxygen concentration.
The oxygen gradient is formed due to the consumption by bacteria and in ad-
dition to the bacterial consumption, the oxygen concentration evolves in time
due to fluid convection and diffusive transport. Ezhilan et al. (2012) varied the
thickness of the film in the third direction to mimic the experiment of Sokolov
et al. (2009) and observed three principal regimes of suspension behavior. For
film thicknesses less than 200m (classified as “regime I” in Ezhilan et al. (2012))
the bacterial and the oxygen concentration profiles reached a steady state. Gross
fluctuations in the bacteria concentration field and the fluid velocity field started
to appear in “regime II” which spans the film thicknesses between 200m and
400m. Further increase in the film thickness beyond 400m (region III) resulted
in an oxygen depletion layer along with the intensification in the magnitude of
fluctuations closer to the film edges and attenuate the magnitude near the cen-
ter.
Ezhilan et al. (2012) point out that in regime I in which no unsteady motion
was observed, the oxygen concentration was uniform across the film so that the
chemotaxis of bacteria was too weak for any fluctuations to grow. The latter
started growing and eventually reached a level of saturation in regime II which
had sufficient thickness to create a strong oxygen gradient. A typical observa-
tion in this regime was strong chemotactic concentration of bacteria near the
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boundaries and plumes dense in bacteria originating from those boundaries to
the bulk. This is consistent with the pattern of motion predicted by our theory
and in addition, Ezhilan et al. (2012) report a general agreement on the critical
conditions for the onset of the unsteady motion with our predictions in Kasyap
& Koch (2012). An important insight based on this agreement is that the two
approaches for analyzing the stability of bacterial suspensions viz. solving an
equation for the number density as we do and solving the full kinetic equa-
tion for the position-orientation probability density in Ezhilan et al. (2012) are
equivalent. However, the former will be considerably simpler especially for
non-linear simulations since one does not have to solve for the orientational de-
grees of freedom and in this regard the continuum equations derived in x4.7.1
are valuable.
4.9 Appendix A: Justification for neglecting the attractant trans-
port by fluid flow
In x4.3 we neglected the attractant transport by the fluid flow generated by in-
stability since attractant diffusivity is typically much larger than bacteria diffu-
sivity. We now provide a justification for this assumption by first writing down
the non-dimensional attractant transport equation
@Ca
@t
+ Per  (uCa)  a

r2Ca = 0 (4.124)
in which length, time, and velocity have been scaled by the channel depth H ,
the bacterial diffusion time H2=, and the chemotactic velocity U0 respectively
as followed for deriving the non-dimensional bacteria transport equation Eq.
4.27a. For typical attractants like Me-Asp or oxygen, the diffusivity a is of the
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order of 103m2=s (see Sartori & Tu (2011) and Ferrell & Himmelblau (1967))
while a typical bacterium swimming at a speed of 20m=s and tumbling at a
rate of 1s 1 is   133m2=s which is an order magnitude smaller than the at-
tractant diffusivity so that a=  1. Thus when Pe = O(1) , the transport
of the attractant by fluid flow along with the unsteady term in Eq. 4.124 can
be neglected. Even when Pe  1 the diffusion term dominates since the fluid
velocity is only O(Pe 1) at most (see x4.5.3). A comparison of oxygen concen-
tration profiles from nonlinear simulations of Ezhilan et al. (2012) also indicate
that the instability generated fluid flow causes little perturbation to oxygen con-
centration field.
4.10 Appendix B: Matching the outer and inner solutions in
Pe 1 analysis
In this appendix, we give the details of the matching procedure followed for
solving the fluid velocity field in x4.5.1 and 4.5.2.
4.10.1 Case I: no-slip boundary conditions at z = 0 and z = 1
The solutions of Eqs. 4.57 and 4.62 are
W3 = k
2[z + exp ( z)  1] + a3z3 + b3z2; (4.125a)
W 4 = a4z
3 + b4z
2 (4.125b)
The required matching condition written in terms of the inner variable z is
lim
Pe 1z!0
cW (Pe 1z) = lim
z!1
W (z): (4.126)
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in whichW = Pe 3W 3+Pe 4W 4 andcW is given by Eq. 4.45. Matching done by
equating the coefficients of powers of z at respective orders yields the following
up to O(Pe 4)
At O(1) A0(k cosh k   sinh k) +B0 sinh k = 0; (4.127a)
At O(Pe 1) A1(k cosh k   sinh k) +B1 sinh k = 0; (4.127b)
A0k
2 sinh k +B0(k cosh k + sinh k) = 0; (4.127c)
At O(Pe 2) A2(k cosh k   sinh k) +B2 sinh k = 0; (4.127d)
A1k
2 sinh k +B1(k cosh k + sinh k) = 0; (4.127e)
At O(Pe 3) A2k2 sinh k +B2(k cosh k + sinh k) =  k2;
(4.127f)
A1
k2
2
(sinh k + k cosh k) + B1

k cosh k +
k2
2
sinh k

= b3; (4.127g)
A0

k2
6
sinh k +
k
3
cosh k

+B0

1
2
sinh k +
k
6
cosh k

=  a3
k2
;
(4.127h)
At O(Pe 4) A2
k2
2
(sinh k + k cosh k) + B2

k cosh k +
k2
2
sinh k

= b4; (4.127i)
A1

k2
6
sinh k +
k
3
cosh k

+B1

1
2
sinh k +
k
6
cosh k

=  a4
k2
:
(4.127j)
Solving Eqs. 4.127a and 4.127c gives A0 = B0 = 0 and using this in Eq. 4.127h
we get a3 = 0. Similarly, Eqs. 4.127b and 4.127e yield A1 = B1 = 0which in turn
gives b3 = a4 = 0 from Eqs. 4.127g and 4.127j respectively. Finally Eqs. 4.127d
and 4.127f yield
A2 =
k2 sinh k
k2   sinh2 k ; (4.128a)
B2 =  k
2(k cosh k   sinh k)
k2   sinh2 k : (4.128b)
Equation 4.127i then gives b4 =  k3(k sinh k cosh k)k2 sinh2 k .
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4.10.2 Case II: no-slip boundary condition at z = 1 and zero
shear stress boundary condition at z = 0
Equations 4.70 and 4.71 yields the solutions
W 2 = a2z
3 + c2z; (4.129a)
W 3 = k
2

exp( z)  z
2
2
  1

+ a3z
3 + c3z: (4.129b)
The matching procedure used in case II gives the same relationships as in Eq.
4.127 up toO(Pe 1) (Eq. 4.127c) so thatA0 = B0 = 0 as before and the remaining
relationships are
At O(Pe 2) A2(k cosh k   sinh k) +B2 sinh k = 0; (4.130a)
A1k
2 sinh k +B1(k cosh k + sinh k) =  c2; (4.130b)
A0
k2
2
(sinh k + k cosh k) +B0

k cosh k +
k2
2
sinh k

= 0; (4.130c)
a2 = 0; (4.130d)
At O(Pe 3) A3(k cosh k   sinh k) +B3 sinh k =  k2; (4.130e)
A2k
2 sinh k +B2(k cosh k + sinh k) =  c3; (4.130f)
A1
k2
2
(sinh k + k cosh k) +B1

k cosh k +
k2
2
sinh k

=  k
2
2
; (4.130g)
along with Eq. 4.127h which gives a3 = 0. Equations 4.127b and 4.130g give
A1 =
k sinh k
2(k   sinh k cosh k) ; (4.131a)
B1 =
k(sinh k   k cosh k)
2(k   sinh k cosh k) ; (4.131b)
which in turn yields from Eq. 4.130b
c2 =
k(k2   sinh2 k)
2(k   sinh k cosh k) : (4.132)
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and using Eq. 4.132 in the solvability condition Eq. 4.73 yields  1 = c2. Now to
determine c3 using Eq. 4.130f we need to obtain A2 and B2 first. Unfortunately,
at present we have only Eq. 4.130a that involves A2 and B2 and to obtain one
more relationship between them, we need to do the matching of the O(Pe 4)
velocity field governed by
D
4
W 4 = 2k
2D
2
W 2   k2DN1; (4.133a)
W 4 = D
2
W 4 = 0 at z = 0; (4.133b)
in which N1 is the solution of
(D
2
+D)N1 =  1N0  W 2 exp( z); (4.134a)
(1 +D)N1 = 0 at z = 0; (4.134b)
lim
z!1
N1(z) = 0: (4.134c)
along with the normalization
R1
0
N1(z)dz = 0. Using the form of  1 deter-
mined above and the form ofW 2 in Eq. 4.72a we obtain
N1 = c2

z2
2
  1

exp( z): (4.135)
in which c2 is given by Eq. 4.132. Equation 4.135 in Eq. 4.133 then gives
W 4 =
2k2
2

c2 exp( z)(6z + z2 + 10) + a4z3 + c4z   10c2

: (4.136)
In Eq. 4.136 the z2 exp( z) term vanishes in the matching limit of z !1 so that
equating the coefficient of z2 in theO(Pe 4) outer solution of the z-velocity field
Eq. 4.45 to zero yields one more relationship between A2 and B2 as
A2
k2
2
(sinh k + k cosh k) +B2

k cosh k +
k2
2
sinh k

= 0: (4.137)
Finally, Eqs. 4.130a and 4.137 gives A2 = B2 = 0 so that we have c3 = 0 from Eq.
4.130f.
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4.11 Appendix C: Series expansion forW (z)
W (z) is given by the fourth order ODE
 
D2   k22W (z) =  k2 MX
j=0
ajj(z): (4.138)
W = DW = 0 at z = 0; z = 1 (4.139)
Solving 4.139 yieldsW (z) =
PM
j=0 aj j(z)where
 j(z) =  k2
(
4X
i=1

(1iFij + 2iFijz) sinh kz + (3iFij + 4iFijz) cosh kz

+Gj(z)
)
;
(4.140)
where 11 = k + sinh k cosh k, 12 = k, 13 =  (k cosh k + sinh k), 14 = sinh k,
21 = k sinh
2 k, 22 = sinh k cosh k   k, 23 =  k2 sinh k, 24 = k cosh k   sinh k,
31 =  1, 32 = 33 = 34 = 0, 41 =  k(k + cosh k sinh k), 42 =   sinh2 k,
43 = k(k + cosh k sinh k), and 44 =  k sinh k and
Fij =
Pe exp( Pe)
8k2
[0 0   1 Pe  2]y ; (4.141)
if jkj = Pe and
Fij =
Pe
(Pe2   k2)2 [ 1 Pe   exp( Pe) Pe exp( Pe)]
y ; (4.142)
if jkj 6= Pe. For j 6= 0
Fij =

R2 jR1   PeR2
2
( 1)jR2 exp
 Pe
2

( 1)j exp
 Pe
2

jR1   PeR2
2
y
;
(4.143)
where
R1 =
2jf2 +

2j22
Pe
  Pe
2

f1
f 21 + f
2
2
;
R2 =
2jf1  

2j22
Pe
  Pe
2

f2
f 21 + f
2
2
;
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in which
f1 =
Pe4
16
  3Pe
2j22
2
+ j44   Pe
2k2
2
+ 2k2j22 + k4;
f2 =  Pe
3j
2
+ 2Pej33 + 2k2Pej;
Finally for j = 0
G0(z) =
8><>:  
Pez2 exp( Pez)
8k2
; jkj = Pe
 Pe exp( Pez)
(Pe2 k2)2 ; jkj 6= Pe;
(4.144)
and for j 6= 0
Gj(z) = exp
 Pe
2

R1 sin(jz) +R2 cos(jz)

:
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CHAPTER 5
BACTERIAL COLLECTIVE MOTION NEAR THE CONTACT LINE OF AN
EVAPORATING SESSILE DROP
5.1 Abstract
The near-contact-line dynamics of evaporating sessile drops containing live E.
Coli cells is studied experimentally. The evaporation of the drop drives a radi-
ally outward fluid flow inside the drop owing to the pinning of the contact-line
and the flow concentrates the suspended bacteria near the contact-line . Our ex-
periments reveal a collective behavior of the concentrated bacterial population
near the contact-line appearing in the form of periodic “jets” of bacteria along
the circumference of the drop. The observed pattern of jets was very distinct
for drops of suspensions of both wild-type and smooth-swimming cells of E.
Coli and in the case of drops containing incessantly tumbling cells of E. Coli, the
pattern was much less distinct. A decrease in bacteria concentration was ob-
served to result in a decrease in the width of the region of collective motion. A
qualitative reasoning of the problem from the point of view of the linear stabil-
ity of the continuum equations for the conservation of bacteria and momentum
in the suspension suggests the possibility of a concentration instability of the
suspension driven by the active stress of swimming bacteria.
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5.2 Introduction
Deposition of suspended particles near the pinned contact-line of evaporating
drops of particulate suspensions is a ubiquitous observation termed the “coffee
ring” effect — a name derived from the appearance of coffee stain which is the
archetypal example of this phenomenon (Deegan et al., 1997, 2000; Hu & Larson,
2005). The pinning of the contact-line prevents any change in the contact-line
radius of the drop and hence to compensate for the volume of the fluid lost by
evaporation, fluid has to be brought toward contact-line from the bulk of the
drop thus setting up a radially outward flow. If there are particles suspended
in the fluid, the evaporation driven flow brings them towards the contact-line
and the particles accumulate there due to the no-flux boundary condition pro-
vided by the contact-line. In the present work, we experimentally investigate
the near-contact-line dynamics of an evaporating drop containing living bac-
teria instead of passive particles. This investigation is motivated by the fact
that recent experiments on bacterial suspensions have shown the existence of
organized motion correlated over length scales much larger than the size of in-
dividual bacteria when the bacterial concentration becomes sufficient (see Koch
& Subramanian (2011) and references therein). The evaporation driven flow in-
side a sessile drop provides a natural mechanism to concentrate the bacterial
population. It has been suggested that such large scale motions enhance the
mixing process in bacteria suspensions (Wu & Libchaber, 2000; Kim & Breuer,
2004; Tuval et al., 2005; Sokolov et al., 2009) resulting in better dispersal of the
chemical species vital for bacteria. Furthermore, the sessile drop geometry can
be important in the context of bacterial swarming and biofilm formation which
often involve bacteria confined within thin liquid films (Bees et al., 2000; Joanny
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& Ramaswamy, 2012).
Bacteria such as E. Coli are composed of a cell-body propelled in fluids by
means of a rotating bundle of helical filaments called flagella and in an isotropic
environment bacteria perform an unbiased random walk featuring persistent
swimming for about a second interposed by short tumbles after which bacteria
pick a random direction to swim. While swimming, a bacterium creates Stoke-
sian hydrodynamic disturbances which behave like a force-dipole in the far-
field owing to the absence of any net force or net torque on the bacterium (Berg,
2003; Lauga & Powers, 2009). Numerical studies on hydrodynamically interact-
ing self-propelled particles (Hernandez-Ortiz et al., 2005; Saintillan & Shelley,
2007; Underhill et al., 2008) and continuum theories of active particle suspen-
sions (Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Subramanian &
Koch, 2009; Hohenegger & Shelley, 2010) suggest that the bulk flow observed in
experiments (Mendelson et al., 1999; Wu & Libchaber, 2000; Dombrowski et al.,
2004; Sokolov et al., 2007, 2009; Ishikawa et al., 2011; Dunkel et al., 2013) arises
from the hydrodynamic disturbances associated with bacterial swimming. At
the continuum level, the effect of swimming induced force-dipoles on bacte-
ria is to provide an “active” stress field as a function of the local orientation
and concentration fields of bacteria and continuum theories of suspensions of
swimming bacteria (Subramanian & Koch, 2009) and other self-propelled par-
ticles (Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan & Shelley, 2008a,b; Hohenegger &
Shelley, 2010) have shown the existence of hydrodynamic instabilities driven by
the active stress of swimmers. These stability analyses assume an unbounded
suspension with a homogeneous base state and the instability originates from
the coupling between the bacterial orientation field and the fluid flow through
the shear-induced rotation of bacteria. The instability would set in only if the
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bacterial concentration exceeds a critical value owing to the stabilizing effect of
bacterial tumbling or rotational diffusion (see (Subramanian & Koch, 2009)).
While the assumption of an unbounded and homogeneous base state has
greatly simplified the stability analysis in the above-mentioned investigations,
such a state with large enough bacterial concentration for the instability is un-
likely to persist at macroscopic length scales in bacterial suspensions encoun-
tered in practical situations. For example, when suspensions of aerobic bacteria
such as B. Subtilis are exposed to air, bacteria concentrate near the air-water
interface due to their preferential migration along the direction of increasing
oxygen concentration (aerotaxis) and the no-flux boundary condition at the in-
terface (Dombrowski et al., 2004; Sokolov et al., 2009). The stability of such in-
homogeneous bacterial suspensions is of practical interest and in a recent work
Kasyap &Koch (2012) we have shown theoretically that an inhomogeneous bac-
teria concentration field in the base state resulting from bacterial chemotaxis
along the direction of an imposed chemo-attractant gradient can give rise to
a novel instability which relies on the convection of bacteria by the fluid flow
instead of their rotation as in the case of previously analyzed instabilities in
homogeneous bacterial suspensions (Simha & Ramaswamy, 2002; Saintillan &
Shelley, 2008a,b; Subramanian & Koch, 2009; Hohenegger & Shelley, 2010). In
those investigations, the homogeneity of the base state precluded the fluid con-
vection of bacteria in the linearized stability equations and as a result bacteria
concentration fluctuations did not arise in the linear order at macroscopic length
scales.
In the situation considered in our previous work (Kasyap & Koch, 2012) the
inhomogeneity of the suspension was due to the active migration of bacteria
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along the imposed chemical gradient. However, passive mechanisms such as
fluid convection of bacteria can also result in inhomogeneous bacteria concen-
tration possibly with regions of large bacteria concentration susceptible to in-
stabilities and a thorough understanding of the dynamics bacterial suspensions
warrants studies of such cases. An evaporating sessile drop of a bacterial sus-
pension is an excellent model system to study the effect of passive bacterial ac-
cumulation owing to its simplicity. Furthermore, the sessile drop geometry can
also be important in the context of bacterial swarming and biofilm formation
which often involve bacteria confined within thin liquid films (Bees et al., 2000;
Joanny & Ramaswamy, 2012). While there have been a few experimental inves-
tigations in past on evaporating drops of bacterial suspensions such as of Nel-
limoottil et al. (2007), Baughman et al. (2010), and Sempels et al. (2013), none of
them have considered the collective dynamics of the bacterial suspension near
the contact-line of the drop. For example, Nellimoottil et al. (2007) and Baugh-
man et al. (2010) studied the patterns of deposited bacteria near the contact-line
after drying the drop completely and Sempels et al. (2013) did experiments that
showed the existence of Marangoni flows in drying drops driven by the surfac-
tants that bacteria secrete. We on the other hand observe the region near the
contact-line of the drop during evaporation and we use wild-type E. Coli strain
RP437 in our study which does not secrete any surfactant (see (Be’er & Harshey,
2011)). The present experiment can be important in the context of biofilms since
the RP437 strain of E. Coli is known to produce biofilms (Hou et al., 2007).
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5.3 Materials and Methods
Cells of wild-type E. Coli strain RP437 containing green fluorescent protein
(GFP) plasmid were grown overnight in tryptone broth (10 g bacto-tryptone
powder and 5 g sodium chloride per liter of 10 mM phosphate buffer) at 30C
and 200 revolutions per minute in a rotary water bath followed by dilution by
a factor of 25 into fresh tryptone broth. The diluted culture was then allowed to
grow in the rotary shaker until bacteria reached themid-exponential phase of its
growth (suspension optical density at 600 nm, OD600  0:5) at which point bac-
teria were harvested by centrifugation at 2000g for 3 minutes and then washed
and resuspended gently into a motility medium consisting of 10mM lactic acid,
0.1 mM EDTA, and 1 M L-methionine. Prior to harvesting, the fluorescence of
bacteria was activated by adding the promoter isopropyl thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG) to the suspension to a concentration of 500 Mwhen the optical density
of the suspension reached around 0.2. A 1L drop of the final bacteria suspen-
sion was placed on a glass coverslip coated with 0.2% bovine serum albumin
solution to reduce adhesion of bacteria onto the glass coverslip (see Cheng et al.
(2007)). The approximate radius of the drop was 1 mm and the approximate
contact angle in the beginning was 40 degrees. The bacterial concentration in
the final suspension was varied between 1:2  109 bacteria per milliliter to 1010
bacteria per milliliter.
To visualize the collective motion of bacteria, we image the region near the
contact-line of of the drop using an epi-fluorescence microscope – Olympus IX-
51, with 10x objective lens and EXFO X-Cite 120 fluorescent illumination sys-
tem. Control experiments were done with the evaporation of the drop being
prevented by covering the drop by means of a petri-dish lid lined with a moist
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paper wipe. Additional control experiments were also done on evaporating
drops of suspensions of smooth-swimming strain RP9535 of E. Coli and the tum-
bling strain RP1616 (Wu et al., 2006) to understand the role of bacterial motility
on the observed collective motion. In addition, we measure the typical contact
angle of the drop by means of a contact angle goniometer (Rame´-hart instru-
ment co., NJ) and the typical evaporation-induced fluid velocity by tracking
micron-scale tracer particles. The contact angle measurement were performed
on bacteria suspension drops of concentration 1010 bacteria per milliliter and the
fluid velocity measurements were done on drops of motility medium without
any bacteria but seeded with 1.01 m diameter fluorescent polystyrene beads
(Bangs Laboratories, IN) at a concentration of around 108 beads per milliliter.
These particles were tracked in movies of evaporating drop taken at a magnifi-
cation of 20x and a speed of 30 frames per second.
5.4 Results
We first give a summary of the observations that wemade from the experiments
described above and then proceed to the detailed discussion of these results.
We first visualize the dynamics near the contact-line of the evaporating drop
through time-lapsed images given in Fig. 5.1 and also through the time evolu-
tion of the fluorescence intensity profile given in Fig. 5.2. To see whether the
collective motion originates from the possible chemotaxis of bacteria towards
oxygen, we observe the near contact-line dynamics of evaporating drops of sus-
pensions containing the smooth-swimming cells of E. Coli (strain RP9535) which
are non-chemotactic in Fig. 5.3(a). In Figs. 5.3(b) and (c) we study the effect of
evaporation of the drop and the bacterial motility respectively by preventing the
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drop evaporation in the first and by using a suspension of incessantly tumbling
cells of E. Coli (strain RP1616) in the second. Next, we investigate the effect of
the bacterial concentration on the collective motion by varying the concentra-
tion in the range of 1:2  109 bacteria per milliliter to 1010 bacteria per milliliter
and the resulting observations are shown in Fig. 5.4. Finally, the variation of the
contact angle with time and the magnitude of the fluid velocity inside drop are
investigated and the results are shown in Fig. 5.5.
We now proceed to the details of the experimental observations. Figure
5.1 shows time-lapsed images of the near-contact-line region of an evaporat-
ing drop containing wild-type E. Coli cells starting from one and a half minutes
from the placement of the drop and until the drop has dried out completely
( 10minutes). The bacterial concentration in the suspension is about 1010 bac-
teria per milliliter and since this is large, individual cells cannot be seen in the
figure and the fluorescence intensity qualitatively represent the number of bac-
teria per unit area of the the drop measured on the glass substrate supporting
the drop. Figure 5.2 shows the variation of fluorescence intensity in the direc-
tion normal to the contact-line (approximately) corresponding to the images at
2 minutes, 4 minutes, and 6 minutes in Fig. 5.1. In the beginning when the drop
has not evaporated significantly, the bacteria concentration in the drop would
be more or less uniform since the suspension is well-mixed. However, since
the thickness of the drop increases as we move toward the center of the drop,
the number of bacteria per unit area also increases thus resulting in a mono-
tonically increasing fluorescent intensity toward the center of the drop at early
times as seen in Fig. 5.1 and in Fig. 5.2 (see the intensity profile labeled as “2
min”). As time passes, bacteria accumulate near the contact-line owing to the
evaporation-driven radial flow in the drop and the no-flux boundary condition
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(j)
2 min 3 min 4 min
5 min 6 min 7 min 8 min
9 min 10 min
Figure 5.1: Time-lapsed images of the contact-line region of evaporating
drop of wild-type (RP437) E. Coli suspension. The times shown
on the images are the times that elapsed from the placement of
the drop. The collective motion of bacteria appearing in the
from of a periodic variation in bacterial concentration near the
contact-line is apparent in images at 5, 6, and 7 minutes. The
scale bar in the first image represents a distance of 100m.
at the contact-line and as a result the fluorescence intensity near the contact-line
increases. This is evident in the image at 4 minutes given in Fig. 5.1 and also in
the non-monotonic nature of the intensity profile at 4 minutes given in Fig. 5.2.
At intermediate times of around 5 to 7 minutes from the placement of the drop,
the accumulated bacteria near the contact line organize themselves into periodic
clusters along the periphery the drop as seen in Fig. 5.1 and the bacterial den-
sity is strongly peaked near the contact-line as seen in the intensity profile at 6
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Figure 5.2: Fluorescence intensity variation in the approximate normal di-
rection of the contact-line for images at 2, 4, and 6 minutes in
Fig. 5.1. The intensity profiles were obtained by first rotating
the aforementioned frames to the form shown in the inset and
vertically averaging the intensity in the area shown in the inset
with yellow lines. The inset is the rotated version of the image
at 6 minutes in Fig. 5.1.
minutes in Fig. 5.2. The typical wavelength of the pattern was found to be of
the order of 50 m which is comparable to the length scale over which the bac-
teria concentration varies in the radial direction near the contact-line and much
larger than the length of an individual bacterium (of the order of 10m). We took
movies of the collective motion and a close examination of them revealed that
the periodic clusters of bacteria in images at times 5 - 7 minutes in Fig. 5.1 are in
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fact dense bacterial jets directed away from the contact-line and the pattern was
more or less stationary. Nevertheless, the pattern eventually disappeared as the
drop evaporated further as seen in images from the 8 minutes onwards in Fig.
5.1.
While the pattern observed in Fig. 5.1 is similar to the one observed by Dom-
browski et al. (2004) it is the gravitational instability of the suspension arising
from the chemotactic accumulation of bacteria near the surface of the drop that
caused pattern in that case. In fact, Dombrowski et al. (2004) had prevented
evaporation-driven flows inside the drop by enclosing the drop inside a cham-
ber with high humidity. Thus the chemotaxis of bacteria towards oxygen (or
in general aerotaxis) is a fundamental requirement for pattern formation in the
experiment of Dombrowski et al. (2004). In contrast to this, our experiments
with smooth-swimming strain of E. Coli (RP9535) which is non-chemotactic also
show (see Fig. 5.3(a)) similar pattern as in Fig. 5.1 thus ruling out aerotaxis
driven bioconvection as the mechanism behind the pattern seen in Fig. 5.1.
This is further confirmed by the observation that the pattern shown in Fig. 5.1
can be eliminated completely by preventing the evaporation of drop as seen in
Fig. 5.3(b) while the patterns resulting from bioconvection in the experiment
of Dombrowski et al. (2004) were observed in the absence of any evaporation
driven flow within the drop. Furthermore, while the diameter and the initial
thickness of drops used in the present experiment is about 2 mm and 500 m
respectively, Dombrowski et al. (2004) observe bioconvection-driven patterns in
a much larger drop with a diameter of around 1 cm and thickness 2 mm which
is not surprising since the gravitational instability leading to bioconvection oc-
curs in general at larger length scales (see Koch & Subramanian (2011)). Figure
5.3(c) shows the image of the contact-line region of a drop of a suspension of
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.3: Image of the contact-line region of (a) evaporating sessile drop
of suspension of smooth-swimming E. Coli (RP9535), (b) non
evaporating drop of wild-type E. Coli (RP437) suspension, and
(c) evaporating drop of incessantly tumbling E. Coli (RP1616)
suspension. The scale bar in figure (a) represents a distance of
100m and the bacteria concentration for all cases are approx-
imately the same as in Fig. 5.1 ( 1010 bacteria per milliliter).
For figure (b) the evaporation of the drop was prevented by
covering the drop with the lid of a small petri-dish lined with
moist paper. All the images are taken at the same time ( 6:5
minutes) from the placement of the drop and the drying times
of drops shown in figure (a) and (c) are around 9.5 minutes.
incessantly tumbling cells of E. Coli (RP1616). The bacteria concentration and
the time at which the image is captured in this experiment are approximately
the same as in Fig. 5.1. While the pattern in this case is much more diffuse when
compared to Fig. 5.1 at 6 minutes, periodic jet-like structures can be identified in
the top left corner region of the image. The difference between patterns in Fig.
5.3(c) and Fig. 5.1 at 6 minutes suggest a link between the pattern formation
and the motility of bacteria whose precise nature is yet to be determined. We
also did experiments with different bacteria concentrations and we found that
the width of the region of the collective motion decreases with the decrease in
bacteria concentration as seen in Fig. 5.4.
To further characterize the observed patterns we investigate the variation of
the contact angle of the bacterial suspension drop with respect to time as the
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Figure 5.4: Image of the contact-line region of evaporating sessile drop of
suspension of of wild-type E. Coli cells at varying bacterial con-
centrations concentrations. (a) 1010 bacteria per milliliter (b)
7:5109 bacteria permilliliter, (c) 6109 bacteria permilliliter, (d)
4:5109 bacteria per milliliter, (e) 2:4109 bacteria per milliliter,
and (f) 1:3109 bacteria per milliliter. The scale bar in figure (a)
represents a distance of 100m and the drop radii are approxi-
mately the same ( 1mm) for all cases.
drop evaporates and we also measure the typical evaporation-induced fluid ve-
locity inside the drop by tracking fluorescent tracer particles suspended in a
drop of motility medium without any bacteria. The drop volume used in both
experiments is the same as in Figs. 5.1, 5.3, and 5.4 (1L) and the glass cov-
erslips for these experiments were also prepared in the identical manner. The
time variation of the contact angle is shown in Fig. 5.5(a) and the variation of
the evaporation-induced radial velocity with distance from the contact-line is
shown in Fig. 5.5(b). It is clear from Fig. 5.5(a) that the contact angle of the drop
decreases more or less linearly with time which is consistent with the results
from numerical simulations of drop evaporation by Hu & Larson (2002). In Fig.
5.1 the collective motion is predominantly observed at durations between 0:5td
to 0:7td where td is the drying time of the drop and Fig. 5.5(a) shows that the
typical contact angle during these times is around 20 degrees. The experimen-
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Figure 5.5: (a) Variation of the contact angle (c) with time for an evapo-
rating sessile drop of bacterial suspension at a bacterial con-
centration of 1010 bacteria per milliliter. Time is scaled by the
drying time ( 8minutes) of the drop and the error bars show
one standard deviation to either sides of the mean value ob-
tained from ten measurements for each data point. (b) Typ-
ical evaporation-induced fluid velocity inside an evaporating
sessile drop versus distance from the contact line measured at
times t=td = 0:5 (square), and t=td = 0:67 (asterisk) from the
placement of the drop. The drop did not contain any bacteria
and was seeded with 1m size fluorescent tracer particles at a
low concentration of about 108 per milliliter. The velocity data
was obtained by manual tracking of five tracer particles lying
in a strip of width 40m centered at each data points and the
error bars in the figure show the maximum and minimum ve-
locities obtained those five. The lines at the bottom of the plot
shows the analytical predictions of the depth-averaged fluid
velocity inside the drop obtained from lubrication theory given
in Eq. 5.1 (see Deegan et al. (1997) andHu&Larson (2005)) for a
typical contact angle of c = 20 degrees, drop radius R = 1mm,
and drying time td = 10minutes. The solid line is for t=td = 0:5
and the dashed line is for t=td = 0:67 with td  6minutes.
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tally measured evaporation-induced fluid velocity inside the drop during these
times is of the order of 10m=s near the contact-line as shown in Fig. 5.5(b)
by symbols. The velocity data in Fig. 5.5 were obtained by manually tracking
the tracer particles appearing in the movies of the near-contact-line region of
the drop and since the tracking procedure is labor intensive, only five particles
were tracked for each data point. For each data point, only those particles which
were fast-moving and passing through a strip of width 20m in the radial direc-
tion to either sides of the location of the data point were chosen to be tracked.
Thus the velocity data given Fig. 5.5 can only be considered to be representing
the typical order of magnitude of the fluid velocity inside the drop. The lines
in Fig. 5.5(b) show the prediction of the depth-averaged fluid velocity from the
lubrication theory of evaporating drops (Deegan et al., 1997; Hu & Larson, 2005)
Vevap =
R
td
1
4(1  t=td)
h
(1  ~r2) (c)  

1  ~r2
i
~r
(5.1)
where R is the radius of the drop ( 1mm), td is the drying time ( 6 min-
utes), ~r = (R   y)=R is the non-dimensional radial co-ordinate measured from
the center of the drop with y being the distance from the contact-line, and
(c) = =2   c=180 where c  20 is the contact angle of the drop in de-
grees. The fluid velocity increases as we move toward the contact-line and at
the contact-line (y = 0) the fluid velocity is divergent due to the singularity in
the diffusive flux of the vapor (see Deegan et al. (1997) and Hu & Larson (2005))
and the vanishing depth of the drop. The qualitative nature of the radial veloc-
ity variation in the drop is reproduced in our experiments as seen in Fig. 5.5
and the order of magnitude of the fluid velocity also agrees with the theoretical
prediction in Eq. 5.1.
One important observation is that the length scale over which the bacteria
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concentration varies in Fig. 5.2 at 6 minutes is of the order of 100 m while the
balance of the convective flux of bacteria due to evaporation-driven flow and the
bacterial diffusive flux would give a length scale of D=Vevap = 10m (with the
typical magnitude of Vevap = 10m=s and the bacteria diffusivityD = 100m2=s)
which is in order of magnitude smaller than the observation. The most likely
reason for this discrepancy is that the collective motion drives bacteria away
from the contact-line since the bacterial “jets” associated with the collective mo-
tion seen in Fig. 5.1 are directed away from the contact-line. This reasoning is
reinforced by the observation in Fig. 5.1 at 6 minutes that bacteria accumulate
in significantly thinner layers in regions that lie between two bacterial jets.
5.5 Concluding discussion
The experimental observations described in the previous section establish the
existence of a collection motion of bacteria near the contact-line of an evaporat-
ing sessile drop appearing as a periodic variation in the bacteria concentration
along the periphery of the drop. The evaporation-driven radial flow inside the
drop along with the impenetrability condition at the contact-line concentrate
bacteria near the contact-line where the bacterial population organize them-
selves into periodic jets directed toward the center of the drop. Experiments
show that the bacterial collective motion does not appear when the evaporation
of the drop is prevented by enclosing it inside a humid chamber. The obser-
vation of collective motion in both wild-type cells and smooth-swimming cells
rules out chemotaxis as the reason behind the collective motion. The motility of
bacteria nevertheless seems to influence the organizedmotion since the periodic
variation in bacteria concentration observed for cells which tumble incessantly
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is much more diffuse that that for the wild-type suspension at similar bacteria
concentrations. We further observe that decreasing the bacteria concentration
results in a decrease in the spatial extent of collective motion. Finally, experi-
ments with fluorescent tracer particles show that the evaporation-driven radial
fluid velocity in the region where collective motion is observed is comparable
to the swimming speed of bacteria.
Since the collective motion observed here is characterized by the periodic
variation of the bacterial density near the contact-line, it is reasonable to suspect
that the observed pattern in the present experiment arises from the concentra-
tion instability of an inhomogeneous base state characterized by the balance be-
tween evaporation-induced convection and diffusion of bacteria. The following
heuristic analysis of the present problem in the point of view of the linear sta-
bility of continuum bacteria and momentum conservation equations (see Sub-
ramanian & Koch (2009)) of the bacteria suspension suggests the possibility of
an instability driven by the coupling between the bacteria concentration field
and the bacteria stress driven fluid flow. First, the inhomogeneous base state
resulting from the balance between the diffusion of bacteria and convection
by evaporation-driven fluid flow gives rise to a source for bacteria concentra-
tion fluctuations appearing as the term u0  rn0 where u0 is the perturbed fluid
velocity field and n0 is the base-state bacteria concentration field (see Kasyap
& Koch (2012)) in the linearized bacteria conservation equation. Secondly, the
bacteria concentration fluctuations can drive the fluid velocity perturbations, u0
in the present problem owing to the shear-induced anisotropy in the bacterial
orientation field in the base state. The shear associated with the evaporation
driven fluid flow rotates bacteria causing their orientation field to be in general
be anisotropic (Subramanian & Koch, 2009) and this would result the bacteria
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stress term in the linearized momentum equation r  [ CUsL2n0hpp  I=3i0]
where n0 is the perturbed bacteria concentration field and hpp  I=3i0 is the sec-
ond moment tensor of the base-state orientation field to force the fluid velocity
perturbations. HereC  0:57 is the non-dimensional bacterial dipole strength, 
is the solvent viscosity, Us is the bacterial swimming speed, and L is the overall
length of the bacterium including its flagella bundle. An isotropic base state on
the other hand, would not have such a term since hpp  I=3i0 = 0 in that case.
The degree of anisotropy in the orientation field of the bacteria in the present
problem is determined by the competition between the rotation of the bacteria
by the shear associated with the fluid flow and bacterial tumbling. For small
shear rates compared to the bacterial tumbling frequency, bacteria would tend
to orient near the extensional axis of the fluid flow and for large shear rates,
they would tend to orient along the flow direction. It is thus useful to look at
the non-dimensional shear rate associated with the evaporation-induced fluid
flow inside the drop defined as   = Vevap=(h 1) with h being the thickness of
the drop and  1 being the bacterial tumbling frequency. In Fig. 5.6 we show the
variation of   with respect to the distance from the contact-line. The calculated
values of   shown in Fig. 5.6 is based on the typical values of experimentally
obtained Vevap given in Fig. 5.5(b) and with the typical tumbling frequency of
bacteria of  1 = 1=s. The thickness of the drop h as a function of distance from
the contact-line is calculated for the typical contact-line radiusR = 1mm and the
contact angle of c = 20 degrees. Since the contact angle is small, the thickness
profile of the drop can be approximated to be a parabola so that h(y) = h0(1 ~r2)
(Hu& Larson, 2005) where h0 = R(1= sin(c) 1= tan(c)) is themaximum height
of the drop and ~r(y) is the non-dimensional radial coordinate defined earlier.
The non-dimensional shear rate shown in Fig. 5.6 is of order 1 near the contact-
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Figure 5.6: (a) Variation of the non-dimensional shear rate associated with
the experimentally obtained fluid velocity inside drop given
in Fig. 5.5(b) with respect to the distance from the contact-
line. Circles correspond to the velocity data at 3 minutes in
Fig. 5.5(b) and stars correspond to the data at 4 minutes.
line and it decays quickly as we move farther into the bulk of the drop. Thus
the evaporation-induced flowwould tend to orient bacteria lying far away from
the contact-line near the extensional axis of the shear flow and their orientation
would be progressively brought toward the flow direction as we approach the
contact-line. Thus the base state bacterial orientation field will be significantly
anisotropic in the region of collective motion facilitating bacteria concentration
fluctuation driven fluid flows.
Thus in the present problem there exists a two-way coupling between the
bacteria concentration field and the fluid flow such that bacteria concentration
fluctuations can drive a fluid flow which in turn can transport bacteria. At
present, it is not clear if such a coupling would indeed result in an instability
and only a full linear stability analysis of the problem can confirm the possibil-
ity of the instability. This however is beyond the scope of the present investi-
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gation. The present problem may appear to be somewhat similar to the case of
chemotaxis driven instability described by us previously (Kasyap & Koch, 2012)
in which the chemotaxis and diffusion of bacteria balance to yield an inhomoge-
neous base state which is unstable to bacterial concentration fluctuations if the
mean bacterial concentration exceeds a critical value. However, the disturbance
fluid flow in that case is driven by the perturbations in the normal stresses that
bacteria create owing to the net orientation of bacteria along the direction of
the chemical gradient. In contrast to that, the thin film geometry of the present
problem causes the fluid disturbances to be driven predominantly by the per-
turbations in bacterial shear stress.
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